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Girl Of 13 Saves Lives Of Five Children When
Horace Grover House Burns

Waldoboro Almost Lost To Thomaston After
Leading 6 to 1 In Ninth

A little housekeeper, only 13( a car in the shed receiving some
years of age. gathered a brood of damage. Total damage was esti
mated at $1000 by Fire Chief Van
five smaller children and got them E.
Russell.
to safety as the home of Mr and
The new hydrant, fed from the
Mrs. Horace Grover on Mountain Bog Quarry, was given its first fire
road burst into flames Tuesday test as a line was run from its lo
afternoon.
cation on West Meadow Road, over
Julia Barter, caring for the Gro the hill to the Grover home. The
ver children while the parents were water supply proved ample with |
both at work, discovered flames in the Mack pumper driving the water
the shed oi the one and one-half over the hill to the scene of the
story house near the Eenner HUI fire
The Dodge tanker was able to
School and reached safety with
them as a neighbor called the Fire hold the flames somewhat until the
main line was in operation. A burst
Department.
Edgar, 2. and Horace, Jr., 4, were hose during the fire cut off the
having naps as the flames broke main supply for a few minutes dur
out and were aroused by Julia and ing the fire with the 150-gallon
(aken to safety together with Ern booster tank on the new aerial and
est, 1 year; Gecrge 7, and Edward 9 pumper truck filling in nicely while
The fire was confined to the the repair was made in a minimum
kitchen and sited of the house with of time.

League Standings
W
L Pet.
Rockland .............. 9
1
.SO9
Waldoboro ............. 8
3
.727
Thomaston ........... 8
4
.667
Spruce Head ....... 6
5
.545
Warren ... -............ 5
7
.417
Rockport .............. 3
5
.375
Camden ................ 4
7
.364
St. George ............. O
11
.003
Results; June 29: Thomaston 8,
Waldoboro 2 (corrected >.
July 3: Thomaston 4. Rockland
3. Warren 11, St. George 7.
July 4: Rockland 14. St .Geotge
3. Spruce Head 11, Rockport 8
Camden 6, Thomaston 3. Waldo
boro 7 Warren 4.
July 5: Spruce Head 14 Camden
9. Waldoboro 8, Thomaston 7.
Rockland 8. Rockport 8 (tied,.
• • • •
'Coming games:
Thursday
Thomaston at Rockland, Cam
den at Warren, Rockport at St.
George, Waldoboro at Spruce Head
• • • •
Waldoboro 8, Thomaston 7
At Waldoboro
A good sized crowd which had
set through eight lopsided innings
Tuesday night was brought to i's
feet by the sensational develop
ments of the last stanza.
The visitors went to bat in the
t nth facing a 6 to 1 lead. What
they did to Bowman in that inning,
and what the Waldoboro fielders
also did to Bowman would mage a
chapter in itself. Thomaston bat
ters hit the ball to all corners of
the sloping outfield, and the Wal
doboro fielders threw the ball with
the abandon of youth, recking
naught where it was going to land.
When the screwy session was over
the Thomaston fans were jubilant
over the fact that their team was
in the lead by one score.
Hard luck man of that half was

GONDOLA CAR WENT ADRIFT
And Landed Within Inches Of
Parked By Bumper

Here is a view of a busy corner in the remodelled plant of Edwards & Co., makers of Rockland's fa
mous E & M. ice cream. A complete story of the fine plant will appear in these columns in the “The Rock
land of Today" series of stories boosting this city's industries.

Sedan

A slight miscalculation Tuesday . to rest several feet off ihe ground
night in the railroad yards sent a and at a sharp angle from the
huge gondola ,ar rearing over I rear trucks which had come off the
i rail and rested on the road bed
Union street as it crashed a track
and barrier and rode over it,resting
M. A. D. A. MEETING
inches from the top of a small se
The Maine Automobile Dealers’
dan parked by the bumper.
No one was in the car when the Association will hold a sectional
accident occured and railroad meeting at Witham’s Lobster Pound
workers quickly pushed the New i at 6.30 p. m. next Wednesday. The
Jersey car to a safe spot across ‘ speaker will be Paul A. MacDonald,
the street.
Deputy Secretary of State. His
The big car. used for the bulk speech will pertain to the new moshipment of cement, was being j tor vehicle laws that were passed
backed into a dead end track which by the 1949 Legislature. Bill Kosends at Union street near the ! ter. vice president of the association.
freight house when a possible mis | has arranged for a grand shore dincalculation as to the number of ; ner with all the “fixings" and cool
cars in the string being placed sent weather. Don't miss it.
the lead car over the bumper. The
trucks of the car rode over the
In 1948, the average American
barrier with the whole unit coming ate 145 pounds of meat.

LET US HELP OURSELVES
By Supporting the

ROCKLAND DISTRICT
NURSING ASSOCIATION
in its campaign to raise funds to carry on its
vital work in Rockland. The drive is now on,
the first in nearly two years. Do not wait to
be solicited. Send your contributions now to

the Association’s headquarters at the Com
munity Building. Recognition of your gift will
be made in the columns of this paper.

REMEMBER—THIS IS A COMMUNITY AFFAIR
Rockland District Nursing Association.

FISHING BOAT IN PERIL
The Stephen M. Had Narrow Escape Off
Fisherman’s Island Yesterday
The fishing boat Stephen M of
Rockland was saved from sinking
in the bay yesterday afternccn by
her two-man crew', Capt. Alcnzo
Willey of Rockland and David Un
derwood of Matinicus.
Capt. Willey relates that he and
Underwod left Rockland for Ma
tinicus about 1 p m., intending to
get bait on the island and start
handlining this morning.
About 2 o'clock, when near the
black buoy off Fisherman's Island,
the boat started taking water for
ward cf the engine. Pumping failed
to stop the flood with bailing hav
ing even less effect as it became
apparent that plank fastenings had
let go. Heading the boat for the
beach. Underwood opened the mo
tor wide and ran her until water
covered the air intake and choked
her
The pair took to the dory as the
big boat settled and took her in
tow, now under water, all except
a part of the house and the mast.
An empty fuel tank was all. that
gave the hulk flotation. A mile and
a half row with a favorable tide
took them into a cove on the south
ern end ef Monroe’s Island, where
they beached her out and waited
for a passing boat to send them
help.
They were spotted late in the aft
ernoon by lobsterman Alton Raynes
and Byrcn Bray of Owl’s Head who
went to their aid
They put their boats alongside
the sunken hull and lashed her to
them and backed off the beach to
make the run to Owl’s Head harbor
where they beached her near high
water mark about 6.30 last night.
The tow of the sunken boat was
both a difficult and risky one for
the two lobstermen who endangered
their own boats to make the rescue.
The Stephen M . is reported by
Capt. Willey to be the property of
Henry J. Wilkie of Pink street,
Rockland, who’had leased her to
him for handlining off Matinicus.
The boat is approximately 25 years
old and was built in Tiverton. Nova
Scotia
David Underwood was a crewman
on the bay coaster Hattie Loring.

when she sank about two years ago
at North Haven.
Capt. Willey has been about the
Rockland and Portland waterfronts
for his lifetime, captaining vari
ous fishing beats and schooner'
He recalled that 18 years ago he
had the Lisa & Beulah, out of
Rockland and had been fishing
with her all Summer Leaving her
at anchor in the harbor and going
on another boat one trip, he re
turned to find her on bottom with
just her masts showng above the

surface.
The fact that the Stephen M. was
in trouble in the bay was transmit
ted to Coast Guard at White Head in
middle afternoon by a woman who
hung up before the watch towerman
at the station could ask her the lo
cation of the boat in distress. The
result was that two Coast Guard
boats combed the bay all afternoon
without results It ts presumed that
they had beached her cn Monroe’s
Island before Coast Guard covered
that area and as they were looking

Barlow, the former Pirate, who
whaled the ball into the right field
purlieus for an unmistakable horn?
run. but coming in from third fell
and lost his opportunity to get
many miles of free gasoline.
Pete Lynch was more fortunate
for Ids homer produced three runs
and was the means of bringing the
visitors temporarily in’o the spot
light.
Cheese” meantime was in a
state cf utter collapse.
But Waldoboro made a champ
ionship finish, scoring the neces
sary. two runs on Burnheimer's
double, Bagley’s single two passes
and an error.
There was some sensational field
ing all around.
Waldoboro
0 1 0 2 0 1 2 0 2—8
Thomaston
10000000 6—7
Hits, Waldoboro 10, Thomaston
11. Errors. Verge 2, D. Sawyer. Barlow, Bowman. Wink. Runs batted
in. Bond 3, Wink 2, Lynch 2, D.
Sawyer Barlow, Bagley. Two base
hits, D Sawyer, Henry. Lynch, Jen
kins. Burnheimer. Three base hit,
Barlow. Home run. Wink, Lynch.
Sacrifice, Hallowell, Sprague. Left
cn base, Thomaston 5, Waldoboro 5.
Base on balls off Jenkins 3, Bow
man. Strikeouts. Jenkins 4, Bow
man 7. Hit by pitcher, Jenkins
'Hodgkins,. Winning pitcher, Jen
kins.
PB.
Pierpont.
Umpires,
Watts, Hanna.
• • • •
Spruce Head 14, Camden 9
At Camden
Spruce Head had two big innings
at Camden Tuesday night, scoring
10 runs in one and four in the
other. Many errors punctuated the
game. Many errors made the large
scores possible Ryder's triple was
the longest hit.
Spruce Head 010 0000400 14
Camden
000400005— 9
Base hits. Spruce Head 14 Cam
den 10. Errors, Heal 2, Ferrara, W.
Drinkwater. Richards 2, Sturges 2,
for a boat at sea, missed her en Newcombe 2. Davis, Ryder, Ferrara,
tirely.
(Continued on Page Two)

NIGHT BASEBALL

ENTER YOUR FLOAT IN THE MAINE LOBSTER AND

SEAFOODS FESTIVAL PARADE AUGUST 6

ROCKETS vs. THOMASTON
COMMUNITY PARK. ROCKLAND, 9.00 P. M.

5 »»•> r.’

FRIDAY, JULY 8

f
*•>

Er <-

______

_ _ _ GENERAL_ _ _

INFORMATION

j

1. Why not “climb on the Band
wagon" and help boost Maine
and Maine's Fishing Industry;
here's the dope!
2. Entrance fee per float, S5.00.
3. Day of Parade, August 6,
4. Entrance fees apply to all mo
bile units.
5. Prizes!!! S 100.00 prize for win
ning Floats!
6. Eligibility, open to everyone.
7. l or further information call
Chairman John Hartson, Tel. 1483-W after 7 p. m.; 1376 daytime.
Sub-chairman Bill llepkins, Tel. 127.
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Volume 104.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 54.

HAD A THRILLING FINISH

The Immaculate Home of “E5& M”
j®
SW

THURSDAY

THE BLACK CAT
By The Roving Reporter

Ike Simmons’ dcor yard at 20
Rockland strtet is a gathering cen
ter for children at play. And now
prepare to shudder. The other day
an oil truck was leaving the yard
when Mr Simmons happened to
notice the rear wheel settle. Going
to investigate he discovered that
the soil hid an abandoned well
about 18 feet deep, and of whose
presence he had been unaware
during the 20 years he has resided
there. And just to think how the
recent California tragedy might
have been duplicated right here at
home.
Looking about for alibis the Bos
ton sports writers are telling about
the baseball stars they might have
signed in recent years—but didn't.
It's a great season for the Monday
morning quarterbacks.
What crazy things some persons
do. Out in Zanesville, Ohio, for in
stance, a man permitted himself to
be buried alive for 45 days, with
a draft leading from his face to
the surface for introduction of air
and food . During this unnatural
imprisonment thousands of other
fools visited the "grave” for a looksee.

That man is here again—the
man who said he could stand plenty
of cold weather, but couldn’t stand
the heat. But what did he say in
Winter?
I rode five miles the other night
behind a motorist who remained
studiously on the left side of the
road, except when obliged to turn
cut for an approaching car. He
drove in too straight a line to be
intoxicated but there must have
been something wrong above the
eyebrows.

To the information about the
Spear block. A C. McIntosh adds
the name of another tenant, one of
the very first to occupy the quar
ters—James Brack, a candy maker,
who had the space later used by
Perkins Restaurant. Used to have
marvelous Christmas windows.

Try Our Home-Made Strawberry

TOWN NEWS

Edgar A. Ames Farm

Items of Interest from
the Towns Listed Below
Appear in This Issue.

U. S. ROCTE 1, WARREN, MAINE
One Mile from Thomaston-Warren Bridge
For Velvety Rich, Full Flavored lee
Cream made here on the farm, by Louise,
in person. Served daily 10 a. m.-10 p. m.
54-Th-tf

J

WARREN
ROCKPORT
CAMDEN
UNION
THOMASTON
VINALHAVEN
APPLETON
EAST FRIENDSHIP
SEARSMONT
PORT CLYDE
TENANT’S HARBOR
MATINICUS
WEST WALDOBORO
MARTINSVILLE
HOPE
ROCKVILLE

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If r had my life to live again
wo,iid have made a rule to read eon
poetry and listen to some music i
least once a week The loss of th«
tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Chari,
Darwin.

THE LAST ROSE OF SUMMER

’Tis the last rose of Summer,
Left blooming alone;
All her lovely companions
Are faded and gone;
No flower of her kindred
No rosebud is nigh
To reflect back her blushes,
Or give sigh for sigh!
So soon may T follow.
When friendships decay,
And from love s shining circle
The gems drop away!
When true hearts lie withered.
And fond ones are flown,
O. who would inhabit
This bleak world alone?
— Thomas Moore.

Bean Pickers Wanted
To Sign Up At Once
For the Bean Picking Season To Start
ABOUT AUGUST FIRST
IT IS MORE THAN EVER ESSENTIAL THIS
YEAR THAT
ALL BEANS BE HARVESTED!

JOE

ROBARTS

A TIP FROM JOE

Here is great opportunity for Children 11 to 15 years,
To Earn Big Money Picking Beans

PRIZE BOOTY
For the Raider Who Storms the Refrigerator—

Price Paid-2c per Pound

In 1948 I said
That Monmouth crowd has used its head.
They’re paying cash for Blueberries
When you make your deliveries.

Free Bus Transportation Provided to the Fields
Apply To
U. S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE OFFICE, 437 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
BLACK & GAY CANNERS, THOMASTON

It worked so well—that Cash idea
They’re doing it again THIS YEAR.
So—Take a Tip and make your plans
To sell YOUR Berries for Monmouth cans!

E. & M. ICE CREAM
Everyone’s Favorite:

Be Sure and Sign Up At Once!

BLACK & GAY, CANNERS
54—56, 57&59

MONMOUTH CANNING CO.
LIBERTY AND UNION. MAINE
53-55

E. & M. Fresh Fruit Strawberry with native berries
fresh from Gray’s Strawberry Field, Camden

TREE AND
LANDSCAPE SERVICE
Established 1932
SPECIALIZING IN
* Lawn Building
* Flag Stone Walks
* Foundation Planting
* Tree Moving
* Spraying
* Pruning
TEL. CAMDEN 785
50-tf

“AT ALL E. & M. DEALERS”

EVERY USED CAR

AT YOUR FOUNTAIN

GUARANTEED

AT YOUR STORE

EDWARDS & CO.
23 TILLSON AVENUE.
TELEPHONE 214
ROCKLAND. MAINE

WE SELL IS

A 90 day guarantee is attached
to (he good Used Can we sell.
Plenty of cars—all makes. Fast
turnover. Just the car you want.

DREWETT’S GARAGE
Kaiser-Frazer Sales-Service
ROUTE 1,
WARREN, ME.
TEL. 33-3
46-tf

found out the Old Timers had not
forgotten how to play ball at ihe
game held the afternoon of the
Fourth. These men may be lame
Oldtimers Proved To the St. now but they were not lax, and
George Ball Team They the boys called it "quits'1 after
playing five innings.
Have Not Forgotten
When the hearse drew up beside
the
field somebody suggested jok
Port Clyde, July 5.
ingly that it could be used as an
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ambulance in case some of the old
The St. George baseball team er players became exhausted but.
with a score of 24 to 2 in favor of
the "old timers." tans changed
their minds and decided that its
arrival was timely since their op
ponents didn't show much life.
Come on. boys! Are you going to
Carpenter and Builder
let them do this to you? Must
THOMASTON. MAINE
you hear everlastingly what a ball
TELEPHONE 178-4
39'40-tf team St. George used to have?
Isn't that bad enough without lettng them prove it to you?
Elliott, Myrick.

Were Not Lifeless

Francis L. Tillson

WALDO

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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THEATRE

GOOD
USED CARS

MILLER’S
GARAGE
ROCKLAND

[EDITORIAL]
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
Many calls, to be sure, but m’ne more urgent than that
of the Rockland District Nursing Association, which is on the
eve of conducting its first fund campaign in two years. The
emergency is well set forth in the letter directed to Rock
land citizens by Rev. Ernest Ogden Kenyon, president of the
Association. It follows:
"For the first time in two years the Rockland District
Nursing Association is asking for your assistance. The vital
work carried on b- Miss Eliza Steele and Mrs. May Peters is
well known to you. Our goal for this year is only $6,600.
which, you will agree, is small in comparison with the invalu
able .service rendered by this organization.”

Between the Bookends

PAINTBOX SUMMER
WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Katrine Vale found herself sur
rounded by bright flowers, sparkling
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees water, vivid sky at the Cape. Site
Saturday at 2.00, Sunday at 3.00 found the silver-grey sand and bayberry-grten She found wild, aus
FRIDAY, JULY 8
tere country, bordered by the ocean.
Robert Taylor. Ava Gardner
Hanked by glittering dunes. Yes.
John Hodiak. Vincent Price
and she feund a busy little New
England village with houses nudg
Charles Laughton in
ing each other and church steeples
rising against the sky. These were
“THE BRIBE”
surprises, for Kate had never lived
near the water, or even gone to the
SATURDAY ONLY
hore fcr a whole Summer
JULY 9
Going on to P-town on a tryout
Double Feature:
basis, to paint, going to Peter Hunt’s
place where bright chintzes were
“JIGGS AND MAGGIE
draped over wrought-iron balcony
railings, where painted benches and
IN COURT”
tables, cabinets and trays, place
Plus
mats and Christmas cards and flow
erpots and lamps nestled in and
Tim Holt in
about peasant furniture was like a
dream come true for seventeen“INDIAN AGENT”
year-old Kate. Here she could do
something
completely different
Next Sunday-Monday, July 10from anything, she had ever done
11: “Family Honeymoon.''
before Here was the chance to
do the art work she loved, to meet
fascinating people, and to convince
her aunt that she had followed her
advice: "Be Yourself."
Kate joins Peter Hunt’s Peasant
Village, makes friends with two of
Pet; r's young helpers—Misty and
Rhoda. lives in a wharf apartment
right out over the bay. and has new
1938 Plymouth Sedan
experiences with a handsome young
Portuguese fisherman and Bill.
1947 Ford Sedan
Paintbox Summer." by Betty
Cavanna 'The Westminster Press.
1946 Chevrolet Sedan
) Philadelphia. $2 501. is a gay book,
with gay designs, the work of the
1939 Chevrolet Tudor
real Peter Hunt, whose decorated
furniture and novelties have made
1939 Studebaker Coupe
•him famous the world ever. Here
and there about his colorful work1937 Plymouth Sedan
shp is the setting for this delightful
j Summer story, a setting for the fa
1935 Chevrolet Coupe
mous Prcvincetowdn artists' colony
where the bay is a mirror, merging
Others To Choose From
with the dove-grey sky, and boats
lay on its surface without swaying,
like boats in a Japanese print, a
P-tcwn reality.
If you've ever held a paint brush,
if you ve ever had a dream ccme
true, then you'll understand you’ll
be yourself, feel completely' free
DeSOTO. PLYMOUTH
Ito enjoy the story, and you'll like
25-31 RANKIN ST.,
f the feeling.
l. R F.

Japan's comeback is cutting in
on China s trade in green teas.

KNOX TWILIGHT LEAGUE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

NEW RECORD OF FATALITIES
That there should be 711 deaths during the Fourth of
July week-end is deplorable, and that it should net a new
record in spite of ihe widespread injunctions to regard safety
is intolerable.
The final tabulation in a State-by-State survey showed
711 died between 6 p. m. Friday and midnight Monday. Of
these 315 were traffic deaths. 256 were drownings and 140
were from miscellaneous causes.
The National Safety Council, in a statement in Chicago,
called the record toll "shameful and disgraceful." It said "a
showofT attitude was responsible for the high traffic and
drowning totals The previous record of 628 Independence
Day fatalities was set during the three days in 1941.

BELFAST'S CHICKEN BARBECUE
Many Knox County people Will of course attend the
"chicken barbecue” in Belfast Saturday, partly because of
the great pleasure it will afford, and partly out of loyalty to
an adjoining county, which will doubtless reciprocate next
month when Rockland holds its bitt Seafoods Festival. The
Summer season is a brief one. and the time to enjoy the
events to which we looked forward all Winter is when they
occur. Waldo and Knox Counties Will furnish two of Maine's
leading festivals this Summer.

At least two former Twilight
(Continued from Page One)
Bryant, Drinkwater. Runs batted League players are "calling 'em"
this season—Frank Wincapaw and
in. Alley 3. E. Post 2, Ryder 2, Jones Alden Watts. Like all "umps" they
2, Richards, Ferrara, Teel., Davis, are learning what artificial head
R. Ames. Twii'b.'.-i- hl . Newcodite. aches are like.
• • • •
Three base hit Ryder. Stolen base.
They tell me that Johnny Dana,
D. Post. Double pass. Alley, New who pitched for Thomaston against
combe to R Ames; Ryder. Heal to Rockland Sunday, lost 10 pounds
Burkett. Left oi. base. Camden 7, during that performance, due to the
Spruce Head 4 Base on ball, off excessive heat The Rockets had a
lost the game.
Drinkwater 1, Sparta 1, Alley 1. worse calamity:• they
• • •
Davis 3. Strikeouts, Sparta 2
"We did not expect to win Tues
Alley 1. Davis 1. Hit by pitcher, by
Sparta. D. Post WP. Alley 2. BK. day night’s game, because we had
Sparta. Umpire. Hatch and Bart a patched up team,” said Ed. Lynch.
Three was no patch-up so far as his
lett.
• • • •
boy wa» concerned, for he is one
Rcckland 8. Rorkport 8
of the League stars, at bat and
afield.
At Rockport
• « 9 •
When twilight descended upon
I was not altogether surprised
the Rockport field Tuesday night,
it stopped a neat little fracas to find "Cheese" still cn the yagging
which was declared a draw. Rock line. Thomaston threw a scare into
land's lene run in the eighth him with that ninth inning rally,
staved off defeat for the league but the orator-humorist emerged
leaders. Williams. Rockport's third triumphant.
• • • •
baseman found Rockland's pitcher
If anybody has the courage tc
for four hits. Miller and Hodg
pick an all-League team this sea
kins made three apiece.
Rockland
3 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 1—6. son. he will have his job cut out
Rockport
31 100003 0—8 for him in selecting a first baseBase hits, Rockland 11. Rcckpsr: man. The logical candidates are,
8. Errors, Miller. Williams. Hall. of course. Bcrnheimer of Waldoboro
Laukka. Runs batied in. Hodgkins, and Barlcw of Thomaston I dunno.
• • • •
Vigue Miller. Billings 2. Dean 3,
Waldoboro has many loyal root
Laukka 2, Williams. Two base hit,
LaCrosse. Stolen bases, Hodgkins ers. and many feminine fans who
2. Sacrifices, Billings 2. Double know the fine points cf the game
pass Deshon, Laukka. Perry. Lefi Earl and I sat alongside several ol
on base. Rockland 11. Rockport 5. them Tuesday •night.
• • •
Base on balls, off Vigue 6. Rich
Over in Thomaston they call
ards 1. Fish 1. Strikeouts, by La pitcher Jenkins "the Iron Man,”
Crosse 3 Vigue 4. Richards 3, Fish by virtue of his ability to pitch
2. HO. Vigue 8 in 7 2-3 innings; every sc often.
LaCrosse 0 in 1 1-3; Richards 7 in
• • • •
4: Fish 4 in 5. Hit by pitcher, by
All this talk about having two
Richards (Ellis), Fish (Billingsi. divisions of the Twilight League is
Umpire. Wincapaw. Time. 2.30.
negatived by the fact that all of
• • • •
the leaders have lost to the so-called
Diamond Dots
tail-enders.
At least Rockland
I made my first visit to the Wal could only tie Rockport Tuesday
doboro grounds Tuesday night and night.
was amazed at the improvements
which have been made. The field
has been leveled clear to the slop
ing suburbs, two new grandstands
have been built, and a scoreboard,
IN COMFORT
which can bp plainly seen from any
The Burrowes Combination
quarter of the field, has been erect
ed. The Twilight League has sev
ALUMINUM SCREEN
eral fine ball parks, and Waldo
AND STORM WINDOWS
boro's is second to none of them.
• • • •
GOOD FOR LIFE
Builders of the Waldoboro grand
CASH OR TERMS
stands have made the same mis
TEL. 1503
take that was made in Warren—no
bottom step for tlie convenience of
TOM LONG
women and men, who have forsworn
113 CAMDEN ST.
their athletic wavs. It would cost
Factory Representative
little to convenience those elements
50-F-62
and I hope to see it done.

COOL AS A SEA BREEZE!

A

Tropical Slacks
. . . that make a cool summer outfit, when combined
with the below Sport Shirts.

The President's request for funds to start his program of
help to backward countries emphasized that a portion of the
similar United Nations program, previously endorsed by our
State Department What we are undertaking on our own is
this being paralleled by what the nations are undertaking
together. World-wide economic development is becoming a
world-wide responsibility. There is no incongruity between
these plans, as there can be no jealousy or narrow rivalries
among those who carry them out.
Like the President's "bold new program,” the United Na
tions scheme stresses technical assistance, not large grants.
The cost of the programs is not high in monetary terms. It
is high in terms of the effort required to build working co-op
eration in a field where needs are unlimited and where there
will be disagreements as to the forms, amounts, and direc
tions the help should taxe.
The joint programs will test the patience of the backward
areas. They see the pre .pects of large governmental grants
disappearing a: a time when private investors are reluctant to
invest capital Their concern cannot be erased by promises
of great progress in 30 years It can be reduced by practical
demonstrations of such productive enterprises as those spon
sored in Brazil. Venezuela and other countries by the Rocke
feller International Basic Economy Corporation and by interAmerican agencies of the American government.
The programs will test the imagination of American pri
vate investors. Thev will miss a great opportunity and fail in
a great social resp nsibility if they <dt back and wait for per
fect conditions to develop. That they won't all wait has al
ready been proved in Latin America, in Iran, in Liberia,
where American business men have worked by local govern
ments in highly promising join; partnerships. With genuine
co-operation of this kind, intergovernmental efforts can be
directed • the desirable end of stimulating self-help ana
mutual help in a way that will support independent govern
ments and self-determining peoples-—Herald Tribune.

*

86.95 to 8<>.95
GABARDINE SLACKS
$8.95 to $16.95

Sport Shirts
Light weight sport shirts in soft pastel colors.
SHORT SLEEVE .......................................... $2.95 Io $3.5(1
LONG SLEEVE ..........................................$3.15 to $3.95

Tee Shirts

SAVE MONEY

-A BOLD NEW PROGRAM”

*

<

81.00 to 82.95
Fancy and Plain Patterns

MENS AND BOVS CLOTlflNG
swXsmoymFMMs:
389 MAIN 5110CKIANQME.

r

*

CONSTANT INSPECTION
<

'

.fife

FOR UNIFORM

a

QUALITY
-O-

BUILDERS HARDWARE
Buy the best for lasting satisfaction-at a saving!

Peak Freshness
Mel-O-Red—
Best in Quailty Pack 4 Size

TOMATOES

2

29'

Thursday - Friday

New Crop

YElLOWONIONS5;,s29c
Chrome
Mouldings

A fine quality vise with locking
swivel bese and anvil. 3'/i-inch
jaws open S'/a-inches. Enameled
finish.

10c
Ft. Up

Patterns
work or
facings,
Chrome

for every purpose. For new
for modernization. Edgings,
corners, etc. Aluminum or
finish.

BEVEL
LOCK SET

PEACHES

L819c

Community

Whole, Half or any size piece

„'5C

WATERMELONS
Salad Dressing

Mortise style key
lock set. Beveled
plates are 7 x
2 ’/» • inches.
Brushed brass
finish on plates
and knobs. Strike
plate, key and
screws included..

Finest tool steel tempered
blade. Hand set and sharpened.
A keen edged tool that will hold
its edge. Cross cut or rip styles.
Smooth hardwood handle.

JULY7-8

®

Ripe Early Elbertai

pagi

_ § Building $
AT8P.M.'

Q JjarT 49°

BROILERS

iB39c

YOUNG NATIVE

DRAWN READY TO COOK lb 55c

Fancy Milk-Fed—5 to 6 pounds

LARGE FOWL

ib43c

DRESSED

DRAWN READY TO COOK lb 59c

$2.25

For Every Cheese Use

2

CHED-O-BIT

L

75'

Sliced American. White or Colored

„ 45‘

MEL-O-BIT CHEESE
Sunnybrook Grade A Native

FRESH EGGS

PULLET
SIZE

DOZ

54c

Silverbrook
BIT
BRACE

NIGHT
LATCH

$2.35

5-pin tumbler night latch with
2 keys. Case is black finished.
Knob, cylinder and latch boll
are brass. Reversible.

Tickets available at Fireproof Garage. C
W. Hopkins, Albert MaePliail and Sea View
Garage.

2'4 to 3'4 pounds—Regular Dressed

Deluxe chrome plated tubular frame
Select hard wood handles. Full bal
bearing action, 1 Chinch sweep. Re
versible ratchet.
A quality tool.

VISE GRIP $
PLIER

2.35
10"

GINGER ALE

Peanut
Butter
IB «»»C
JAR

3^29'
Juggling Atoms to make

Canned Whole

CHICKEN

1.89

2.39

Today’s Rubber Tomorrow’s

Fuel

Jane Parker Maple Nut

LAYER CAKE

MODERN SCIENCE
Jet Propulsion in Action

Yukon—Pale Dry, Golden—Contents

ANN PAGE
CREAMY SMOOTH

OF

EACH

39c

Marvel Sliced

Music on the Beam — of

HOME-STYLE BREAD1:'' 19'

a Concentrated Arc Lamp

And many other

HARDWARE
SPORTING GOODS

509 MAIN ST.,

★

ROCKLAND, ME.,

^upep

TEL. 1574

OUR OWN TEA

& BAGS

APPLIANCES

AU prices subject to market

A STAGE SHOW
NOT A MOVIE

65‘

BUTTER

$3.25

SEE THE WONDERS

o7is37'

changes and effective at all A&P Sell-Service
Stores in this area
___

Amazing Demonstrations

SPECTACULAR

V

tucsday-Thursday-Saturday

TALK OF THE TOWN

7 9—Vinalhaven: Opera "Pina
fore" at Memorial HallJuly 12—Camden Hlils Theatre Opens.
July 13—Woman's Educational Club
meets at the home of Dr and Mrs
Harry I. Marshall Rockport
July 28—Lawn Party at St James'
Catholic Church. Thomaston
Aug. 7—Class of 1914 reunion at Craig
nair Inn. Clark Island at 3 o'clock.
Aug 16—Rockland Garden Club Flower
Show at Unlversallst vestry, after
noon and evenong
Aug 18— Warren: Concert at Baptist
Church
Sept 7—City Schools open
July

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, July 7, 1949
Edward B. and Arlene Beth Mil
ler of 26 Rankin street, are enjoy
ing the Summer as membets of the
Indian Acres Camp for Boys and
Forest Acres Camp for Girls in
Fryeburg.
John M Northgraves. Jr . a mem
ber of the Rockland High School
graduating class in June, has joined
the U. S. Army Air Force and has
left for San Antonio, Texas.

The Coast Guard cutter Snoho
mish is undergoing repairs at Gen
eral Seafoods Shipyard for dam
ages sustained last week when she
struck an
uncharted pinnacle.
Boatswain Samuel Gamache of the
cutter states that he struck twice
on the pinnacle in the vicinity of
Saddleback Ledge where a depth of
55 feet was charted. Sounding by
Knox Business College opened for the Coast and Geodetic Survey
the Summer session on Tuesday boat Gilbert showed a depth of
six and one-half feet over the
with a registration of 12.
pinnacle, according to Gamache.
The Coast Guard tug Yankton
A supper was served Monday at
of Portland towed the OHara drag Hope Grange by Mrs. Mabel Wright
ger Notre Dame into port last and Mrs. Addie Marriner. the last
night. The fisherman had asked until September.
for aid, reporting disabled with a
cracked cylinder in her main en
BORN
gine. She gave a position of 65
Trask—At Clark Island. July 7, to Mr
miles South by East of Matinicus and Mrs Joseph I. I r.i-k. a daughter
Lorna Rose
Rock Light Station at 10.30 a. m.
Meserve—At Ash Point. July 3. to

Improvements to the Federal
building are including repairs to
and replacement of the cement
walks which surround that struc
ture.
So great is the interest in the
Rockland-Thomaston game that it
has been plucked from the twi
light schedule of tonight, and will
be played undler the lights at Com
munity Park Friday night, instead.
The Rockland Rockets will dc their
darnedest to protect their twogame lead.

Exalted Ruler William W. Cross
of the Rockland Lodge of Elks
leaves Saturday for the National
Convention of the order at Cleve
land Ohio.

The final surfacing of tlie new
pavement on Llmerock and Union
streets has been completed. Crews
started this morning at the junc
tion of Main and Camden streets
and will work their way the length
of Main and Park streets to com
plete the project sometime next
week. Wednesday, surface was laid
on Weeks street in the Point sec
tion from Tillson avenue to the
extension of Winter street.

Will Be At Tenant's Harbor
Baptist Church Sunday
Morning

. Mb

,1

William llovt

The Gospel Messengers, a group
of young people from the Provi
dence Bible Institute will present
an outstanding program of music
and message at 1030 Sunday at the
Tenant s Harbor Baptist Church.
William Hoyt is in charge of the
group. Besides a singer of note.
Mr. Hoyt is a pleasing, versatile
speaker with a message for the
times in which we live. Mr. Hoyt
IN MEMOKIAM
In loving memory of Leland J. John
is a graduaie of the class of 45
son who passed away at Appleton July and of Wheaton College, '48. He
7. 1942
There's an open gate at the end cf the is instructor of voice at ihe Insti
tute and is in ccntinuous demand
road
Through which each must go alone. by churches and groups through
And there In a light we cannot sc
out all New England.
our Father claims his own,
Assisting in the musical portion
Beyond the gate our loved one
of the service will be Benjamin
Finds happiness and rest
And there is comfort in the thought
Saint. Huntington Valley. Pa., song
That a loving God knows best
leader; William Carson, East Elm
His wife, children and grandchildren
hurst, N. Y„ violinist; Jean Smith,
East Corinth, Me., soprano, and
Barch is a masculine personal Virginia Peters. Nashua N. H„ ac
name of old English origin signify companist. There will be Gospel
ing a shelter.
songs everybody loves io sing while
heart-warming solos and duets will
greatly add to the service.
Mr and Mrs. Howard C Mi-serve. a
son Wayne Howard
Bell—At Whitinsville, Mass . June 27,
to Mr and Mrs. Roy Bill. Jr (formerly
of Thomaston l a sun Martin William
Fates—At Knox Hospital July tl. to
Mr and Mrs. Richard Fales of Cush
ing, a son
Stanley—At Knox Hospital. July 5, to
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stanley of Ten
ant's Harbor a daughter
Stewart—At Gould Maternity Home.
Union July 4, to Mr and Mrs Allen
Stewart, a daughter—Janet Louise

Xtt£«r

Have your watch repaired by the
most expert craftsmanship, tested
and timed by tne New Scientific
Watchmaster machine at Daniels
Jewelers, 399 Main St, Rockland.
_________________________ 19tf

BEANO
A NEW ANO BETTER BEANO

At 7.30 P. M.

St. Bernard’s Church Hall

Auspices Knights of Columbus
43-tf

ROCKLAND

Maia Street

Me.

Mail Orders Filled

erf

COURIER GOES WITH YOU
I
When you, as a subscriber of The
Courier-Gazette go South or West
or any place on vacation for a week
or six months, phone or write The
Courier-Gazette, and your Courier
will be sent' you, each issue, at no
expense to you.
tf

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
HIGH School Graduate with tvping
exp ferf Clerical Position with oppor
tunity to learn Insurance business
State date of birth year, month and
day and give references. P o BOX
746 Rockland. Me
54-lt

Price, .55 to $2.50
New Patterns . . . New Colors
• . . Cool . . . Comfortable . . •.
Self-Supporting .. .“Hi” enough
to cover up . .
Lo’’ enough
for comfort.

A Willing Worker
Seeks Employment
A strong, capable, middle aged
man, responsible, willing to do
any sort of honest work but qual
ified to fill responsible position,
seeks employment.
Non-drinking, honest, best of
references. High pay or easy
work not essential. Will go any
where.

20 Lindsey St., Tel. 600
ROCKLAND

15-tf
bt Y‘> ■' LOTMING
EtiRN > Vi> >->t ' *5 :?.IN •■'RM.c
V«*r-1A.INST POOMAh,' MT

_/■ MPISaND

V—

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
Licensed Lady Embalmer

Rockland Tel. 810

That Generations

to Come may

558 Main Street

Ml'

- FEMALE EXPERIENCED STITCHERS
APPLY AT

M & G SPORTWEAR CO.
' ROCKLAND, MAINE

613 MAIN STREET,

HAMS
Cooked Ready to Serve

WHOLE OR HALF. POUND. 65c

Cut for cut, price for price
—the meats suggested here
are your best buys fur tlie
weekend. They're top < u:’lit.v meats—tops for llaior
... tops for tenderness ...
tops for juicy goodness . .
AND TOPS FOB ECON
OMY . . . give you more
good eating per pound . , .
per penny. So, choose one
of these BEST BI YS for
your family’s weekend cn
jov ment.

HAMBURG. Freshly Ground.. .. .. .. . ib. 55c
FRANKFORTS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb, 43c
CHUCK ROAST .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb- 49c

Ambulance Service

STEAK
65c
POUND

/

Congress Is
Sweating It Out-But
You Don’t Have To
It won't take a lobbyist
or a Congressman to talk
you into real comfort for
the summer.

Just drop into our store
and you’ll And our Tropical
suits are “air-screened”
to keep you cool.

Lightweight — partially
lined or nnlined—they are
made of materials that
hold a press for a smart,
cool appearance.

Salad

lb. 25c

< i

TOMATOES,
|
|

First Of the Season!
STRICTLY FRESH

CLEAR MEAT

Cool Underwear
Cool Sport Shirts
Cool Caps and Hats
Swim Suits for Women
Swim Trunks for Men
Sport Trunks for Men
and Women

39<
OLEO,
2
BUTTER,
~ ,b 59FPPC
EUUd, LARGE S,ZE doz* 63c
tb. j5c
LARD,
FRESH

POUND

69c
29c

16 OZ.
PKG.

FKI IT PI Nt II SVItl I

ROCKLAND

NEW LOW PRICE

CHOICE OF CUTS

COOKIES,

SWEETE,

BOT.

19c
25c

PEACHES,

2 for 29c

CANTALOUPE,

YOUR

ICED MACAROON

Ib. 19c

rripe

PINK MEAT

1 Sword-

$29.95, $35.00. $39.95

for BOYS
,v

WESTERN SIRLOIN

Potato

DAY CAMP

22 Knox Street

Monday following the latter's clos
ing Saturday night. Curtain on all
Lakewood productions is at 8 Mon
day through Saturday and at 2.30
{or Saturday's weekly matinee.

HELP WANTED AT ONCE

SLICED IN SYRI'P

Remember

Thomaston Tel. 192

Wendy Drew heading the lineup
and Frances Bavier recreating her
original Broadway role in the
charming comedy. “See How They
Run” replaces the current bill on

Lakewood Theatre
John Baragrey, leading man with
the Lakewood Players in 1947, re
turns to the Lakewood stage next
week for a guest appearance in
Philip King's farce, "See How They
Run." Spotted by a scout at Lakewood in connection wth the film
premiere of "Life With Father” Mr.
Baragrey went from Lakewood to
Hollywood where he has been fea
tured in five films since he left the
Summer theatre two Falls ago. He
will be remembered as the hand
some bullfighter in "The Loves of
Carmen" with Rita Hayworth, and
as the second lead in "Shockproof”
with Cornel Wilde and Patricia
Knight. Only recently he returned
from Switzerland where he made

Write—
•DEPENDABLE and WILLING"
Care The Courier-Gazette
52-54

X

I The Ski Story."
“Jenny Kissed Me” which de
lighted New Yorkers last Winter,
is now being presented at Lakewood with Reynolds Evans and

Miss Madelyn Oliver, dancing
teacher in Rockland. Camden, and
Brunswick, will dance in the newmusical "Come As You Are,” at
Camden Hills Theatre beginning
Tuesday.
Miss Oliver, who received her
early training from Charlotte
Cahill, Bath, and later studied in
New York under Charles Weidman
and Francisca Boas, will do a spe
cialty number in the new revue,
performing the dance as a solo.
Well known throughout ' the
southern part of the State as an
ex ellent instructor in ballet, tap,
acrobatic, modern, and, ballroom
dancing. Miss Oliver holds regular
classes at the Community Building
in Rockland, the Y M C A, in Cam
den. and in Brunswick, and esti
mates that she has, in the past
five years, given instructions in all
kinds of dancing to over cne thou
sand children in those areas.

I II

ADDING MACHINES

•: 4 1 j

Madelyn Oliver Will Dance
At Camden Hills Theatre
Next Week

i • • •

Wednesday morning, police con
tinued cases against immoral prac
tices when they brought three
teen age girls before the court on
charges of conducting tnemselves
in such a manner as to be in dan
CARD OF THANKS
Our heartfelt thanks to the friends ger of falling into ways of immoral
and relatives for the housewarming ity. One. 13. was placed in charge
given us: al=o for the flowers, refresh of the State Department of Health
ments and the gift ot money.
54*lt
Lempi and Mike Torpacka. anti Welfare, while two others, 13
and 14, were placed in custody of
I relatives.
• • • •
Underwood
Loren Grindle of Rockland was
fined $3 and costs of $5 cn charge
of violatioij of a city ordinance
which prohibits unnecessary noise.
• • • •
Underwood, Sundstrand
Coastal Warden Hickey charged
John Putansu of St. Gecrge with
I possession of short clams to 41 perI cent of his batch. The court im
posed a fine of $20 and costs of
STATE NEWS CO.
$2.70.
oc

Knox County Dutrihutors

Rockland Marble
& Granite Works

An Added Feature

vxks
The Meet Agutin Club wishes to
thank every o. e who heipea in anv
way with the Rockville Fourth of July
Parude and celebration
54-lt
Mrs Maynard Metcalf.
c vitn

468 MAIN SXi

KockUod,

Tuesday morning. Judge Zelma
Dwinal held a Rockland man in
$10CO bail on a morals charge in- i
volving a minor girl and sent a
mother and daughter to the Wom
en's Refo:matory at Skowhegan on
morals charges.
• • • •
Leroy Field, Myrtle street shoema
ker. was held cm charges of rape
of a 13-year-old girl after a hearing
in which the child and an older
girl testified.
• • • •
Mrs Louise Rich, 39. and a
daughter, Dorothy, 17, were both
sentenced to the Women's Reforma
tory. The mother on charges of
lascivious behavior and speecli and
the daughter on charges cf prosti
tution.
• • • •
Investigation and arrests ifi the
morals cases were made by Patrol
men Lambert and Podkowa of the
city police.
• • • •
The hearing of Irma Wadsworth
ol Canid, n on charges of driving
while under the influence of intoxi
cating liquor was continued to next
Monday on request of counsel to
determine the results of a blood
test taken at the time of arrest.
The arrest was made by city parolman Bernard Thompson shortly
after 11 p m. Saturday at the junc
tion cf Union and Rankin streets.
A • • •
Elwyn Burkett of Thomaston was
fined $10 and costs of court of $2.70
cm charges of operating an unregis
tered motor vehicle.
• • • a
Miles Cramer of Union was fined
$15 and costs of $5 on charges of
failing to give right cf way to an
other vehicle. The case arose from
an accident in East Union shortly
after 5 p m. Monday when his car
was in collision witli another. The
econd car carried softball players
from Waterville who had been at
a game in Rockland. State Trooper
Harold Mitchell made the investi
gation and arrest.
• • • •
Marshall F. Coombs of Vinalhaven
was fined $100 and costs cf $7 62
on drunken driving charges brought
by Vinalhaven Chief of Police Raytiald Tibbetts. The case was ap
pealed to the November of Superior
Court and $200 bail supplied.

TYPEWRITERS

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

•H

In Municipal Court

Gospel Messengers

Page Three

Coffee. Red Oak ... two 1 lb. bags 79c
2 tins 29c
Tomatoes. Kelly.. .. .. .. .. .
Pillsbury’s Flour .... 25 lb. bag 2.09
Corned Beef Hash .. .. .. .. . .... tin 29c
Meat Balls in gravy .... .... tin 39c
BISQUICK .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ige. pkg. 47c
Apple Jelly, pure.. .. .. .. .. .. 2 lb. jar 29c
Marshmallow Fluff.. .. .. .. .... jar 19c
Libby
Libby
Libby
Libby

LIBBY’S PICNIC FOODS
Vienna Sausage .. .... tin
Liver Spread.. .. .. .. .... tin
Veal Loaf.. .. .. .. .. .. .... tin
Lunch Tongue .... .... tin

19c
12c
27c
29c

KING PHILLIP

Sweet Mixed Pickles .... .. qt. jar 25c
CAMPFIRE MARSHMALLOWS, lb. 27c

CRACKER JACK. 6 for 23c

AGES 5 TO 13.

WEEKDAYS FROM JULY 11
SWIMMING, CRAFTS, SPORTS

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

Mr/f

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

-fiAGf

r,0/V/
n choosing a family monu*

I

ment, your choice is not
only for your lifetime, but
for generations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each u
backed by a signed guarantee to
you, your heirs, or your descendants.

Chester Brooks
BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—U74-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

CLIQUOT CLUB

For reservations call 356-W or Summer Res. 1496-J
Or write ROGER DOW
25 Spruce Street

Root Beer, Orange, Cola, SarspariUa, Tom Collins,
Sparkling Water. Ginger Ale

53-56

PHONE 701

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
i-tf

FOP THE BEST SERVE

Lunch and Transportation Furnished, $2.00 per day

WARREN,

TEL. 98

Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties
45-tf
look

Rock

for tWg tool on your

of

Age» monument or

worker It identifie* oil Rock
of Age* monument*.

AUTMOKIZI9
' nam '.

?

iI

SMALL'S—MCATS
Si
TONIGHT AND
TOMORROW NIGHT
Thursday-Friday
JULY 7-8
Community Building

AT 8.00 P. M.
Tickets available at Fire
proof Garage, C. W. Hop
kins, Albert MacPhail and
Sea View Garage.
,

UPPER PARK STREET.

CIGARETTES,

ROCKLAND. ME.

LARGE NATIVE FOWL. 6 lb. ave.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb.
PORK CHOPS. Best Center Cuts.. .. .. .. .. .. lb.
CORNED BEEF, Lean. Boneless Brisket .. lb.
SIRLOIN STEAK .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb.
TOP ROUND STEAK .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb.
RUMP STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb.
CHUCK ROAST .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb.
BONELESS CHUCK ROAST OR POT ROAST lb.
BONELESS VEAL ROAST.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb.

.39
.65
.45
.59
.75
.89
.45
.60
.59

, 54»lt

—“IT’S ALWAYS DELICIOUS"
—CONTENTS, FULL QUART

'-/uh

brand*

THE PERRY MARKETS
.IVORY FLAKES

IVORY SNOW

■ LARGE PKG.

CRISCO
1 LB. TIN .... 33c
3 LB. TIN .... 91c

P. & G. Soap. 3 cakes 22c

5pkgs 98c

OXYDOL

LARGE PKG.

CAMAY SOAP
REG. CAKE

LARGE PKG.

29c

29t

DREFT

LARGE PKG.

SOAP
8c 2IVORY
LARGE CAKES

29c

V
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Goodbye Dobbin
St. George Hayrack Ride

Turns Into Auto Trip Due
To Horse Shortage
A condition once thoi ght impos
sible has come to pass in the St.
George section. Seems that recent
ly membeis of St. George Grange
discussed the possibilities of a hay
rack ride as an entertainment fea
ture of a future meeting A quick
check of possible teams for the ride
in the immediate area gave all a
surprise—the teams just were not
to be had.
In an area which once had sev
eral horses to each farm and many
teams which could pull a loaded
hayrack on a ride with ease, not
one was to be had. To be sure, a
team or two could have been round
ed up in time, but no one at the
meeting knew of them at the mo
ment and the ride turned into a
mysery auto trip.

ROCKVILLE
The Meet Again Club met last
Thursday night at the home of
Misses Gladys, Josephine and Mary
Tolman.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Johnson of
Ingrahams Hill and their daugh
ter, Mrs. Robert Sisson and chil
dren Carol and Joan of Laconia,
N. H , were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Keller.
Mr. and LeRoy Hunter and
family entertained at their cottage
a' Crescent Beach with a fireworks
t_ , la: ?.Toi ’a- night. 7 ' -se pres
ent wer» Mr. and Mrs ' ii...: Oxton and Nancy Andrews of West
"’•t Mrs. Roy Tolman and
J-ladys, Josephine and
1
. Ida Bari ., Miss Lot
tie
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Kellei,
and Glenice Farmer, all
of 1
.ville.

Forest Fire Record Improves
In spite of several spectacular
and costly forest fires, such as the
Maine disasters which made na
tional headlines in 1947, the total
number at fires last year dropped
to about 172,000 from an average
of 210,000 before the war. Although
this decrease is encouraging, for
est fires still remain a major na
tional problem. According to the
forest service, fires last year de
stroyed “enough trees of saw-tim
ber size to build 86,000 five-room
houses and enough pole-sized trees
to provide a 12-month supply of
newsprint for every newspaper in
the United States."

Soviets Honor Native Son
Russian town of Totma. 400 miles
east of Leningrad, is building a
monument to honor the memory of
a native son, Ivan Kuskov who in
1812 raised the Russian flag on the
bastions of Fort Ross, which he had
built in California. The settlers of
Fort Ross explored the area for
about 66 miles around, discovered
several rivers and the highest peak
of northern California, Mount Shas
ta. Fort Ross was about 50 miles
north of San Francisco. Ross in this
case is the root word of “Russia.”
For 30 years the ^California fortress
was an outpost of imperial Rus
sia's domains.

Structure of the Atom
Electron is the fundamental par
ticle of negative electricity. The
proton is a fundamental particle
which carries a positive charge of
electricity equal in magnitude to
that of the electron but opposite
in sign. The neutron has practically
the same mass as that of the pro
ton, but it has zero charge. Each
atom consists of a nucleus contain
ing protons and neutrons, and in
orbits relatively far out from the
necleus are electrons whose total
Swedish movie prvuucers’ chief electrical charge just balances that
trouble is that foreigners won't buy of the protons.
their films.

//aveyouseen this
amazing/new
Range?

The MAYTAG Dutch Oven Gas Range
• Cooks superbly by conventional cooking methods
• Cooks automatically; you don’t even need to be there
• Cooks by the never-equalled Dutch Oven method
Come in today and see its many features. See the

Sizzle Service Broiler, shown at left. See how the

1

Spiral Flame burners focus the heat —and save gas.
Note ho-

easily it’s kept sparkling clean, because

top and burner bowls are all in one piece of porce
lain. In every way you’ll find the Maytag Dutch Oven

Gas Range is truly outstanding. See it right away!

CHAS. E. STACKPOLE
AUTHORIZED MAYTAG DEALER

TELEPHONE 184-3,

I

\

\

W,

APPLETON

WARREN
ft ft J* ft
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent

ft ft ft ft
Tel 49
Misses Mary Berry and Dale
Messer have employment during
the Summer at Highlields Camp in
Hope.
Dinner guest Saturday at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Starrett, was Allen Dart of Sanford.
Mrs. Delia Hayes and Miss Marie
Hayes of Somerville, Mass., are oc
cupying their Summer home here
for the season.
Mrs. E. V. Oxton and Mrs. Lee
Oxton were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Oxton in Boothbay Harbor.
Announcement is made of the
marriage of Florence Rawley,
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Alfred
Rawley of West Warren to Howard
Severson of Waldoboro, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Andrew Severson, which
was an event of Saturday night, at
the Baptist parsonage. Rev. Lee
Perry officiated, using the single
ring service. Attendants were Mrs.
Bernard York of Waldoboro, and
Wilfred Elsby.
Dr. Judson Lord, senior grand
warden of the Grand Lodge of
Maine, F.A.M., served Tuesday as
senior warden for King David's
Lodge, Lincolnville Beach. Past
district deputies filled the chairs.
Willis Winchenbach of Whitins
ville, Mass., is guest this week of
his brother-in-law and sister, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Pease. Holiday
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Pease were their son and daughterin-law Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pease,
Sr., and sons, Kenneth and David
of Oxford.
Mr. and Mrs. Irville Spear and
daughter Elaine of Woburn, Mass.,
were week-end and holiday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Spear, and
of other relatives in this town.
Misses Dorothy Lord and Elaine
Wilcox of Bethesda, Md., and Judy
Lord of Camden are dinner guests
today of Dr. and Mrs. Judson Lord
Miss Evelyn Sawyer went Tues
day to Farmington State Teachers
College Summer School.
Jasper Spear, who passed a few
weeks with his father. Forrest
Spear, following the closing of
Skowhegan High School, where l.e
was a teacher and athletic coach,
went today to Summer schcol at
Eoston University.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Starrett,
Sr., of Waltham Mass., who were
recent guests of their son-in-law
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Robinson, are on a motor trip
,through the State.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Starrett,
Jr., and Mrs. Fred Zarick and
daughter, guests over the holiday
week-end of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Robinson, returned
Monday to
North Reading, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hahn visit
ed Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Ron
ald Adams in Portland.
The conclusion of the Baptist
Daily Vacation Bible School, will
be held Friday at 7.30 at the church
auditorium with a program and ex
hibit of handiwork of the children.
A collection will be taken to sup
port the work.
Conducting the
school have been Wilfred Elsby,
graduate of the Bible Institute of
Pennsylvania, and Robert Parker,
graduate from the Philadelphia
School of the Bible, The two will
leave Saturday for Keene, N. H.,
where they will conduct similar
work.
Call 82-23 for Sheldon's Taxi—
'
52tf

MOSQUITOES

Elwin S. Mank has returned from
a 10-day visit with friends in
Pennsylvania.
Charles Mills of South Portland
spent a few days recently with Bil
lie Fenwick.
Mrs. Eula Quinn and five chil
dren of Bath spend the past week
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Fish.
N|r. and Mis. Bryan Meservey
and Mr. and Mrs. Leon Barnard of
Charlton City, Mass., are spending
a week with Mr. Meservey’s father,
F. S Meservey.
Mr. and Mrs. Weymouth and Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Pease of Rock
land were callers Sunday on Mr.
and Mrs. Alton O. Pease.
A brilliant display of fireworks
in the square was presented to the
public on the night of July 4 by
Ralph Hamilton.
Mrs. Hilda Kempton of Waltham.
Mass., is passing her vacation at
her home in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Pease
have moved to Rockland where Mr
Pease has a position in the office
of General Seafoods Corporation.
Miss Rosalie Mank of Rockland
Ind Miss Gloria Mank of East
Union were at the home of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elwin Mank,
recently.
Mrs. Grace Johnson is on vaca
tion from her duties at the Knox
Woolen Co., in Camden.
Grammar School

Notes

Perfect attendance for the year
was attained by Frank Hart, Clif
ton Fuller, Beverly Meservey, and
Fern Wentworth. Those missing
one day or less were Jacquelyn
Demuth. Maxine Fish, Richard
Sprowl, Edmund Wallace.
Certificates for good teeth were
awarded to Evelyn Carleton, Dean
Esancy, Beverly Meservey. Connie
and Lyndall Mink. Faustina Gushee
and Richard Sprowl.
Eighth grade diplomas were pre
sented to Josephine Bean, Adrian
But-er. Evelyn Carleton, John
Clark. Dean Esancy. Maurice Ful
ler, Faustina Gushee, Lyndall
Mink, Albert Mcody, Geneva Phil
brcok. Earl Wadsworth, and Fern
Wentworth.
In baseball and softball games,
the boys played 9-9 ties with
Searsmont and Union. The girls
defeated Searsmont
50-12 and
Union, 20-18.

s*

It was Isaac Dripps, boss me
chanic of the Camden and Amboy
railroad, who thought up the cow
catcher, or pilot. The road was
having no small amount of trouble
with derailments caused by wander
ing horses and cattle, who were for
ever getting onto the tracks. The
line’s superintendent asked Dripps
if he couldn’t do something to re
lieve the situation.
Dripps built a low truck and at
tached it to the front end of the en
gine. Sticking out ahead of the two
truck wheels were several long
and pointed bars of wrought irnn.
“That rig," Isaac Dripps declared
of the formidable weapon, “ought
to impale any animal that may be
struck and prevent it from falling
under the engine wheels.”
It did, too. A few days after tigs
first cow-catcher had been in
stalled, the Camden & Amboy loco
motive hit a big and mean bull so
hard that the animal was held by
the iron prongs and could be de
tached only by the use of block and
tackle. Such a cow-catcher was only
too efficient, so Dripps took away
the pointed prongs and substituted a
heavy bar at right angles to the
rails; this shortly was modified
again and became the pilot or cow
catcher much as we know it today.
Thus did Dripps contribute a fea
ture that still sets American loco
motives apart from those of almost
all other countries.

USE TE-OL FOR
ATHLETE S FOOT

BECAUSE—

Robarts Tree
and Landscape Service

It, has greater PENETRATING Power
With 90'; undiluted alcohol base. It
carries the active medication DEEPLY
to kill the germ on contact. Get happy
relief IN ONE HOUR or your 35c back !
at any drug store.

TEL. CAMDEN 785
50-tf

Don't Wait Any Longer For That Smooth
Ride Everybody's Raving About!
Let's trade tires
to-day!

A

O'

use our

CLASSIFIED ads

GOOD pair of Horses for sale Will
work single or double. Tel. 806 J or
call at PETER EDWARDS'. 271 Lknerock street.
_______ 63-55

INEXPENSIVE-EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S WHAT IS COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
serted once for 50 cents, (wo times for 75 cents. Additional
lines 10 cents each for one time; 20 cents for two times. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called I. e. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaaette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

WANTED

LOST AND FOUND

I
1

I
l

REAL ESTATE
Attractive Country Home of 6 rooms
with modern bath, furnace and flreplace, shade trees, garden, barn or
garage. Lovely view $5250.
Shore front Farm with good garden
land and pretty water frontage, 5-room
house, lovely water views $4500.
In Owl s Head a Cottage of dlstlnction with 7 rooms, bath, fireplace, run
ning hot and cold water. Shorefront
acreage and lovely water view. Nlcely and completely furnished.
F H WOOD.
Court House,
Rockland
53-54

ICE Refrigerator for sale. 3 feet high.
3 feet wide, nice condition. W1U sell
cheap. TEL 971 Ml.________
&3tf
IMPORTANT Papers essential to own
er for return to Japan lost Monday
PURE-BRED
Cocker
Spaniel.
3
night in lady’s white pocketbook, cor. months old Reg. with A.K.C. W. C.
North Main St. Finder please return POWERS. Cushing. Tel. 189-12
53*54
with or without money. Reward. Re
SERVEL Gas Refrigerator, for sale:
turn by mail or bring to 611 Main St.,
MAN wanted for Rawieigh business Rockland
condition:
operates
on
TOM or CAROL ARM excellent
In City of Rockland. TPomaston and STRONG.
54*11 bottled gas TEL 981-M3________ 53*55
Camden.
Permanent If you are a
HOUSE for sale on Thomas St..
TWO months' old Bob-tail Kitten
hustler. For particulars »wrlte RAWB H. MTJNROE, Thomas St.
LEIGH’S. Dept MEG-162 105. Albany. lost in the Broadway-Beech street area Camden
Camden.
_________________ __ _____ 53*58
N. Y.
53*55 Sunday. Mostly tiger, some white. MRS.
COLLIER-KEY WORTH
Baby
Can
W C LADD
Tel 109 W. City.
54 55
PLYMOUTH or Chevrolet 2-door Se
riage, for sale; excellent condition,
dan wanted. In good condition. No
used very little. TEL. 989--M53-55
dealers
Tel Camden 2354. after 6
HARDY Chrysanthemums, for blooms
p m W. W. DEAN. Washington St.
this
Fall.
6
for
$1.
Hardy
Carnations.
Camden
•
•
52-54
FORD (1937) 4-dcor Sedan for sale 3 clumps $1: full line of other peren
HARVEY CLINE. Ash Point.
54*56 nials. rock garden plants, rose bushes
and shrubs.
Also Rose Geraniums,
READY to lav. sex-linked Pullets. Begonias and Star of Bethlehem
JACK BOOTSMAN Tel Union 3 3.
MERRY GARDENS. Upper Mechanic
54*55 St. Camden.__________________
54*57
1st and 2d Mortgages
1937 STATION Wagon for sale. Good
PAINT—PAINT
driving
condition.
$325.
OSCAR Outside White .......................- gal <360
On Real Estate
SORSA. South Union
54*56 Gloss White..................... 4....... gal.
300
Inside Ivory ............................ gal.
3.00
“FOR SALE”
300
A nice Property, central location.It's All Purpose White ................ gal
3.00
a 2-family House of 5 rooms each. Both Inside Flat White .............. gal.
12 Myrtle St., Rockland. Me. apartments have full bath. The price Nails, bright .......................... keg 10.00
ROCKLAND SUPPLY CO.
is $6500. Can be easily financed to a
49 Tillson Ave.,
Rockland
Tel. 670
reliable party.
53-55
A 6-room House in very good condi
40-tf tion; has modern improvements Price
FOUR Wood-burn lng School House
$6500
Stoves and six cords of dry hard wood,
Here is a home, every bit modern. If two-foot lengths.
PIANOS and House organs Tuned.
for
sale.
MRS.
$4.00. Pipe Organs tuned. $50. JOHN Intersted in the best, ask to see this CAROLYN DAVES. South Thomaston
52-54
HUBBS. 69 Park St. Tel 199 M. 52*56 one.
A 30-acre Farm with estimated 1000
ALTERATIONS and Repair
Work feet on No 1 highway The house is in
HORSE and Farm Utensils for sale,
done at the Mend-It Shop. 102 Union nice condition, has two baths. It's a at right price FRED A. RYER. Cam
St. Grove St entrance.
Tel. 94-W wonderful location for business pur den Road. City.
52*54
EVA AMES
52*55 pose and a good home.
1936 CHEVROLET for sale. Two-door
Thanks for reading.
ANTIQUES. Glass. China, Furniture,
Standard, good paint, tires and motor,
old Paintings, etc., wanted
CARL E
FREEMAN S YOUNG.
CALL 878 ||
52*54
Rockland. Me
Tel. 730
FREEMAN. Glen Cove. Tel. Rockland 163 Main St
COPPER Tubing one-half In K. type
103
8tf
54-lt and connectors for sale. TEL. 44-W3.
CRUSHED Limerock for driveways, ___________________________________ 52*54
and fills for sale. A P SNOWMAN.
LARGE Kitchen Range for sale,
Tel 935.
54-55
cream and green enamel, with oil
FORD Model A. Motor (1937) in good
BICYCLES and Tricycles repaired and condition, all-equipped for boat. R burner and hot water coil. $45; good
condition. TEL. 767 -J.after 6 p. m
painted like new. RAY’S CRAFT SHOP. S. JORDAN. 6 Kelley Lane. city.
54*55 ____________________________________ 52 55
14 Prescott St., City.
54*Th-62
ALL-WOOL Rug Material for sale. 50c
ROLL-TOP Desk.
Typewriter and
Mail and phone orders 6ilent Salesman, for sale. TEL. 1367-J.
a pound.
p:omptly filled.
REMNANT SHOPPE Inquire of Ingerson.
52*55
Scientists Still Baffled
200 Main street. Tel 523.
54 55
WATER WITCH Outboard Motor, for
By England’s Stonehenge
DeSOTO. 1932 Coupe.
Price rea- sale; good running
condition;
30
EARL ROBINSON Tel. 38-13, FRANKLIN ST
$2*54
Stonehenge, or the “Hanging scnable.
Warren
54-56
McCORMICK-DEERING
Mowing
Stones” of England, is one of the
WILL sell or trade for beef, three Machine for sale.
Six foot cut. El
greatest engineering feats of pre new milch registered Ayrshire Heifers BERT OXTON.
52-54
historic times. For centuries the with papers: one second Calf Heifer
EARLY American Center Hall 2^
due to freshen about first of August,
stones—some of which weigh 150 registered Ayrshire with papers; one story 9 room house. Excellent condi
Completely re-modelled and deco
tons—have awed tourists and baf second Calf Heifer, three-quarters Ayr tion.
rated. Modem kitchen and bath; 36
fled scientists who have visited shire due to freshen first of August. foot living room with fireplace and
Priced right for quick sale. WALTER
windows.
Hardwood
and
the Salisbury plains, 90 miles YATTAW, Rockland
54*56 picture
pumpkin pine floors
About 2 acres
southwest of London.
WOOD Lot. 20 acres, in East Warren, of land For further information con
Sir Norman Lockyer in 1894 cal near West Rockport Mostly hard tact MRS RICHARD HODS DON, So
oak and ash; some good pine Thomaston, or Scott Kittredge, 465
culated that Stonehenge was ar wood.
and spruce. Basy ground to work on.
52-54
ranged by prehistoric man as a Truck road through lot. Priced low Congress St.. Portland. Me
1947 FLEETMAjS’1 ER Chev 4-door
cosmic calendar. On the first day for quick sale. TEL CAMDEN 467 for $1295
SEA
VIEW
GARAGE
51tf
554*55
of summer, June 21, the sun bisects further information.
SWEET Peas 50 cents a bunch and
Friar’s Heel, a marking stone
mixed bouquets. GRACE’S GARDENS
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker St.
which is a prominent feature of
1
Thomaston. Tel 114-4.
51tf
Stonehenge. His astronomical con
DESIRABLE Front Room, centrally
FOR SALE
clusion was that the stones were located
References required; 36 MA
Z-4200 Poultry Farm, unlimited water
the remains of a sun temple built SONIC ST.
54*lt supply, within two miles of Rockland
stores,
baths furnace. $20,000.
about 1780 B. C.
COTTAGE to let at Lermond Pond,
S. A. LAVENDER.
The other generally accepted open dates now to July 30 LUCRETIA 151 Main St.,
Tel. 369
Thomaston
54*lt
theory is that Stonehenge was L. PUSHAW. South Hope
________________ _____________
50-54
ATTRACTIVE Knotty Pine Cabin
merely a burial grounds.
DODGE
two
ton
Truck
(1947) for
Apt to let, all-electric kitchen, bed
Thirty miles north of Stonehenge room with private bath. Two adults sale. New body. 8x12 and four foot
TEL. 1567 M or call at 206
at Avebury, are the scant stone re with or without child. Laundry fa sideboards
50-54
$40 weekly
Inquire GLAD PARK ST,_________
mains of a monument which also cilities,
ELMS INN. Lincolnville Beach. Tel.
ONE-half acre land for sale, house
has defied experts.
Camden 8304
54 55 lot on Lake Avenue, Rockland: also
LARGE Bedroom and
all-electric some other small lots . Easy terms.
Perking Up Rayon Dresses
kitchen to let. Facing the bay and V F. STUDLEY, 172 Broadway, Rock48-tf
Rayon dresses which have be mountains. Adjacent to two bath Land, Me Tel. 1154
1937 V-8 FORD two-ton truck for
come limp from washing may be rooms, 3 adults at $45 per week; 4
adults, $55 a week.
Inquire GLAD
with new engine. One-half-ton
freshed by dipping them in water ELMS INN. Lincolnville Beach. Tel. sale,
Chevrolet pick-up truck (19S4) for sale.
54 55 C. E GROTTON. 139 Camden Street.
and gelatin solution.
For most Camden 8304 .
48-tf
rayon dresses two tablespoons of IN Camden. Apartment to let, 69-D Tel 1091-W
TEL.
FOR SALE
a plain granulated gelatin should Washington St., with bath
54-55
Well located single and double houses.
be enough and less can be used for CAMDEN 2672
Some can be bought on small down
MODERN
five-room
heated
Apt.
to
payments.
sheer rayon. Soak the gelatin a let. Bath. elec, refrigerator and range.
Also listed. Farms. Cottages. Summer
few minutes in a little cold water, Constant hot water. Adults only. Tel.
Estates, Income Property and Shore
54*56 Acreage.
then dissolve with boiling water. 1382-W
If you are Interested In buying any
Pour the solution in a vessel large SIX ROOM Cottage to let at Ingra
ham Hill, modern conveniences. RILEY type of Real Estate, come In and sea
enough to hold the dress and add STROUT.
Box 893, Rockland.
53tf if we have lt; if not listed we will try
enough cold water to make it com IN Camden. Furnished Apt. 5 rms., 2 to find something that meets your re
fortable for the hands. Wash and bedrms.. all modern impr., newly reno quirements
Always glad to serve you.
rinse the dress. Then dip it in the vated, central location. TEL. CAM
L A. THURSTON
54*lt
gelatin solution and squeeze it DEN 2853.
38 Beech St.. Rockland. Me., Tel. 1159
UNFURNISHED
3room
Apartment
____________________________
47-tf
gently. Roll it in a thick bath towel with bath, to let TEL. 402 .
52tf
COTTAGE Lot for sale at Crescent
until dry enough to iron with a
KITCHENETTTE Apartment with bath Beach, near shore. RILEY STROUT
warm iron.
to let.
Apply BICKNELL'S HARD P O Box 893, Rockland.__________ 43-tf
WARE.
51tf
LEDERLE'S Newcastle Disease Vac
Vital Need of Calcium
TWO or three-room furnished apart cine for sale Live virus-—modified for
American diet is more deficient ments to let. Heated and hot water. safety: loo and 500 dose bottle® H.
in calcium than in any other food Tel 966 or call at 67 Talbot Ave., JOHN W LITTLE, Rockland, Me. Tel. 502
47-tf
_________ ___ _
element. Our ordinary menu is cal THURAU. Rocklaarlb.
HOUSE lots between Camden and
cium poor. This deficiency accum
Rockport on new State Highway, for
ulates and becomes more and
sale PHHjp THOMAS, Washington
St . Camden. Me.
40tf
more serious as age advances.
The blood contains about 10 milliSTEEL Ralls 60 lbs., several thounand
feet
for
sale
Good
for
boat
railways
) grams of calcium per 100 cubic
per
or lumber yard to stack lumber. JOHN
centimers, and it will maintain its
MEEHAN & SON. Clark Island. Tel
WEEK
Rockland 21-W2. A C. Hocking, Ten
level even if it has to rob other
DOUBLES
—
$8.00
ant's Harbor. Tel. 58-13.
35tf
tissues. Thus, in aging, the blood
Best Room Value in Rockland
HARDWOOD—very beet grade, moetrobs the bones, which are largely
ly maple—delivered 4 ft. or fitted as
calcium. The bones become softer
wanted. Phone or write; HILLCREST
WINDSOR HOUSE
Warren. Me._______________ ^tf
or more fragile. Animals deprived
12
Myrtle
St.,
Rockland
7REAL Dry Slabwood, sawed stove
of calcium for 10 days become
Tel.
670
lengths. $10 for a large cord load. fast.
languid and weak, their bones soft
If®* <JellveryCall OT write, HILL
en, and they quickly die of pneu
CREST, Warren. Tel. 35-41.
15tf
monia and other infections.
41-tf _ WASHING Machine and Wringer RoU
ONE Furnished Apartment to let V Repairing. Pick up and deliver. Tel.
?T?DDI3/^ICland’ BrrLER OAJS * HOMS
F. STUDLEY. Tel. 8060.
26tf oUrPLY.
I3tf
ROOMS. Board by day or weekGRANITE LIVES FOREVER
WERBER'S INN
Tel. 340 3, ThomasStone Walks, Flagging. Wall Stone.
1011
2tf Paving,
Property Markers, Honor Rolla
Pier Stone. Outdoor Fireplaces. Rln Ran
for Breakwaters and Piers. Boa* Mow
ings and Chain. Culvert Stone.
EVERYTHING in GRANITH*
I have two buyers waiting,
BUILDING STONE
JOHN MEEHAN gt SOS
eager to buy dairy farms. These
Clark Island, Me.
Tel. RocUand 21-W2
are spot sales. Phone me at
A. C. Hocking
Tel. Tenant's Harbor M-l>
once. I have a buyer who wants
COOK for private family wanted at
North Haven, for balance of Summer
TEL NORTH HAVEN. 96. collect, before 9.30 a. m. after 6 30 p. m.
53 55

FOR SALE

I WILL BUY

"UNCLE BEN"

MISCELLANEOUS

TO LET

X

JTAGt

rioni

For 20 years Andy Ives clerked in a hardware
Store and dreamed of some day owning a farm of
his own. Yet, no one thought that a man as cau
tious as Andy would tear loose from the security
of his position and take up a tract of land. But,
one day, he did just that . . . only to find that he
had thrown his family into a strange and difficult
adventure which almost defeated them.

U

TONIGHT AND
TOMORROW NIGHT
Thursday-Friday
JULY 7-8
Community Building

AT 8.00 P. M.
Tickets available at Fire
proof Garage, C. W. Hop
kins, Albert MacPhail and
Sea View Garage.

your
/

«*««'**
Radiator Repairing

-------’

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
515 MAIN ST.,

IRES

ROCKLAND, ME.
47-tf

by GOOD-YEAR
INCLUDE

TIRE SERVICE HEADQUARTERS

470 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

BUYERS WAITING

to get into the lobster business.

Gas Ranges

EXTRA SPECIAL VALUE

THE GLENWOOD
Gas and Oil
THE TAPPAN
Gas

(Exclusive)

BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
TEL. 677

PAINT

iW
SERVICE
In Your Spring Housecleaning
Program

Ho Land Is Free
Yl&xL Qamul

Ot

FOR SALE

ROOMS

BY
T. Person

dfie cSloAjl io faodL

Surinam, or Dutch Guiana,
To Offer DP's Farm Haven
Surinam, where some 30,000 Eu
ropean refugees soon may get their
chance to start life anew, provided
three-fifths of the bauxite for
America's stepped-up production of
aluminum during World War II. But
farming, not mining, will be the
livelihood for families resettled in
the Netherlands colony on South
America's shoulder.
Known also as Dutch Guiana,
Surinam has room for colonization.
One-sixth larger in area than New
York state, it contains fewer than
200,000 people, notes the National
Geographic Society. By contrast,
the Netherlands itself holds nine
million people in less than onefourth Surinam’s area.
Wedged between British Guiana
on the west and French Guiana on
the east, Surinam has about 250
miles of Atlantic coast. Its farm
able area is virtually limited to
the low coastal plain, widening
from a ten-mile inland reach along
the Maroni river on the eastern
boundary to 50 miles at the Courantyi.e river on the west.
Much of this plain is swamped
at high tide. Dutch colonists, sea
fighters by heritage, have built
dikes at the mouths of several
rivers to protect the rich soil where
agriculture is concentrated.
These cultivated regions, planted
chiefly in sugar, coffee, and rice,
total less than 200 square miles
However, much larger areas could
be reclaimed. Behind the coastal
lowland strip is the so-called sa
vanna belt, 30 to 40 miles wide.
Savannas (treeless plains) occur
here and there, but their sandy
scil is poorly suited for farming.
Forestland is dominant.
The biggest portion by far is the
thickly forested interior rising to
mountain peaks Over 4,000 feet
high. Descendants of Negro slaves
and American Indians are scattered
along its rivers. They live partly by
legging and collecting balata, a base
for chewing gum.

Cow-Catcher Was Invented
To Prevent Derailments

Tourists on a 14-day tour of Ja
pan are invited to visit atombombed Hiroshima.

Why be bothered with these
pests? We can Mosquito-Proof
vour place by MIST SPRAYING.
Cheap, Clean and Efficient.
Free Estimates

THOMASTON. MAINE

NO LAND IS
FREE

; |\

Tuesday-Thursday-SaturdaV
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UNITED HOME
SUPPLY CO.

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

ELECTRICIANS SINCE 1918
RADIO SINCE BROADCASTING BEGAN

1-tf

579 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 939
Where Willow St. and Rankin
St. Meet
Painters’ Business Solicited
37-tf

A28-339—Seven rooms. Cape
Cod style; V. 8. No. 1, Rockport
Good condition, modern, bath, 3
rooms all new; 2 poultry build
ings, 1-car garage. $4500. Ideal
location for gift shop or the like.

WEST FARM AGENCY,
INC.

________ ___________________ 4 «

STOV8 length Dry Slabs, delivered,
aree load, approx. 2 cords. $17; small
_9reen 8l»t» »t lq—er prices
LELAND TURNER
Tel. 406 J . after
_ p* nl.
Itf
concrete Products for sole—Burlal vaults, septic tanks, bulldtng posts
outside concrete work, air compressor
work. ROBERT O. BURNS. TeL 143,

--------------1«

Gas Water Heaters
THE SERVEL
GAS REFRIGERATOR
It’s Silent
SOLD AND SERVICED BY

Charles E. King, Re».
HOSMER POND ROAD

PHONE 8537, CAMDEN
1-tf

A. C. McLoon & Co.
TEL. 51,

ROCKLAND. ME.
39-tt

BODY and FENDER
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS
ANY TYPE OF WELDING

Rowling’s Garage
778 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MR.
TEL. 202-W

X-«
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VINALHAVEN
-

'_

MRS. OSCAR LANS
Correspondent

-

Z-

Ira i 86
Miss Patricia Pierce who visited
her grandmother. Mrs. Richard
^oung, returned Tuesday to Lex
ington. Mass.
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Wilson and
son Tommy of Providence are oc
cupying Tumble Rock cottage at
Shore Acres.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Emerson and
daughter c* Cheshire. Conn., have
arrive t at the W’liard Crown cot
tage, Shore Acres.
Ralph Candage and daughter
Mary of Springfield, Mass, are
guests of Mrs. Gladys Lawry.
Rufus Smith, Dorothy Allen,
tUVallacc Smith of Whitinsville,
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Lester Pet kins
and son of South Windham were
holiday guests of Mrs. James Car
ver.
Stephen Kessell of Brooklyn, N.
Y., is spending two weeks' vacation
at The Millers.
Quests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Haskell over the week-end were
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Haskell and
daughter June and Miss Janet
6impson of Portland.
William Blaisdell came here Mon
day in his new 35-foot motor boat
’which was built in Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Knoetfmacker
of Lake Success, N. Y., are guests
at the Stein cottage, Old Harbor.
Mr. Knoetfmacker is on the staff
of United Nations.
Mrs. Lawrence Bagley who was
speaker Tuesday at the High
School Alumni banquet, has re
turned to her home in Island
flails. While in town she was
gue st of Mr. and Mrs. Keith Car
ver and Mr. and Mrs. William
Lawry.
J, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Cole of
Providence have arrived at their
Shore Acres cottage and have as
guests Mr. and Mrs. Cushing Foss,
daughter Betty aqd son Donald of
Providence.
Arthur Pierce
of Lexington,
Mass., returned Tuesday after a
visit with Mrs. Margaret Glidden.
Miss Louise Hardison, is attend
ing Summer School at University
of Vermont in Bennington.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Higgins cf
Whitinsville, Mass., have arrived at
their cottage at Old Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Smith re
turned Monday to Falmouth Fore
side, having been guest of Mrs Allie Lane.
Miss Marjorie Roscoe of Boston
passed the holiday with Mr. and
Mrs. William Rascoe over the holi
day
My. and Mrs. Douglas Gilchrist
and children Jimmy and Jeanie oi
Upton, Mass., are guests of Mr
and Mrs. Andrew Gilchrest.
Miss Gertrude Hanley has re
turned to Thomaston, having visit
ed her grandmother, Mrs. Flora
AAmes.
Mrs. Chester Hathaway, son Leon
ard and daughter Ann of Fairhaven.
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Daggett and daughters Sharon and
Linda of Randall have returned

SUMMER SCHEDULE

VINALHAVEN
PORT DISTRICT
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY, E. D
Starting June 1 to October 1
A------------------------ —
Leave Vinalhaven,
7.00 A. M.
Arrive Rockland,
8.30 A. M.
Leave Vinalhaven,
1.00 P.M.
Arrive Rockland,
2.30 P. M.
Leave Vinalhaven,
4.15 P.M.
Arrive Rockland,
5.30 P. M
Leave Rockland,
7.45 A. M.
Arrive Vinalhaven,
9.00 A. M.
Leave Rockland,
9.30 A. M.
Arrive Vinalhaven,
11.00 A. M.
Leave Rockland,
3.30 P. M.
^Arrive Vinalhaven,
5.00 P. M.
On Tuesdays and Thursdays extra
trip tearing Rockland at 2. IS P. M.
Saturdays, leave Vinalhaven at 5.30
P. M.
8TARTING SUNDAY, JUNE 18
Will run Sundays. Leaving Rock
land at 8.45 A. M, Arriving Vinal
haven 10.15 A. M.
Leave Vinalhaven 3.30 P. M. Ar
riving Rockland 5.00 P. M.
Leave Rockland 5.15 P. M. Arrivtng Vinalhaven 6.45 P. M.
* (Subject to change without notice)
R. L. Brown, Mgr.
42-45pl/46-tf inside

their brother and sister-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. A J. Jobin.
St. Paul's Chapel Society at its
Mr. and Mrs. S B. Haskell are
meeting Wednesday, decided to
have the annual church picnic at spending a week in Larchmont, N.
the Camden State park July 13 Y. on business
and the church fare Aug. 3. Games I Mr and Mrs- H Palmer, and Miss
were enjoyed and refreshments, Palmer of Hallowell, were here
served by the hostesses, Mrs. Her- ' Sunday and attended the church at
bert Stahl, Mrs. Melville Davis, !which their £on
Philip Palmer
Mrs. Fred Chute and Miss Marilyn ,is PastorWotton.
! Mr. and Mrs. Warren Smith of
Mr. and Mrs. H. Moore of Nor- Roland were supper guests Wedwood, Mass, spent the holiday week- nes<lay at (Jie home of Mr and Mrs.
end at the home of Mrs. Moore's ’ Myron Chase
brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and i Miss Ada Winchenbaugh has reMrs. James W. Vanderpool.
\ turned home after several weeks'
Mr. and Mrs. George Dc.wling of i stay with a friend in Castine.
Apgusta were recent guests of Miss ! Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Emus and
Ada Winchenbaugh.
J sons of Arlington, Mass., and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Merriman Bessie Stahl of Somerville, Mass.,
of Stanstead, Quebec, were week- passed the holiday week-end with
end and holiday guests of Mr. and Mr- an(l Mrs. Herbert Stahl.
Mrs. Melville W Davis.
j Mr and Mrs. Morris Benner of
Mr. and Mrs Gordon Crosby ond Randolph are visiting their daughdaughter, Jean, of Dover, Mass., ,ter- Mrs Linwo°d Miller,
passed the week-end and holiday ! Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Gross of
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. I Auburn visited recently with his
Herbert Crosby
j parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Emus and
M'ss Phyllis Winchenbach of
two sons, and Miss Bessie Stahl of Holyoke, Mass., Miss Delores McArlington, Mass., were week-end tJinnis of Quincy, Mass., andStanand holiday guests of their parents, Iey Tarka of Springfield, Mass., arc
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Stahl.
i quests of Mr and Mrs. Thomas
,,
. ,,
, ,,,
, Winchenbach.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W Vanderpool
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Winchenand son Peter were week-end barh
children Kendall and
guests of Miss Ine Bonnemort of Janet and
of Auburn passed Saturday
Dedham, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. afternoon
with Mr. and Mrs. W. K.
Charles Bonnemorc of Providence. Winchenbach.
They were accompanied home by
Mrs Mary Day, Mr. and Mrs
Miss Lynn Bonnemore who will, Brian
r>rian Day ana
and enuaren
children oi
of ManMan
ta
Vanderpool chester were guests Sunday at the
home ot Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Day.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Hurd of Lin- | a E. Winchenbach and Mrs.
colnville, were visitors Sunday at Austin Winchenbaugh and niece of
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Melville South Waldoboro called Thursday
Davis.
on friends in the locality
Mr. and Mrs Fred Turner of Port
land. were guests Saturday of Mr.
and Mrs. Merton Benner
Mr. and Mrs Walter Blaney of
Gayle, Mass., passed the week-end
and holiday with her parents and
sister, Mr and Mrs. L. Waltz and
Mrs. Marion MacRae.
1959.
1959
Mrs. Ralph Thibodeau and two
sons spent several days last week
■<
at their new Summer home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Thibodeau of New
ton Center. Mass, will arrive Wed
nesday for the remainder of the
/// V
Summer.
Misses Eugenie Jobin and Jeanne
Jobin of Boston, recently visited
lwJULYl949

DUTCH NECK

Uncle Sam Says

from a week-end at Camp Merrie
Macs, Shore Acres.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Barter spent
the holiday with relatives in Boothbay.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Dyer and Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Wright of Pittsfield
spent the holiday with Mr. and Mrs.
Owen Dunlap.'
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Max Mills
over the week-end were Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Phipps and daughters
Sally and Loretta of Springfield,
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Columb of
Springfield, Mass., passed the holi
day with Mrs. Columb's mother,
Mrs. Geneva Mills.
Morning worship
Sunday at
Union Church will be at 11 o’clock.
Rev. Lola White will preach and
there will be selections by the
choir. Sunday School meets at 10
a. m. Vacation Bible School will
start Monday at 9 o'clock in Union
Church vestry, for children 4 to 15
years of age. Hours will be 9 to 12.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

1

50

49

HORIZONTAL
1-lmmense
5-Tropical fruit
9-Ocean vessel
10-lmages
12- Blnd
13- Assisted
14- Large monkey
16- The king of Bashan
(Bible)
17- A shade tree
18- A small bird
20- A highway (abbr.)
21- Eeach
23-Lifting device
25-Toleratea
26- Canes
27- 0Id musical
instrument
31-Keen, burning pains
36- One who hoards
37- Combining form.
Nine
38- The (Sp.)
39- A flap

VERTICAL (Cont.)
11- Slap forcibly on
the buttocks
12- Pitch
15-Evenings (Poet.)
17-Eagle
19-Prefix, Thrice
22-Green spot in a
desert
24—Fruit of the oak
27- A duck
28- To direct
29- Snare
VERTICAL
30- Rubber
32- Grassy field
33- An insect
1- Contend with
34- Part of a carpenter**
2- lndefinite article
joint
3- Fastened closely
35- Bargain
4- Decorate
40- To moderate
5- Course of food
41- Defaces
6- Person confirmed
44-Recent
in a habit
46-Cut of pork
7- Preposition
6-Note in Guido's scale 48-Negative
|50-Ons thousand one
9-Of small weight

July 4 is the day when wc as a
nation celebrate Independence.
Tliougn the going, at times, has
been rough we have persisted in
upholding the ideals of freedom
and security. .And you can main* .
tain individual Independence, the '
freedom from financial worry, if
you arc investing regularly in U. 8.
Savings Bonds. With half of 1949
already gone how much money
have you salted away? There is
hut one way for you to celebrate
future independence—and that is
hy saving your money today.
In
ten short years you will receive
$ 1 for every $3 you put into them.
U.S. Treasury Department

CMH'S WMOHNMSt
says

because CAIN’S is

Armour’s Milk.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4 tall cans .45
Armour’s Butter.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb.
.62
Rib Corned Beef.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb.
.29
Lean Stewing Beef .'.. .. .. .. .. .
lb. .63
Sirloin Steak.. .. .. .. . . z.. .. .. .. .. .. lb.
.65
Frankfurters, Squires’ ....... lb. .49
Pure Lard.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 lb. pkg. .16
Fowl .. .. .. .. .. .. .
lb. .43
Potatoes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. peck .65
Large Cukes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 for. .23
Melons, jumbo size.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 for .35
Mayflower Oleo.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. .23
Tide Washing Powder.. .. .. .. .. pkg. 28
Swan Soap.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 large bars .31
Canned Corn.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 No. 2 cans .25
Cigarettes, popular brands .. ctn. 1.95
You Can Have Your Orders Delivered For 25c, within City Limits
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

WONDER
I. A CONDIMENT

2. A BLENDER
3. A DRESSING-

BOBILL’S MARKET

IMPORTANT BUSINESS

24

^aKtyf°ods
featuring

savings
iii

Savings in Every Food Department
BROOKSIDE FRESH CREAMERY

BOT
OIL
FINAST - IN HANDY REFRIGERATOR BOTTLE
QT
BOT
Cider Vinegar

BROOKSIDE NATIVE SPADE A
Pwllet
Size

Eggs s’*. doz 69c

LB
PKGS

2

Margarine

Beardsley's

Cheese Food

LB 75c

Beardsley's

L« 49c

Nestle's

LOAF

Mild Cheese

For Fresher Summer Sandwiches

In All Printing Needs
QUOTATIONS FURNISHED

Betty Alden Bread

2

White Sliced
Fresh Daily

RICHMOND - SLICED OR HALVES

19c

Tunafish
WONDERFUL FOR SANDWICHES

FINAST - IN EXTRA HEAVY SYRUP

Grated Tuna

Peaches

FANCY ALASKA

RICHMOND RED RIPE

2

Tomatoes
FINAST - MAINE PACK

Ss

20 oi
CANS

33c

Red Salmon

TALL 59c

CAN

NEW ARRIVALS - NORWEGIAN

25c Sardines

CAN

19C

FRESHER
SEA FOODS
Fresh - First of the Season

SWORDFISH

Used by many highway depart
ments ... so it must be good! On
your farm you’ll want this heavy
duty mower for cutting weeds
along roads, lanes, hedges and
fences ... clearing heavy growth
off land you intend to crop ... or
for mowing heavy hay a lot faster.
Designed for the Ford Tractor.
Your choice of 5 or 6 foot cutter
bar that ruts anywhere from 45
degrees below or above wheel
level . . . lifted and lowered by
Hydraulic Touch Control. You
can turn square . . . Electric cut
out switch shuts off engine when
bar strikes an obstruction.

HALIBUT

Lean, Meaty- Ready to Serve

Strictly Fresh Eastern

Cooked Shoulders

SALMON

Lean, Meaty, Regular Style

Smoked Shoulders

QUICK FROZEN
FOOD FAVORITES

Fresh Fowl

Quick Frozen Concentrate - Makes

Chickens

LB 49c

Fancy Skinless - Sure to Be Tender

LB 53c

Frankfurts

cams

Chopped or Leaf Variety

Also Fryers

Fresh Native Roasting V/j-6 Lbs. Av.

FARM EQUIPMENT

Spinach

Fresh Ground Lean Beef

49c

I4o«
PKG 25c

Sliced in Sugar Syrup

LB 55c Strawberries

Hamburg

Mild Sugar Cured - Lean, Rindtess

p6kg

39c

12 oz
PKG

35c

Large Tender Fordhook

LB 55c Lima Beans

Sliced Bacon

FresherFRUITSand VEGETABLES

Brookside £&

Big Juicy Berries to Serve With Cream or in Pie or Muffins

Tru-Blu Blueberries
California Sweet Juicy
Valencia - Good Size
Oranges
Cantaloupe Lvscioes Ripe California

TRACT
We are headquarters for
Ford Tractors, Dearborn
Farm Equipment, genuine
parts and expert service.
We are here to help you.
Drop in any time.

G. F. PAYSON

JOB PRINTING DEPARTMENT

Ooovrlffht 104R. nparbom Motom noroorntlmt

Orange Juice 2

Fresh Native - Plump, Tender

FARM MACHINERY DIVISION

TELEPHONE 15-12,

u- 69«

Fresh Meaty Steaks

Cooked Hams

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

22-aw-tf

9>/i«
JAR

CLOVERDALE - SOLID LIGHT MEAT

29 o

Peaches

25c

Marshmallow Fluff

27c

LOAVES

CHOCOLATE
MORSELS

Delicious
Economical

Mild Sugar Cured - Whole or Either Half

Santa Rosa Luscious Ripe

°°z 27c

Plums

Grapes

LB 31c

Firm Ripe For Summer Salads

Tomatoes

NP T*A

59c
Ea 19c

b.,

ICE CREAM
Assorted Flavors

PT PK©

Fresh Crisp Native Iceberg

Lettuce

2 ho! 25c

27«

LB 5c

Cabbage
New Crop Texas Bermuda

2pCK-e? 29c Onions

Tk.l. Pf*c»t Effective

UNION, MAINE

29c
Lb

Fresh Native Firm Green

Firm Fancy Seedless

50-51

R. L. ANDERSEN. Foreman

CODFISH
CAKES

Summer Dessert Topping

Rib Roast

SIDE MOUNTED MOWER

Workmanship and Materials

SHREDDED
CODFISH

RICH CHOCOLATE
CHOCOLATE FLAVOR

WHOLE MILK CHEDDAR

Heavy Wtilsts Corn Fed Steer Beef - Wei Trimmed

DEARBORN

Demands and Deserves the Finest Quality of

19c

READY TO HEAT AND EAT

FIRST NATIONAL - CHEDDAR VARIETY

Broilers

SUCH AS YOURS

26c

SERVE CREAMED WITH POTATO
PO

CIOVERCALE TABLE QUALITY

TELEPHONE 1218

... you '(litfe t&iA

3.30 P. M.
Leave Rockland
4.45 P. M.
Arrive North Haven
Or Arrival 2.35 P. M. Train

hit

ii i

SALAD

Lettuce Leaf

Butter

Native - Plump, Meaty

9.00 A. M.
Leave Rockland
Arrive North Haven
10.15 A.M.
Or Arrival New York Train

(Subject to change without notice)
Pl 44-47/48-tf inside

TEA

lSMLpQL
ns T. 1 N
nsiciE

Corner Broadway and Pleasant Street

For Tough
Mowing
Jobs..M^

Starting June 6th

STARTING SUNDAY, JUNE 26, TO
SEPTEMBER 11, INCLUSIVE
Will run Sundays leaving Rock
land at 8.30 A. M. Arriving North
Haven at 9.45 A. M.
Leave North Haven at 3.45 P. M.
Arriving Rockland at 5.00 P. M.
June 26th to September 11th extra
trip from North Haven every Satur
day P. M. Leaving North Haven
at 6.00 P. M. Arriving Rockland
7.15 P. M.

El

Shell Beans

NEW LOW PRICES!
Ask Your Grocer for
CAIN S MAYONNAISE!

Dally Except Sunday E. D. T.

12.15 P. M.
1.30 P. M.

SALADA

le

G3SH ncti

I

Store Hours—Open from 8.00 A. M, to 9.00 P. M.
Including Sundays

PORT DISTRICT

Leave North Haven
Arrive Rockland

AdagiWrYdBs
s/ty]

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
41- Small rug
42- North latitude
(abbr.)
43- Gained
45- Dish of greens
46- Garden tool
47- Dogma
49-A style of type
51- Abraded
52- Be dizzy

NORTH HAVEN

6.30 A. M.
7.45 A. M.

v

n e

f

BOBILL’S

SUMMER SCHEDULE

Leave North Haven
Arrive Rockland

Read The Courier-Gazette
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Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Arnold and
daughter Chreyl of Portland were
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard McAllister.
Oscar Sorsa returned to New
York Tuesday after spending three
days at his South Union farm.
Edmund Gibson is attending
Boston University Summer school.
SOUTH HOPE
The Woman’s Community Club
was represented at the M.F.W.C.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sanford
meeting held at the Samoset Ho Jones on the holiday were Mr. and
tel last week by delegates Mrs. Es
ther Keating and Mrs. Virginia McElwee, registration committee, Mrs.
Christine Barker and Mrs. Loretta
Rich; reception, Mrs. Nina Fuller.

i Mrs. Stanley Jones, their daugh
ter Annie and son Ernest, of South
Coventry, Conn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Esancy, Burkettville; Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Wellman, Augusta;
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Newbcrt and two
children. Union; and Mrs. Annie
Esancy.
Mr and Mrs. David Hemenway
spent the Fourth with Mr. and
Mrs. James Dornan in East Union.
Billy Gould is playing with Tek
Hustus' Orchestra for the Summer.
The Union fire department was
called to Sanford Jones’ Monday
night to extinguish a fire on the
roof of the barn.
Mrs. Esther McFarland and son.
Roscoe of Camden, visited Tuesday
with Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Robbins.
Ernest Hastings is a patient at
Knox Hospital.

The Ideal Summer Drink

B 4b

4o

H7

a MX

41

and pages, Mrs. Matrha Fuller and
Mrs. Christine Barker. The club
will hold its annual supper and
auction Tuesday night at the Ma
sonic dining room. Committee is:
Club president Mrs. Esther Keating,
supper chairman, assisted by Mrs.
Ethel Creighton, Mrs. Avis Nichols.
Mrs. Lina Bartlett, Mrs. Christine
Barker and Mrs. Mary Barker;
tickets, Mrs. Agnes Creighton and
Mrs. Nina Fuller; dining room, Mrs.
Doris Robbins;
publicity, Mrs.
Christine Barker and Mrs. Char
lotte Hawes. The auction is under
direction of Mrs. Virginia McElwee,
assisted by Mrs. Edna McKinley
Mrs. Martha Fuller, and Mrs.
Myrtle Messer.

PRICES ARE LOW AT

Mount Rainier. Washington, is
While cn Vinalhaven, visit the the fifth oldest U. S. National park.
Island Gift Shop Souvenirs, Gifts, It was established by act of Con
Greeting Cards, Books.
53tf gress in 1899.

I '
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3LBS25c

This Week's Flavor Spatial
"LEMON - FLAKE"

et First N.tion.1 Sell-Service Super M.rk.tt in This Vicinity — Subi.ct to Market

FIRST

NATIONAL

STORES

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Standard Weights

THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS, GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Whitehill of
St. Johnsbury. Vt., are visiting his
brother and sister-in-law Mr. and
Mrs. Harrison Whitellill, West
Main street
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Benson and
two children have returned to
Worcester, Mass., after visiting Mr
and Mrs. Anson Pryor.
Pythian Sisters will hold a picnic
Friday at Mrs. Otto Irwing's in
South Warren.
Those wishing
transportation will meet at the hall
at 6 o’clock. Those not solicited
will take sweets and each will take
own dishes and silver
Forrest Grafton has returned
home after spending a week with
his brother and sister-in-law. Mr.
and Mrs. Elbridge Grafton, Perth
Amboy, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Brown of
Caribou were week-end and holiday
guests of Mr. and Mrs Earl
Woodcock.
Mrs. Russell Kelley and son Rus
sell, Jr., have returned from Knox
Hospital and are at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Kelley.
Miss Harriet Wilson will substi
tute at A C. McLoon Company at
Rockland for a few days.
Miss Gertrude Hanley went Sun
day to Seton Institute, Baltimoie.
tor three months' affiliation in
psychiatry.
Jacquelyn Robinson of Vermont is
visiting her grandparents Mr. and
Mrs Bernard Rtbinson.
Charles Harrismann of Cheroku,
Iowa, is visiting Mr. and Mis. Clif
ton Felt
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Bickford,
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Biekiord
and Mr and Mrs Robert A Bick
ford of Norway were retent visit
ors at the home of Miss Helen
Carr.
Mrs. Forest Stone and children
are spending the week at Sebago
Lake camp of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Leon McKusick.
Dean and John Semaujulan of
Boston are visiting their aunt, Mrs
Evelyn Moody.
Mr and Mrs. Earl Melgard and
family are spending three weeks at
the Rockwell cottage, Cushing.
Mrs. Elizabeth Grafton and
daughter Joan and son John have
returned home alter a visit with
Mr and Mrs. Albert Sinclair.
South Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvard Cole and
children of Brewer, Mr. and Mrs.

WILLARD FALES
DERRY PIT
SUMMER TELEPHONE

THOMASTON 198-22

52-54

Raymond Anderson and daughter
of Hartford Conn are visiting their
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Albert An
derson.
Russell Young is attending a
Summer session at Laval Seminary,
Quebec.
The Daily Vacation Bible Schcol
will be held at the Federated
Church beginning July 11. Mrs.
Lois Harjula will have charge of
the juniors Mrs. H. F. Leach, the
primary, and Mrs. Amy Bracy, the
beginners.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Davis and
family of Nashua N H.. are visit
ing his mother. Mrs. Enos Verge.
Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ellictt and
children are now at their cottage
m Cushing.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sinclair and
daughter Julie have returned to
South Portland after spending the
week-end with Mr and Mrs. For
rest Grafton.
Mrs. R. N. Smith and Miss Doro
thy Smith of Framingham, Mass.,
are holiday guests of Mrs. William
T. Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Morse
of Attleboro Mass , have been re
cent guests of Mrs. William T.
| Smith.
I St. John's Episcopal Church will
! hold a food sale Saturday at 2.39
p. m., on the church lawn, if fair
weather; if not, at Donaldson's
paper store.
54-lt

Damage by Pecan Larvae
Pecan nut casebearer (Acrobasis
caryae (Grote) ) is sometimes a
limiting factor in the production
of pecans in certain areas in the
Southeastern states. Most of the in
jury is caused by the first-gener
ation larvae, which attack the new
ly set nuts. A single larva may
destroy an entire nut cluster. The
individual nuts that have been at
tacked can be recognized by the
characteristic borings, or frass,
that are cast out by the larvae.
The damage is most evident when
pecan trees set a light nut crop
but may also be severe in heavy
crop years. In exceptionally heavy
crop years the damage may be
more than offset by a beneficial
thinning effect due to the destruc
tion of a portion of the nuts.

1 Bushel—Lbs
Apples .......................................... 44
Apples, dried
.......................... 25
Barley .......................................... 48
Beans ............................................ 60
Beans, Lima................................. 56
Beans, snell ................................. 28
Beans. Soy ................................... 58
Beans, scarlet or white, runner,
pole ............................................ 50
Beans, string ............................... 24
Beans, Windsor (broad) ............ 47
Beets ............................................ 60
Beets, mangel-wurzel ................. 60
Beets, sugar ................................. 60
Beets, turnip ............................... 60
Beet Greens ................................. 12
Blackberries ................................. *1
Blueberries .................................. 42
Bran and Shorts ........................ 20
Carrots ........................................ 50
Corn, cracked ............................. 50
Corn, Indian .............................. 56
Cranberries ................................. 32
Currants ...................................... 40
Dandelions ................................... 12
Feed ...................
50
Hair .............................................. 11
Kale ...........
12
Lime ............................................. 70
Meal (except oatmeal) .............. 50
Meal, corn ................................... 50
Meal, rye...................................... 50
Millet, Japanese .......................... 35
Oats ............................................. 32
Onions .......................................... 52
Parsley ......................................... 8
Parsnips ..................................... 45
Peaches, dried ............................. 33
Pears ........................................... 58
Peas, smooth ............................... 60
Peas, wrinkled ........................... 56
Peas, unslielled, green .............. 28
Potatoes ....................................... 60
Potatoes, sweet ........................... 54
Quinces ........................................ 48
Raspberries ................................. 40
Rice, rough.................................- 44
Rye ............................................... 56
Salt, coarse ................................. t®
Salt. fine ...................................... 60
Salt. Liverpool ............................ 60
Seed, alfalfa ................................. 60
Seed, clover ................................. 60
Seed, herdsgrass ......................... 45
Seed, Hungarian grass............... 48
Seed, Timothy ............................ 45
Seed, millet ................................. 50
Seed, orchard grass.................... 14
Seed, redtop................................. 14
Spinach ........................................ 12
Strawberries ............................... 40
Tomatoes ..................................... 56
Turnips, English ......................... 50
Turnips, rutabaga ...................... 60
Wheat ......................................... - 60
The standard weight of a
barrel of Flour is ............. 196 lbs.
The standard weight ol a
barrel of Potatoes is ........ 165 lbs

Tuberculosis Rate Recedes
Tuberculosis death rate in the
United States in 1945 was 40.1 per
100.000, a decrease from the 41.3
rate of 1944. These are low rates
compared with Japan's 101.5. Indida’s 211.9 and China's 267.1.
Broken down, the U. S. A. rate
(40.1) show’s 32.7 for the white
population and 98 for negroes.
Among the states, the rate was
10 1 for Wyoming and the highest
123.1 for Arizona, the retreat of
According to the U. S. Coast and
many tuberculosis immigrants who
Geodetic
Survey, the highest poin;
die away from home. In general,
the pulmonary form accounts for above sea level in the Uni;ed
States
M’ Whitney, Calif., 14.495
92.4 per cent of these deaths.
feet above sea level, and the lowest
point. Death Valley, Calif., 275 feet
below sea level. The highest and
lowest points are but 86 miles
apart.

FURNITURE PRICES
.. . FOR . . .

PREVIEW OF PROGRESS

TONIGHT

4

ROCKPORT

DANCE

LAKEHURST

Every Saturday Night

APPLY

JOE AVERY

STRAND THEATRE

And His Orchestra

36-F-tf

Oakland Park

DR. HARRISON SANBORN
DENTIST

Latest creation
in a Hollywood
styled bed!
Small down pay
ment delivers!

$59>5o

Poster beds! For
every extra
room! Maple—
Apiece

Wishes to Announce the Opening

$19.

50

Of An Office at

11 Elm St., Camden, Me.
For Appointment

Phone Rockland 921-W or
Camden 2450

51-58

S’* S*

CAMDEN THEATRE
TODAY AND FRIDAY
Esther Wiliams, Gene Kelly
TAKE ME OUT TO THE
BALL GAME"
In Technicolor

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
r"

$24.0°

Beginning Monday, All Next Wk.
JOHN BARAGREY
In
“SEE HOW THEY RUN”
Eves., at 8; Mat. Sat., 2.30

FRIDAY, JULY 8

54-Th-tf

STRAND
69 2

3jueen of MOTjOR
MOW

Motakl

AT 8.30 P. M.

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
Tickets $1.20. On sale at Camden Village Shop and
Huston-Tuttle Book Co., Rockland

51&53

OUR MODERN AUTOMOTIVE AND MARINE
MACHINE SHOP
Have you seen our modern up-to-date machine shop? We
are equipped to machine, grind, rebore and completely recondi
tion your motors. Auto or marine. Crankshaft regrinding our
specialty.

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES
TELEPHONE 24,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
53-57

keehanwnn

XAVTERCUGAT
SHORTS—NEWS—SERIAL
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Laugh Riot of the Year!

Sworn ^iosiaw

LATEST NEWS
SUNDAY AND MONDAY

JOAN CRAWFORD,
LAST TIMES TODAY
Double Feature

INSTITUTION
Sfi^cicdL,

■£4lPrL-<-«** AVer

HAVENERS HOT SHOTS

RICARDO MOMW
BETTY GARRETT

HOTEL AND

50

NATHAN PRICE, Pianist

.Admission 50c tax included
MUSIC BY

ESTHERWILUAMS
RED SKELTON

LAKEWOOD PLAYERS
Now Presenting
••JENNY KISSED ME"

----------------------------Chest with four
spacious draw
ers! A bargain
buv now during
this sale!

Every Saturday Night

TODAY-FRI.-SAT,

E23W

COMFORT- LONG-LIFE . £CONO^y
Top quality mat
tresses!
Enjoy
sound sleeping
for less money!
Now at . . .

CONCERT

I ELEPHONE

Dance to music of Name Bands.
Watch Star Entertainers on a
screen as you swav to the rhythm
of their songs.
ADMISSION 30c. TAX INC.

CAMDEN

A Demonstration Which Citizens Of Rockland
Cannot Afford To Miss

USHER WANTED

DANCE

FUTURE DELIVERIES

guest of her cousin, Mrs. A. O. Pills
Comfort Should Be Keynote
bury.
In Clothes for Tiny Tots
Funeral services for Samuel A
Dame Fashion is rarely a good
LaCombe, 24, of Marblehead, Mass.,
x»ss
guide to clothes for young children.
formerly of Lincolnville were held
OS HHJBN M RICH
The “comfortable look" rather
at the Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
Oorreapondent
than the "new look’’ is always the
Home, Tuesday, Rev. Charles F.
best style for the youngest genera
Bennett cf Rockland officiating In
W. XU4
terment was in Mountain View
tion.
cemetery. Lacombe was drowned
New fashion features, such as
at Hobbs Pond Saturday, while iu’K
pinched waists, longer skirts and
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Spear were swimming, because of having struck
added frills and furbelows, which
guests of honor at a dinner party a rock in diving in shallow water.
may have sales appeal to mothers,
at Beach Inn Saturday night, giv He is survived by his wife and three
tend to detract from a little girl's
en by Mr. and Mrs. William Reed children.
appearance and make for discom
in honor of the Spear's 21st wed
fort as well, notes Margery L. Bes
ding anniversary.
Other guests
Flameproof Cotton Insulation
son, University of New Hampshire.
were Mr. and Mis. M. W. Spear,
Flameproof
cotton Insulation,
Little girls of pre-school age
Rockport, Mr. and Mrs. George ln- used only in residences when first
especially need dresses that are
graham of Washington, D. C„ ahd
comfortable, durable, simple and
’Misses Julia and Carolyn 3p?v. developed in 1940, has gained sat
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Forrest isfactorily acceptance in more than
an aid to self-dressing as well as
a score of diversified commercial
Spear.
attractive. Dresses also should
Mathew Willey of Harrisburg. and industrial applications. Illus
wash and Iron easily and be easy
Pa., spent the holiday weex-end trating the wide range of its use
to alter as the child grows.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. P. fulness, a large West coast manu- Ju,
For comfort, frocks should hang
facturer of nationally-distributed^
G. Willey.
straight from well-fitted shoulders,
Miss Julia Clason of Gardiner hot water heaters is using flame
unbelted and loose to allow free
and John McGrath of Boston were proof cotton insulation to retain ’
dom of movement. Children of this
week-end guests of Miss Jessie heat within the units, while sever
age do not have definite waistlines,
Hosmer and Miss Bertha Clasonal manufacturers of cold drink box
so belts and sashes may be unbe
P. O. Willey and Company ob es. refrigerators and deep-freeze
coming as well as a nuisance. Belts
served its 50th anniversary as a units are using the same material
get lost in play and sashes become
business concern July 1. The firm to keep cold in and heat out. Many
untied.
was originally Bird Broihers and churches in both large cities and
Necklines should be ample so
Willey, being organized by Hansen, small towns have selected cotton
that the dress does not bind around
Augustus and Judson Bird and Insulation for a dual purpose—for
the neck or come up so high under
Pearl Willey, all of Rockland. In
the chin that the child has difficul
1912, Pearl Willey became sole heat and cold insulation and as an
owner. For the past several years acoustical insulator, to prevent outty in managing the top button.
It is estimated that 2500 persons show they’ve ever had. It has the business has been managed by aide noise from disturbing services. ||
Sleeves and armholes should be
cut so that they are easy to get in saw unadvtrtised display of fire been made a twice yearly part of Mrs. Nerita Wight because of the
Rapid Growth of Softball
to and do not restrict movement of works in Thomaston Monday night. the Information and Education illness of her father.
Of
all
games in the United States,
program of the Great Lakes Naval
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel R. Yates
the arms. Shoulder ruffles may be
We’ll go fireworks one better—In Training Center and the Engineer had as week-end visitors. Mr. and that of softball has had the most
used instead of sleeves In dainty
addition to dramatic climaxes of Center at Fort Belvoir, Va. If you Mrs. Bryant Meservey, daughter rapid and remarkable growth. It
dresses.
displays the several sequences of j could hear the ringing laughs of and son-in-law of Massachusetts, made its debut so—50 years ago.
At the time baseball players who
Balsam Fir, Rapid Grower, the shows demonstrate the sim these large audiences, see their Frank Meservey of North Appleton, wanted to continue action during
plicity of nature behind these works mute concentration, yoti'd realize Mrs. Leland Pendleton of port
Gains Favor as Pulpwood
of man—synthetic rubber—stories you couldnt afford to miss the “Pre Clyde, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rich the winter months devised what
Balsam fir has become an In of artificial lighting and sound re views of Progress." There's never ardson of Hope, Mrs. Wyman was called Indoor baseball, which
creasingly important source of cording—cold stove cooking and been a dissatisfied audience, you’ll Hatch and daughter and son of was to provide play in enclosures.
be pleased, too.
Rockland, Mr and Mrs. Earle Since even the largest was small,
pulpwood In the lake states. Where jet propulsion
The demonstrations will take Robinson and Ernest Young of in comparison with a regular base
There is much negative feeling
as 20 years ago the pulp mills In
in the Community Building Warren.
ball field, it was necessary to ere- ,
this region used about 148,000 cords toward science shows and when in place
tonight and Friday night, with free
Miss Ida Gilchrest has arrived to ate a large and a soft ball, which
of balsam fir, in 1946 they used addition, it is free, many people i invitation to the public.
spent the Summer at her home on could not be hit the great distances
inclined to pass it off with a
378,000 cords of this species. With are
General Motors.
Limerock street; her brother. Dr. possible with a regular baseball.
remark such as "Oh, it can't afford
the constantly decreasing supplies to be good if it is free.” Consider
Leland Gilchrest and her sister, The first softball tournament was
of spruce, long the favored pulping that no corporation of the stature
Miss Daisy Gilchrest will arrive held in Chicago ifl 1933.
species, balsam fir has consequent of General Motors with its implicit
this week, also.
ly assumed new importance.
civic responsibility can afford to
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Whyte, Mr
Whence Comes the Apple?
Because of growing difficulties produce a poor show
and Mrs. Lloyd Thomas, Mrs. Anna
Birthplace of the apple is un
(both legal and economic) of pulp
It's entertainment in its finer
Libby and Miss Norma Whyte spent known, although some historians
A UHAMPNEY
wood importations, many lake and frequently written form.
fhe week-end in Boston
put lt in the area of the Caspian
Gurreapondeut
For two and one-half years, the
states pulp mills have been buying
Mrs N. C. Hammond of Befford, sea. Carbonized apples have been
ZN
ZN
XN
XX
show
has
been
produced
only
by
Mass.,
is
guest
of
Mrs.
Fred
Gil

forest land so that they could grow
found among the ruins of the pre
christ
at least a part of their wood re txpress invitation at schools, army
Tel. 2226
historic Swiss lake dwellings. The
camps
and
service
clubs.
In
spite
Mr
and
Mrs.
Roy
Fuller
spent
the
quirements. Much of this land,
holiday week-end with their son, Greeks and Romans were both
however, needs reforestation to of expanding from cne to seven
Miss Hazel Wall of Waterville Dr. Douglas Fuller, and family, in avid apple munchers. giving logic
bring It to high productivity. Be road companies in that time we
to the legend about Paris and the
cause it makes high quality pulp, still must postpone or refuse hun was week-end and holiday guest of Farmington.
«
The Grange whist party had as three goddesses. Early records of
her mother, Mrs. Belle J. Wall.
grows rapidly, and is the native dreds of requests a year
China and Egypt also refer to va
General Motors has tried to show
Mrs. Ernest Whitney ana daugh winners Saturday: First prize, Roy
conifer best able to withstand to as many people as possible and
Hurd, Lincolnvlle; second. Mrs. rious types of apples. Tradition,
ters
Sylvia
and
Harriet
and
Mi'.s
brush competition, balsam fir with large, ready-at-hand audiences
Pettet, Hope; and consolation, Ed. orchardists point out, places the
seems to be a good species to plant the “Previews" has been before Edith Wall and nephew Jackie weie Trainor, Lincolnville.
Garden of Eden in sub-tropical ter
guests Monday of Mrs. Cura M
or seed on many of these areas.
four million people in two years. At Welch and Mrs. W. E. Win' aey.
Harold Brown was home from the ritory—not good apple country at
Balsam fir seed is of medium the constant urging of civic authori
Maritime Academy at Castine to
Mr. and Mrs. William Dalton of spend the week-end with his par all.
size, more or less brown in color, , ties. we’ve decided to play to the
and roughly quadrangular in voluntarily attending public out Amherst. Mass., are at the r cot ents, Mr. and Mrs Willard Brown
tage at Wildwood for the Summer. High street.
shape. The seed, like that of all side the large cities.
true firs, is borne in pairs at the
The two young men who present Mr. and Mrs. O. H. Copeland ot
Mrs. Allura Pitcher spent the
Whitinsville, Mass., are also at the ( holidays with her family at Morrill.
base of the scales of erect cones, the show have been warmly thanked Dalton
cottage.
which begin to fall apart on the by such group executives as Harvey
Miss Feme J. Whitney, daughter j Frederick Jagels has returned to
Every Saturday Night
trees soon after maturity. Seed col Firestone and Charles Edison, paro of Mr. and Mrs. William Whitney I' his home in Portland after a week’s
lection must be done before the chial, public and private school prin is attending Summer school at vacation spent with his mother, SOUTH CUSHING GRANGE HALL
52-F-tf
cone scales begin to separate. cipals, the country over, who state University of Pennsylvania in Phil Mrs Emily Jagels.
Miss Susan Jones of Boston is
Cones may be collected from the ' that, without doubt, it is the finest adelphia.
tops of recently felled trees. They 1
If your eyeglasses have heavy
should be examined to see that the
frames, do not wear a hat loaded ,
seed is firm and fullv mature.
with flowers, feathers and yards of
The population of Los Angeles
veiling swathed around your face. 1
county, Calif., has increased frem
DAMARISCOTTA. ME.
less than 34.000 to almost 4,009,000
DANCE
PHILIP WENTWORTH, Tenor
in the last 70 years.
Assisted by
DANCING
SPRUCE HEAD

“.HOMICIDE”
“THE GAY INTRUDERS”

INNER SPRING MATTRESS

t

HIGH TIDE TEA ROOM

Ic
ONLY
Maple platform
rocker that's de
signed to give
rest and long
wear! Now for
only

$34 «

Beautiful light
lllf
ing is yours! A
smart table lamp
signed for
modern folk!

$4150 “
$3. 95
MEREDITH FURNITURE CO.
A*•

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 1425

Lobster

Steak

That correct

printing

is

an

essential

in

their

operations because it saves time, money and work

AT YOUR DEALERS

May We Serve You?

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
283 MAIN ST., . .ROCKLAND, ME., . .TEL. 1154

MEREDITH DONDIS, Prop.

313 MAIN ST.,

BUSINESS MEN KNOW

DAYSON

BEDDING

COMPANY

Camden

Route 1

Automatic Press Printing
at

“The Restaurant With the Salad Cart”

The Courier-Gazette Job Department

SPECIAL
S1.25 BUFFET LUNCH EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

RAYMOND L. ANDERSEN, Foreman

CLOSED EVERY MONDAY EXCEPT LABOR DAY

TELEPHONE 770
22-aw-tf

4

Social Matters
Please phone 1044 or 1593, Mrs. Mil
dred Richardson, for parties, weddings,
guests and social events of all types
■he earlier asi Item Is phoned oi
■Sslled In, the more readily lt appears
print.

*1

Visitors in the city this week
were Mr. and Mrs. Harold L.’Arey
of Dallas, Texas. Mr. Arey is a
former Vinalhaven boy, who, back
in the early 20’s was playing first
base on the' Vinalhaven High
School team, and cherishes inter
esting
recollections of
games
played with other Knox County
teams. He is now traveling in the
Southwest in the interest of a Con
necticut concern.
^Mrs. A. P. Mears and children
Jean and Gerald of Perth Amboy,
N. J., are staying at Mrs. Inza
Witty’s, Waldo avenue, and visit
ing relatives and friends. Mr.
Mears will join his family later
this month.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cole and
Mr. and Mrs Thomas Gallagher of
Gloucester. Mass., were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Hussey, Court street, returning
home Friday. Mrs. Gallagher is a
sj^ter of Mrs. Hussey.
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Police Chief and Mrs. George
Shaw have returned from two
weeks’ vacation spenf at their
Summer home at Long Cove.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ulmer, Ro
ger Conant and son John of Rock
land and Mrs. Esther Wolfe and
son David of Thomaston spent the
Fourth on Verona Island, Bucks
port, as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Ulmer.

Mrs. Lena K. Sargent, Mrs. Vir
ginia Sargent and Sandra Strick
land were at Shin Pond for the
holiday week-end at the Summer
home of Mr. and Mrs. George
Gcodrich of Springfield, Mass.
Other guests were George Goodrich.
Jr. of Springfield, Miss Jane Bux
ton of Larchmont, N. Y., Mr. and
Mrs. Percy Winslow, Miss Marilyn
Winslow, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Drew
of Presque Isle and George Kneeland of Sherman. Mrs. Goodrich
is a sister of Mrs. Lena K. Sargent.

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Farrand
and Mrs. Blanche Osborne of
Rockland, Miss Mary Farrand of
Boston, Richard Young of Newtcn,
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. David Yoder,
Sr., Miss Lois Yoder and Robert
and David Yoder, Jr., of Barbeton,
Ohio, motored to Castine Saturday
to attend the commencement exer
cises of the Maine Maritime Aca
demy where David Farrand was a
graduate.

Visiting Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Mid
dleton are Mrs. Agnes Ross and
Mrs. Barbara Morrison of Aber
deen. Scotland, Mrs. Jessie Ger
rard of Wilmington, Del., sisters of
Mrs. Middleton,
daughter and
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. William
Miss Doris Coltart and Robert
Massey of Wtiming on, Del., and Shaw are spending the Summer at
granddaughter Betty Jean Middle- the Coltart Summer home at Long
ton cf Bernard, ,Me.
Cove.
Ruth Mayhew Tent will hold a
Cne of the unfailing signs that
special meeting Monday night at Summer is teally here is the ap
t/te G.A R. Hall at 7.30. Members pearance in these columns of the
e reminded of the picnic at the Black and Gay canners, adver
Payson cottage at Lake Megunti tisement for bean pickers. The
cook, Sunday afternoon.
company Uses a huge crew in its
bean picking season, an oppor
Charles D. Gould who has been tunity eagerly awai'ed by pickers
the guest of his mother, Mrs. of all dges, A generous price is
Fanny D. Gould, as returned to
paid and pickers are transported
his home in Norfolk. Va.
io the fields. Apply at once to the
Mrs. W. A. Hudson of East Pio- employment office, 437 Main street,
vidence, R. I., is visiting her son Rockland, or to the Black and
Robert W. Hudson, 33 Spring Gay factory, Knox street, Thomas
ton.
street.

r

Mr. and Mrs. David Yoder, Sr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Fickett of
WCtitman, Mass., are visiting her Miss Lois Yoder and Robert and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph P. David Yoder, Jr., of Barberton.
Ohio, and Richard Young of New
Conant, Camden street.
ton, Mass., were the holiday week
Miss Mary Farrand of Boston end guests of Mr and Mrs. Donald
has been the guest of her parents, Farrand, Talbct avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Farrand,
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Spttriing
Talbot avenue, the past week.
spent the holiday -week-end .n
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Spurling ac Lewiston as guests of Mrs. Bernice
companied by their daughter Diane Newell.
and Miriam Mosher motored to
Lt. Mark Newcomb. U.S.N R
East Waterboro June 29 where the
girls entered Camp Laughing wile Eileen and two children, Jean
Moon, Little Os ippee Lake, Dane and Mark, arrived July 2 to spend
for a month and Miriam for twp the week with their aunt, Miss Barnice Newborg of South Thomaston
w^eks.
Lt. Newccmb has just completed
Percales and Chambray, 3 yds. seven months with the Berlin Airfor $1.00. We carry best quality lilt and has been assigned to Mof
yard goods of all kinds at low over fat Field. Calif. It is his first visit
head prices. Tel. 523. The Rem to the Keag since he entered the
nant Shoppe, 220 Main St.
54-lt service in 1942.

For social items in The CourierMr. and Mrs Vere Havener cf
Gazette, telephone 1044 or 1593.— Morgantown, W. Va., are guests of
adv.
10tf Mrs. Fred Collamore,’ Camden road.

Marin’s
Home Cooking

Pies, Cakes, Cookies, Rolls, Bread, Doughnuts, Birthday Cakes of
all Kinds. Raked Beans and Brown Bread Saturday Special.
“The Best Cooking—At Reasonable Prices’’
All Orders Filled—None Too Large or Too Small. Call Day or
Night, 24 Hour Service. Orders delivered if desired.
TELEPHONE 783-W2

MARM DUGAN

HOLIDAY BEACH, OWL’S HEAD, ME.

51-tf

Dr. Edward H. Storer returned
Tuesday to Chicago after visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl E.
Storer, Ocean street, for a week
Dr. Storer who is researchist in the
Department of Surgery at the Uni
versity of Chicago Clinics, has re
cently been awarded first prize of
$150 in the first annual competi
tion sponsored by the North Shore
branch of the Chicago Medical So
ciety for residents in Chicago hos
pitals. The paper was a report on
method of producing experimental
peptic ulcer and effective surgical
procedures on such.

She Is Engaged

Mr. and Mrs. William Bicknell
are occupying the Silsby tenement
at 15 Summer street.

Opportunity Class of the First
Baptist Church will meet tonight
with Mrs. Corris Randall.

Corporal Charles E. Brann is
home for a 30-day furlough vi-itJohn Perry and Clifford Cameron ing Mr and Mrs. Howard Avery,
i of Rockland and Richard Foley of 474 Main street.
Bath left Tuesday on ‘The Sea
Mrs. O. E. Wishman brought
i Wolfe’ for a week’s cruise through
Mrs. Minnie Crozier and Miss
the islands.
Debora Grafton back with her
Mrs. John L. Robbins, 20 Autumn from Perth Amboy, N. J., and they
i street, Rockland, announces the en- are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
j gagement of her daughter, Miss Crozier, Hill street.
j Dorothy L. Niles to Lamont S Al
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Young of
len, sen of Minal, and Mrs.’Flor
ence Allen of this city. Mr. Allen Barre, Vt., are spending the week
served in the Marines during World with Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Flan
j War II and is now employed at ders, Maverick street.
j General Seafoods, Inc
Both at
Mr. and Mrs. William Lombardi
tended Ro .kland schools. No date
of Malden, Mass., are spending
, has been set for the wedding.
their honeymoon with her brother
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Scmers of and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Passumpsic, Vermont, were the Raymond Barnes, Dunton avenue.
holiday week-end guests of his sis
Mrs. Myron Young, who is hav
ter and brother-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Whitehill, Hill street. ing a vacation from Van Baalen
Heilbrun and Co., and her daugh
Miss Faith Long of Jamaica ter Barbara, who is on vacation
Plain, Mass., is spending two weeks' from the Eastern Maine General
i vacation at the Albert R. Havener, Hospital in Bangor left today by
Jr., cottage at Crescent Beach. She motor for Fitchburg. Mass., where
Mrs. Young’s
has as guests for this week, her they will visit
grandmother, Mrs. George Long of brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and
Rockland and Irving Karchmer ci Mrs. V. K Barnes.
Dorchester, Mass.
Carole Lynn Rackliff was given
Richard Hutchinson of Plymouth, a surprise party last Friday at the
jMass., spent the holiday week-end Merrill Day Nursery to celebrate
with his parents. Mr. aird Mrs her fifth birthday. Cake, punch,
Merle Hutchinson, Otis street.
and ice cream furnished by her
I
-----parents, were served.
Children
Mrs. Faith Berry, Mrs. Lillian present at the nursery that day
Joyce. Mr and Mis. Roy Joyce and were Carol and Lee Jackson, Dana
son Keryn motored to Deer Isle Bisbee. Robert, Saxon and David
I Sunday and were overnight guests Hillgrove, Linda Fales. Katherine
of Mr. Joyce’s grandmother. Mrs. Merry and Carl Achorn.
D. M Joyce.
Dr Anneite Watson, Nursery
Mrs. Harold Gerrish and daugh School Consultant of Florida, visit
ter Beverly spent the holiday week ed the Merrill Day Nursery Fri
end in Bangor as guests of Miss day morning.
Maty Gerrish. R.N. at the Nurse's
Home at the Eastern Maine General
Mrs .Dorothy Gardiner of Water
Hospital.
ford is spending a few days with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. A
Mrs. Lillian Lufkin of Hanson, Holbrook, Camden street.
Mass , is spending the Summer with
her son and daughter-in-law, Mr.
Judson Nichols of the Pres;
and Mrs. Merle Hutchinson, Otis Herald staff, and Mrs. Nichols
street.
visited Miss Helen York Wednes
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Simmons of
Shaw avenue are at Camp Amihi,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Burn,
North Windham, for a week’s vaca entertained the Gregory family at
tion.
its annual picnic July 4 at their
Owl's Head cottage. Dinner and
Miss Rose Baker of Main street supper were served. The day was
is visiting relatives in Berlin, N. H. concluded with a large bonfire on
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Remick of the beach and a beautiful display
Rochester N. H., are guests of Mr. of fireworks. In the group were
and Mrs. John Thompson, Crescent Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gregory, Wal
ton Oxton, Mr. and Mrs. Alc’en
street.
Perry and sons Warren, Arthur,
Willis Anderson of Manchester, and Robert, Alvra Perry, Mr. and
N. H„ is visiting his home here Mrs. Bert Gregory, Miss Ellen New
while on vacation from his duties man, Mrs. John Blethen and
as superintendent of McKan Shoe daughters Janice and Johnna of
Waterbury, Vt., Mr. and Mrs. How
Factory.
ard Rollins and daughter Glenn i
E. Carl Moran, Jr., and son Paul of Camden, Mrs. Maude Smith of
are in Boston, passing judgment St. Augustine. Fla. and John
on big league baseball games.
Young of Portland.

ASHCRAFT
Bright Choice For Year ’Round Use.

SEALTEST
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Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Hustus.
Sweetland street, were honored at
a surprise family party Friday
night at their home to celebrate
their twenty-fifth wedding an
niversary. Their daughter, Mrs.
Albert Hallowell of Lynn. Mass.,
presented "them
a
handsome
anniversary cake and they were al
so presented gifts from the family,
fn addition to the heme group were
Mr. and Mrs. George Hallowell of
Rockland and Miss Jean Williams
of Thomaston.
Saturday night, Mr. and Mrs.
Hustus kept open house from 8
o’clock on. She wore h lovely white
rose corsage tied with silver ribbon.
The house was decorated w.th pink
and white roses, the gift of Mrs.
Irene Esbonnette. Refreshments of
sandwiches, punch and another an
niversary cake were enjoyed.
The guests were: Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Hallowell and Mr. and Mrs
Paul Rackliff of Lynn. Mass., Mrs.
Liella Clark and Robert Beach of
Belfast, Mrs. Clara Payson, Mr.
and Mrs Joseph Robinson, Miss
Bertha Orbeton, Mr. and Mrs. Al
fred McFarland, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Pendleton. Mrs. Albert R.
Havener Jr., Mr. and Mrs. George
Hallowell, Mrs. Irene Esbonnette,
Mrs. Robert Merchant and Edwin
Hustus of Rockland and Miss Jean
Williams of Thomaston.

A Happy Holiday
Our Betty Tells How She
Spent the Fourth—Miles
Of Wilderness

Sandy Shores Picnic

Merrill Day Nursery

Elvira Johnson Will Wed Friends Of Mr. and Mrs. Thirty-Four Children Were
Present At Its First
Ervin Hustus Help Them
Frank Burgess Of Union
Anniversary
Celebrate
Wedding
In the Fall
Anniversary
The Merrill Day Nursery cele
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd B. Clark of

i Talbot avenue, Rockland, announce
the engagement of her daughter,
Elvira Anne Johnson, to Frank G.
Burgess, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles M. Burgess of Union.
Miss Johnson graduated in June
from Rcckland High School, where
She (was active in the National
Mr and Mrs. Ansel C. Saunders Thespian Society, and other extra
have returned from a week's vaca curricular work at the school. She
tion trip tc Boston and Cape Cod. is a member of the First Baptist
In Boston they attended the gradu Church of Rockland, and is affili
ation of their son, Robert, from the ated with Owl’s Head Grange.
New England Institute of Anatomy
Burgess is a graduate of Union
The Woman’s Educational Club High School .class of 1943. He saw
a
tour of duty with the Army,
will meet July 13 at the heme of
Dr. and Mrs. Harry I. Marshall in with several months overseas.
I He is active in the American Le
Rcckport.
gion and in the Maine State AsMrs. Etta R Thurston and Miss 1 sociation of Bee Keepers. He is
Annie M. Richards of Rockport associated in business with his
spent the holiday at the home of father in Union.
A Fall wedding is planned.
Mrs Alton W. Richards and Miss
Bessie Philbrook, 14 Bay View
Lieutenant and Mrs. Allan Spen
square.
cer Lee and son Allan of Norfolk,
Mr. and Mrs. Ardrey Orff and Mr. Va., are guests of her brother. Wil
and Mrs Guy Douglas spent the bur F. Senter. Jr., and family at
holiday week-end at Hall's Cabins, their cottage Wirimaca, at Lucia
Beach.
Greenville, Moosehead Lake.

Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Cameron
and daughters Diane, Sally and
Susan and Mrs. Frank French of
Rockland and Richard Paul of Wal
doboro motored to Castine Satur
day to attend the graduation exer
cises at the Maine Maritime Acad
emy where Clifford Cameron was a
member of the graduatnig class.

Given A Surprise

brated its first anniversary with a
party yesterday afternoon from 2
to 5 o'clock with 34 children pres
ent, all of whom had attended the
nursery at some time during the
past year. The large play yard was
outlined with gaily colored balloons
which the youngsters took with
’hem when they left for home
Games were played and refresh
ments of sandwiches, punch, cake,
ice cream and lollynops were served
Mrs. Mildred Merrill, proprietor,
was assisted during the afternoon
by her associates Miss Eleanor Nel
son and Mrs. Ernest Maxfield.
Children present were: Carol and
Lee Jackson. Dana Bisbee, Robert.
Saxon and David Hillgrove Isabel
and Geraldine Anastasio. Penelope
Kaler. Thomas, David and Donald
Littlefield. David Snrowl. George
and William Armstrong, Sandra
Leighton. Marilyn Salo. Ga'l Rowl
ing. Elizabeth Munsey. Margaret
Adele and Roger Dow, Jr., Richard
Gray, Katherine Merry, Clifford
Bedell, Claudia Hastings, Bernard
Duffy. Carl Achorn. Janet and Wen
dell Blanchard. Ernest and Robert
Harrington. Linda Fales. Patricia
Achorn and Franklin Merrill.
Adults attending were Mrs. Paul
ine Gray. Mrs. Shirley Bedell. Mrs.
Lois Thompson, Mrs. Ruth Anasta
sio. Mrs Leona Metcalf. Mrs. Eliza
beth Sprowl. Mrs. Ruth Harrington,
Mrs. Addie Rogers, and Mrs
Nelouise Hastings of Rockland. Mrs
Lalia Blanchard and Mrs. Joseph
Brooks of Waldoboro and Mrs. Car
rie Benner and Mrs. Edith Hodg
kins of Worcester. Mass.

MRS. ELMER CROCKETT
Mrs. Evelyn (Berneti Crockett,
widow of Elmer Bird Crockett,
passed away suddenly Thursday
morning, June 30. She had been
in poor health for several months.
Mrs. Crockett was born in Rock
land. Oct 15. 1892, daughter ot the
late Capt. and Mrs. John Bernet.
She had always resided in Rock
land, graduated from Rockland
High S hool in 1911, marrying El
inor B. Crockett in 1921 She i;
survived by one son. John Bernet
Crockett.
Mrs. Crockett was active for
many years in the two variety
stores owned by her late husband,
and since his death last Septembei
had operated both the Rockland
and Boothbay Harbor stores with
the assistance of her son. The extra
burdens thrust upon her by the
sudden death of her beloved hus
band. together with the great be
reavement gradually impaired her
health
Evelyn was beloved by everyone
and there was no bound to tire love
and devotion shown to her parents
and family. She will be greatly
missed and mourned in the neigh
borhood in which sh had long
resided, as well as by her hosts of
friends throughout the community
and her business associates on Mair
street.
She was a member and past
treasurer of the Lady Knox Chap‘er of the DA.R. member of the
W. C. T. U. Opportunity Class
Itooevik Club, and the American
Legion Auxiliary.
Services were held at the First
Baptist Church of which Mrs
Crockett was a member Rev. J
Charles Ma Donald officiating. Th:
large attendance at the funeral and
the many beautiful floral tributes
manifested the love and esteem in
which she was held. The bearers
were Richard Newbegin and three
cf her nephews: Elmer M. Crock
ett, Keith Crockett, and Ernest
Crockett
Mrs. George R. Anderson, siste:
of Mrs Crockett's husband, camt
from Williamsport. Penn., to at'end the s.rvices.

ROCKLAND

Film
Council
The May-June issue of The Film
Counselor." published by the Film
Council of America, as Volume III.
Issue 1. features a cqt like that used
at the head of this column, and
tells a little of the story of the
first year's activities of this coun
cil, and lists the officers newly
elected, who take office today
Many thanks are being extended
by the Rockland Film Council to
Charles Emery and the cast of "The
Glorified Brat." and - to all those
others who helped to make 'he
second project for the "Projector
Fund” the success it was. In the
Fall further efforts will be ex
pended until a new projector some
day will be owned by the Council
in trust for the various organiza
tions of the community to use
This suggests the fact that some
people still wender wha' the Film
Council is and does It is mode up
of individuals and organizations i$l
ond $2 annual dues respe lively)
who meet monthly and consider
ways and means of utilizing films
more effectively, and frequently pre
view selections. The Film Coun
cil has booked films gratis the past
year, and has told those ordering
films where to borrow and or rent
machines. The Booking Secretary
has the film catalogues and a
knowledge of where to get films
and what is available. Some films
require only transportation and in
surance fees, while others have ren
tal fees attached Once the pro
jector is purchased, then this addd service will be made availab’e
free to members and at costs to
ithers. If you are interested in
helping out, or iri joining, or in se
curing heli> with your program prob
lems. contact the new president.
Miss Ruth Rogers. Public Librarian
If you are planning a program
fir anytime between September 21
and Sept. 24. the color film "Maga
zine Magic,” four reels in length,
will be in town, and you may have
'he use of same, "first come, first
served.”
Also, if you want help in con
ducting meetings. Generals lias a
film “How Not to Conduct a Meet
ing,” vvh’ch is 10 minutes long,
sound, and which is intended as a
satire on the manner in which
some poorly planned meetings are
put on.

The Mortons Of Friendship
Certainly Enjoyed Their
Outing There
The Mortons of Friendship, their
relatives and friends met at Sandy
Shores, Warren, Monday, June 27.
A more ideal .‘•pot could hard’y
have been chosen for the gathering
at sunset.
The picnic tables were well laden
| lor supper, but to these were added
| tasty hamburgers hot d.gs, coffee
and ice cream from the Sandy
Shores restaurant.
T.iose piesent were Mr. and Mrs.
Charles R.chardson of Bridgeport,
Ccnn.; Miss Ruth Richardson of
Garden City N. Y.; Mrs. Charles
A Morton and Mr and Mrs. Wil
liam Dorman of Rockland; Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil Morion and Miss
riio.ndike of Tr.omas on; Mr. and
Mrs. Foster Jameson of Waldoboro,
Mrs. Annie Walla.e, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Morton Mr. and Mrs. Les
lie Morton. Mrs. Helen Cushman,
Mr and Mrs. Lew Wallace, Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Hall, Miss Kath
ryn Jameson and Miss Nellie Da
vis of Friendship.

Free Acting Course
Will Be Held At Farnsworth
Art Museum, Lasting
Eight Weeks
A free acting course w’ill be held
tins Summer at the Farnsworth
Museum. The classes will be un
der tlie direction of George Berliawsky and will continue for
eight weeks
The opening class and registra
tion will be held tonight at 7.30, in
the auditorium of the museum. All
interested are invited to attend.
The course will cover the fun
damentals of acting. Exercises will
be gnen to develop the individuals
powers of concentration, observa
tion, imagination, stage presence,
and the other faculties necessary
for an actor to perfotni a part suc
cess] ul]y.
At tiie same time the
member, will work on scenes from
various plays.
Mr. Berliawsky has studied at the
School of the Stage for Action and
tiie Dramatic Workshop.
At the
tatter institution, he directed Wil
liam Saroyan's "The Hungerers,”
scenes from Ben Jonson's "The
Alchemist," and served as director
-n tlie school’s production of
Emile and the Detectives."
His acting experience includes
work in productions at Boothbay
Playhouse
Dramatic Workshop,
Bowdoin College, and Rockland
High School.
An announcement will be made
Tuesday night of the museum's
Summer art courses. All those in
terested are requested to register
a: the museum.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Mother, Dad and I left 9 o'clock
Sunday morning via car for the
White Mountains and points be
yond.” Our route covered Lewiston,
Auburn and through to Berlin. N.
H., at 130 where we stopped lor
lunch. We rushed through lunch
in time to view the parade sched
uled at 2 o'clock. The floats were
numerous and elaborate outstand
ingly so for the size of the town.
All of them deserve mention but
one was particularly clever. This
was in the ferm of a huge birthday
cake with one lone candle on top
We continued on to the White
Mountains, stopping at Franconia
Notch. Crawford Notch and then to
St. Johnsbury, Vt. A futile search
for overnight acc-mmodation.; at
Willoughby Lake tset between two
motimains) caused us to drive
wearily through to Derby, Vt.
Guests staying at Crescent Beach
where we fortunately got a beauti
Inn over the Fourth of July were
ful cabin. Thus being assured of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morrill.
a place to sleep we hopped back
Wellesley Pills, Mass : Mr and
in tlie car and drove ta Newport
Mrs. Lynn Selby, Cromwell, Conn.:
Light travels from the sun to the
in search of a restaurant. We
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Warren, 'arth
in about eight minutes.
stopped at "Wny^id" Inn,'' .and
Whitinsville.
Mas
.:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
dinefi sumptuously.
Ernest Payson. Whitinsville. Mass,;
After a restful night we left the
Mr. and Mrs. E. VanNostitz, Westcabin about 7 a. m.. and started on
field N. J.: Mr. and Mrs. Fred
the jrek into Canada We stopped
Mouray, Galesville. Conn ; Marga
briefly at the CJanad an customs
ret Folsom New York: louie Pe
and then after Dad’s map consulta
tersen. New York: Mr. and Mrs.
tion. we decided to follow Route 5
Henry Pavdar, P.oston' Miss Edna
through to Sherbrooke. The store;
Walker, Wakefield, Mass.; Mr. and
were open there, and Mother and
Mrs. Aaron Feigerson. Gardner.
I had a grand time shopping. Cne
Mass.
notioeible thing was a shortage of
Mr. and Mrs George Sleeper were
chocolate candy and that available
in Castine Friday and Saturday,
was fat and tasteless.
attending the graduation ball and
leiv'ng Sherbrooke we left civicommencement exercises at the
1 za ’en and I mean that literal’y.
Maine Maritime Academy. Their
W" fo’lowed Route 5A through 159
son. Sherwin J. Sleeper was a mem
mi’es ef wilderness. The last small
ber of tlie graduating class. Also
ettiement we passed through was
attending the graduation Saturday
f a Fa’rie end then on to Arnold’s
were his grandfather and grand
T’-a’l completely surrounded by
mother, Mr. and Mrs. James Aylwoods snd lakes. This road was
w’ard. Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Sr.
rra’el and sc narrow that pass'ng
Mrs. Gertrude Messer, Mr. and
a ear s imooscible.
We traveled
Mrs. Russell Richardson, Miss Jac
this fe1’ fo"r years ago and it is
queline Messer and Dr. and Mrs.
being slowly improved. Some d’y
Dana Newman. Ensign Sleeper ex
the pbee will be invaded with
pects to be called to active duty
tourists hut -p to now it retains a
LARGE STOCK OF
A truck horse parade in Rent’ in the Naval Reserves around the
wild grande' r.
SUMMER FOOTWEAR
last of this month.
After « ' ort stop at the Cus Park, London, drew 353 entries.
EOlt ENTIRE FAMILY
tom Offic
we were in Maine
The value of a brood sow to a
again. We topped at the Eelgr de
I herd is det rmined not so much by
I akes for dinner and then made a
Quality Shoe Shop
the number of pies she farrows, or
non-stop trip to Thomaston. At
.even the number she weans, as by 310 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
feme again, we contentedly agreed
the total weight of the litter at
that it was a wonderful trip and
weaning time.
started making plans for another,
one soon.
Betty Seekins.
A Small 6-Room House, Fur
nished or Unfurnished, is For
Mrs. O. E Wishman returned to
Perth Amboy, N. J„ Thursday night Sale.
accompanied by Mr and Mrs. H
* New, modern bathroom
E Crozier who stayed at her home
* Sunny, homelike, nothing fancy
over the week-end.
* Small garden spot
Mrs. Alden Perry and Mrs. Au
* Garage
gustus Huntley have returned from
* Excellent Repair
a week’s motor trip to New York.
Enroute they were overnight guests
For further information or
/ ZF x
of Dr. and Mrs Freeman F Brown.
appointment write lo
Jr , at Wethersfield, Conn. Thev
A A. GARRISON
were accompanied home by Mrs.
STAR ROUTE, ROCKVILLE
John Blethen and daughters Jani e
and Johnna of Waterbury. Vt. who
ROCKLAND, MAINE
are visiting Mrs. Blethen’s parents,
Like a caress..,
51*53
Mr. and Mrs. W W. Gregory, Cen
the glamorous “Fabergett*"*
ter street.

Crescent Beach Inn

SUMMER
CASUALS

$3.95

SMALL HOME
FOR SALE

stroke, a path ei precious

perfume on her skin ...

“THE LITTLE WATCH and

The loveliest gift to givel

CLOCK SHOP”
FORMERLY 256 PARK STREET

Opening at New Location
-'97 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

ICE CREAM

SATURDAY, JULY 9

Tiny flakes of old-fashioned lemonstick candy frozen in rich golden
cream! No wonder this Sealtest
creation was a big flavor hit of
7f8! Enjoy this novel delight
the fountain—and take
some home to the family.

Proprietor, Charles Fetteroli

54-55
•filled with 1 ’/, drams of perfume ...... 2.50
Ensemble with matching cologne

Inviting and Lasting Comfort has been built into the extra

CHEDMOOR INN

thick, reversible seat and back cushions of Aslieraft Furniture.

Many occasional pieces of furniture.

22 PEARL STREET.

tAe flavor-of-the-month

Get the best—get Sealtest

’e-a.&eo
ICE CREAM

AlNlRAl ICI GUAM CORP.

352 MAIN SREET, ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 980

Aphrodisia • Woodhue • Tigress • Straw Hat

plus ton

CAMDEN, MAINE

Public Dining Room Now Open.
Guest Rooms Available

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
FARNSWORTH BUILDING

3.50

,

HOUKS 6.30 A. M. to 8.00 P. M.
For information dial Edna Moore.
,
54-55 then 58-S-64

CUT RATE COSmCTICS

H. GERRISH, Manager

Tucsday-Thursday-Saturday
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It Means Business

American Landscapes

Hay Fever Victims

Will Be Among the Summer Civic League, Opposing Run Well Known Portland Physi
cian Volunteers Timely
ning Horse Races, Seeks
Offerings Of Farnsworth
More Referendum
Advice
Art Museum
Forms
By
Adrian
11. Scolten, M. D.
As one of the major Summer of
ferings the Farnsworth Art Mu eum
will present an exhibition of paint
ings of America by Americans in
the last century Thee paint n/s
are all the work of men wh •
lormed the "Hudson River School.'
a term which was given the roup
by a New York newspajier man
somewhat
inaccurately.
These
painters worked during the greater

Fire-Retardent Treatment
Curtains, draperies, decorations
and like fabrics for indoor use can
be given a fair degree of flp ,teproefness by immersing them in or
spraying on a cold or lukewarm
solution of one pound brax. 13
ounces of boric acid in two gall ns
of water. The salts are soluble and
Ihe treatment should be repeated
after every washing. To prevent
scorching, the iron for smoothing
the treated fabrics should be sever
al degrees cooler than ordinarily
used on cotton fabrics
The
above formula has been used with
success on theater scenery and
decorations, and on work clothing
Few colors are affected by it, and
the treatment has little effect on
the appearance or feel of fabrics
properly treated.
Totem Poles Tell Story
Totem poles, carved by the
Tlingits and Haidas of Alaska the
Tsimshians, Kwakiutls and Bella
Cmlas of British Columbia, were
noticed by the earliest explorers in
the Pacific Northwest. The art
reached its peak between 1840 and
1868 after Europeans brought steel
tools. Once erected, the poles were
never painted or repaired. and
eventually deteriorated. Lichen
moss, huckleberries and young
spruce seedlings grew on them and
the wood rotted away. To save
those that were left, the f rest sc
vice in 1938 combed brush ar nnd
deserted villages for surviving
remnants, which 250 Indian arti
sans refurbished or copied Those
at Sitka were gathered in 1904
and sent to world fairs at St. Louis
and Portland.

Portland, Maine'
In less than six weeks, those
persons who are afflicted with pol
len hay fever, due to ragweed, will
begin to have symptoms. If they
have not teen properly prepared,
in advance, with anti-hay fever
treatment through injections of
anti-hay fever anugen Those who
have hay fever, due to grass pol
len, are now havieg symptoms. The
symptoms of pollen hay fever are
not always the tame, but tney us
ually include the following: There
i- tneezing and a watery discharge
from the eyes and nose, and the
patient has other symptoms, very
similar to those which accompany
a cold in the head.
Eye symptoms are present in
most patients who are afflicted
with hay fever: The patient's eyes
itch and burn and the flow of
tears is marked, (lacrimation).
Occasionally hay fever patients
part o! the 19th Century and they complain of double vision and pain
pride tin m elves on constituting , in the eyeballs. Many patients have
he fir t n.tive American school of an itchy feeling at the tip of the
p.. n n g Their pleasure in paini nose Some have itching in the na
ng thr n t ion's great lakes and sal pharynx or roof of the mouth.
iorests, me n ai ls and prairies, |
Hay Fever Patients Often
supports this claim.
Depressed
Meticulous realism, romanticism ;
nd sentimentality, all characteris- ' Many hay fever patients have
tics of the 19th Century, may be dry irritating coughs, and some
een in the e wetks. However, the ' have asthma, as well as hay fever.
artists treated their subject matter Headaches occur often in hay fe
hey w°re bound together by an in- j ver patients who cannot breath
tense patriotism and love of their well through their noses.
Their
country
sinuses are involved, because the
Among the artists whose work i swollen mucous membran causes
appear in the exhibition are Tho- ! obstruction to breathing, and a secmas Doughty, iwhose painting of ' ondary infection of the sinuses sets
Camden Harbour" will strike a 'inno talgis notee Frederick Church
Allergists Take Good Histories
. nd Charles Codman. John Kensett
and Georce Inness appear witn
The doctor specializing in Aller
Fitz Hugh I.ane's View of Castine" gy who sees a hay fever patient
and Alvin F.sier's "Bear Island.'' for the first time, always takes a
The exhibition has teen made cood history. He discovers what
possible by the co-operation of The time of the year the patient's
Cld Punt Shop and the MacBeth symptoms appear, and correlates
Gallei' in New York, the Vose Gal them with the known pollenating
lery and the Childs Gallery in dates of the grasses, ragweed or of
E . ton. and Mr Maxin Karclik of the many other plants which may
, be responsible for their hay fever.
N i ort, R. I.
An announcement concerning He attempts to learn whether the
Summer art classes at the museum patient has other allergic mani
will be made shortly All those in festations. and fits them into the
terested are reques.cd to leave never uncomplicated picture. These
allergic conditions include urtica
their name at 'he museum
Paul K Stewart, whose Chiistian Civic League is leading oppoition
It .i.iz u piri-mutuel run
ning horse racing in Maine asked
yesterday for 5C00 more referen
dum pct.t.on forms
Deputy Secretary of State Paul
A. MacDonald said the blanks
would 1 c delivered as scon as they
can be prin cd.
The Civic League, oi which
stcwait is superintendent, is try
ing to collect the necessary 22,250
si natures of voters by Aug. 5. If
these arc Hied .the running race
hill, passed by the last legislature,
will be -uspended until a referen
dum can bc held.
Stewart said he will send petit on
blanks to all oi the approximately
5CC0 lay members of the league
Pastors in the league already have
received them.

ria. bronchitis,
gastro-intestinal
conditions, asthma
and angio
neurotic edema
Hay Fever Preventive Trea'ment
Is Important
One cannot
emphasize, too
strongly, the need for preventive
treatment of hay fever. Such
treatment should be taken, because
every hay fever case is a candi
date for asthma, and asthma is a
more serious and more disabling
disease.
In a definitely sensitive grass or
hay fever case, skin tests often
give dramatic and thoroughly con
vincing evidence that he is sensi
tive to that particular pollen.
There are other cases, however, in
which all attempts at interpreta
tion by skin testing fail, and still
the patient is, beyond any doubt
sensitive to some particular pol'en
which he breaths in during the
pollenating season of that particu
lar plant or plants.
One Can Have IHay Fever and Not
Know It
Some persons have had hay fe
ver for years, but never realized it.
Hay fever can occasionally be con
fused with acute or chronic sin
usitis. It can also be confused with
a common cold, and with what
some people call "catarrh."
As I have mentioned before,
within six weeks, around Aug. 15.
those persons who are afflicted with
ragweed hay fever, will begin to
have symptoms if they have not
had proper hyposensitization or
"de-sensitization" treatment.
Because hay fever is a seasonal
disease, and because we are all
human and put off what we know
ought to be done, many persons
who have never gone through the
ragweed or the grass-pollenating
season without great distress, have
not availed themselves of the pre
ventive grass or ragweed in ject on
treatment which medical science
provides.
Looking Forward With Radio
There are now 1,969 AM stations
either on the air or being built,
with applications for many more
A« the number Increases, there la
a corresponding Increase In the
amount of Interference between
stations, and the areas reached by
their programs Is reduced accord
ingly Of the 1.063 FM stations
authorized, more then *00 are on
the air, and new ones are starttn operation at the rate of 30 per
month, with the total expected to
reach I.OOP bv the end of 1948

Cows’ Foot Trouble
Causes Milk Production To
Lag—Here Are Some Of
the Causes
Cows are like people in n o c
ways than one.
When their feet hurt, their pro
duction lags says a report issued
this week by the American Founda
tion for Animal Health. One cf ti e
worst problems for cat le owners,
in this respect, is an infet on
known as “foul foot" says tit
Foundation. It can be caused by;
Animals stepping on each other
feet during shipment, se.tn
p
irritation which develops into in
fection.
Bruising between the tees wh-ui
cows step on rocks buried under
soft mud.
Animals standing
in p.oiiydrained, undcaned barn lo s.
Wire cuts, or foreign bodic al.
todge in tne hoof.
Irritation and puncture ■ ouiih
when cattle are pastured oi
ccntly mowed, coarse forage t p
Screw worm damage.
Farmers can help prevent the
loss of production will h r<
from such foot trouble by Iielpin
to temove some of these cat e
ihe Foundation points out.
Intravenous injections cf er'tiin
medicines now help to correc i',.,.,1
foot infection in most cases, ar-on

ing

io research by a

MM COME WcWP SEE

KELVINATOR
HAS CUT THE COST OF

Look at the capacity : 8.6 cubic feet! And look at
the low price! Here is kelvinator quality with
extra features throughout. Big f rozen l ood Gliest.
Big vegetable crisper. k< Ivinator 1‘olarspherc,
famous for lasling dependability and economy!
Many oilier big fealures. Get more lor what you
pav. Get this new kelvinator.

* Prices shown arc
for delivery in your
kitchen with h’ivcvear Protection
Pla n . Slate an d
torn! taxes extra.
Prices and specifi
cations subject lo
r h a nye w il bout
notice.

J-.

gro

southern veterinarians which wa.
quoted this week by the Foun ation However, removal of con
ditions which cause the trouble i
the best solution of the problem,
authorities said.

KEl
Masterpiecs Model CM.
Greatest food-keeping advanee in \ears! (old clear■ lo the floor. Far more room! Big Frozen
food Chest—big veget able crisper—new refrigerated Iruit
I rcshener— Magic Shelf for adjustable storage space—quickrelease ice travs — many olher kelvinator features.

British wool production dro; |«-d
17.000,000 pounds—almost 20 per
cent—in 1948.

10 CU. FT.

PLT MORE OPPORTUNITY
IN YOUR FUTURE

PUT $2.50 A WEEK
tn Series E Savings Bonds
through The Payroll Savings
Plan. IN 10 YEARS YOU WILL
OWN SAVINGS BONDS WOR i ll
$1,725 MATURITY VALUE.

APPLIANCES

SPOTTING GOODS

PKLAND, MAINE
ROCr

TEL.

509 MAIN STREET,

OUR WISH
WELL DESERVED SUCCESS TO

ROCKLAND'S NEW
i

1

*

STAR P00!, ROOM

Li

10 HARK ST.,

A PUBLIC INVITAT ION

ROCKLAND

H. H. CRIE CO.
ALL SUCCESS

This is an Invitation to the Public

of Knox and

328 MAIN STREET.

Suppliers of

Lincoln Counties to INSPECT and USE

TO THE

ROCKLAND. MAINE

Lighting Fixtures ar.d Heating Equipment

THE HANDSOME NEW

STAR POOL ROOM

OUR BEST WISHES

STAR POOL ROOM
10 PARK STREET,

ROCKLAND. MAINE

TO

10 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE;

Maine’s Finest Pool Room

AND

THE STAR POOL ROOM

Success Is Assured

SIX UP-TO-THE-MINUTE POOL TABLES

1C PARK STREET,

PERFECTION of MODERN LIGHTING

Because

MAURICE F. LOVEJOY

The Famous New “SLIM-LINE FLUORESCENTS”

Their Pool Tables Arc the Best

ROCKLAND, MAINE

COMPLETELY INSURED BY

AND

REFRESHMENT BOOTH & SMALL STORE

ARTHUR L. ORNE, INC.

Now Open for Business

TO THE

SUPPLIED BY

BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDA CO.
And the establishment is as clean anti wholesome as

NEW STAR FOOL ROOM

CLEAN - QUIET - IMMACULATE

HAROLD A. ROBBINS

Tomorrow’s Sunrise

EVERY COURTESY AWAIT S YOU

346 MAIN STREET,

CONGRATULATIONS
»

STAR POOL ROOM

SUCCESS TO THE

STAR POOL ROOM

STAR POOL ROOM

ID PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

M. E. WOTTON & SON

DECORATING DONE BY

ROCKLAND, MAINE

EDWARD N. SYLVESTER

SUPPLIERS AND INSTALLERS OF THE ASPHALT

1?0 LIMEROCK ST.,

TILE FLOOR AT STAP POOL ROOM

SUCCESS and CONTINUED PROSPERITY
To The ATTRACTIVE NEW

STAR POOL ROOM
10 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

LUMBER and BUILDING MATERIALS SUPPLIED BY

W. H. GLOVER CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

INSTALLER OF THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

at The
TO THE

MY VERY BEST WISHES

Rockland, Maine

TEL. 941-M,

ROCKLAND'

ROCKLAND MAY WELL BE PROUD
of the

_______ STAR POOL ROOM
ROCKLAND, MAINE

10 PARK STREET

THOMAS M. ANDERSON

Phone - 1474 Rockland, Maine

- BUILDING CONTRACTOR-
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PLANS A LILAC
MEMORIAL
l»e~0'*O~0~O~e~e<

TipsonTouring

••“••■•-•-•••I

“Outward Bound”

1

THEIR BETROTHAL ANNOUNCED

An Owl’s Head Boy

Chicken Of Sorts

Frank Ross Is Attending the Some To Be Eaten, Some

Oddly Assorted Characters

By Carol Lane
Franklin Technical
To Be Eyed, In Belfast
In Comedy At Boothbay
Women's Travel Authority
Institute
Saturday
Playhouse
This year 80 percent of all
Frank
E.
Ross,
Jr.,
of
Owl
’
s
An
attractive
spicing of feminine
A
group
of
oddly
assorted
char

vacation travel is being taken
Head, is enrolled as a student in charm and beauty will top off
acters are passengers on an ocean
by automobile.
the Summer session of the Frank Maine's 8000-pound offering of bar
Arhericans, more than any liner in "Outward Bound." occupy
other
nation
of
people,
like
to
lin
Technical Institute at Berkeley becued chicken Saturday as an
ing
the
boards
at
Sherwood
Keith's
service
man
or
woman,
date
of
* Lilac planting days for the Lilac
and Appleton streets, Boston. Built added highlight of Maine Broiler
“get out and do things” on va
Memorial at Togus, being spon birth, hometown, rank and organi cations and they’ve found the Boothbay Playhouse next Tuesday
and equipped by funds left in trust
through Saturday, July 12-16. ,
sored by the Garden Club Federa zation in service, and if deceased,
by Benjamin Franklin, the Insti Day.
family car gets them there with
Seven lovely young ladies have
"Outward
Bound,
”
described
as
:
tute provides day and evening
tion of Maine in co-operation with the date and place of death; also the most pleasure, economy,
one of the most likeable, effective
courses for both men and women already been selected in local con
the Veterans Administration Cen the name of donor of the lilac and freedom of movement.
imaginative of modern plays, ,
in engineering fields ranging from tests to represent their poultry pro
ter are announced for Ociobei 1 to shrubs.
And, as American families and
is a strange story embracing a ‘
professional photography and archi ducing counties in the quest for the
The Lilac Memorial, designed at
15 by Charles Pratt, landscape de
gradually real group of bewildered and puzzled ■
tectural drafting to automotive title of Maine's Poultry Queen for
signer and head gardener at Togus Togus and verified in Washington,
ize that they are travelers who come to the realiza
maintenance
and heating, ventilat 1949. Present plans call for an
D. C., will be in the pattern of a
for the past 29 years.
entitled to va tion they are dead and are headed j
ing
and
air
conditioning.
Some stu eye-appealing” coronation cere
The Lilac Memorial in memory cathedral window, paned with li
cations away for judgment day.
dents
commute
to
the
Institute mony at Belfast City Park, with the
of and in honor of Maine men and lacs and a background of white
from home
'crowning of the new Queen at the
Although the play deals with
from
distances
of
60
miles.
women of World War 1 and II will pines. Representing the “window
and have a death, it is never depressing. Above 1
The duration of the certificate i hands of Gov. Payne.
require at least 600 lilac shruos panes” will be eight plots of 107
moral right to all things it is a friendly show, 1
Contestants for the regal poultry
courses, normally two years, can be
and 1500 to 2300 may be used ill graves each, with lew stone mark
escape from filled with good humor., human !
•♦(landscaping this new cemetery o.i er. A granite monument with
shortened to approximately 16 honor to date include Betty Perry,
the routine of sympathy and
amused, under- j
tnon Its by eliminating the Summer Lincolnville Beach; Allene Fox.
the eastern slope of Togus fa; ng cross as a tribute to veterans of all
day-to-day liv standing laughter.
vacation The school year con East Holden; Beverly Rollins, Halthe administration and hospital wars has been placed at the top
ing, the knowl
Heading the cast are John Na
Miss Lane
buildings.
of the area to be landscaped as the
sists of two terms of four months ilowell; Genola Pillsbury, Shapleigh;
James .VI. Knight, Jr.
Jean G. Cushing
edge of how tion, veteran Boothbay leading
each Courses begin in October Muriel Olsscn, Skowhegan; FranThe 20 acres to be landscaped Cathedral Window Memorial.
Gorham; Beverly
In view of the great amount of best to take vacations is in- man, Hertha Shea, Dena Dietrich
must have a water system and
Mrs. Ethel G. Cushing of Thomaston announces the engagement of February and June and may be i ces Hawkes,
and Brad McCall. In supporting her daughter, Miss Jean G. Cushing, to James M. Knight, Jr., of Pomona, pursued throughout the calendar [Hatch, Auburn.
pipes installed and the land culti preparatory work to be done for creasing.
The coronation program is under
Americans are learning, for roles are Thomas Trenkle. George California. The wedding will take place in August.
year. In the various departments
vated during the Summer months. the' landscaping of the new ceme
While each of the 61 federated clubs tery, and the growing condition of example, that it’s best to travel Sherman, George Berger, Barbara
the work is adjusted to meet the the direction of Miss Laurel Cle
student's individual requirements ments of Searsport, a dramatic and
is to be responsible for 10 lilac lilacs at this time of year, donors light for freedom and comfort; Meyer and Ted Nelson.
“Outward Bound'' will follow the
SEARSMONT
and capacity, as well as to dis elocution instructor in Bangor
shrubs for the memorial, all or of shrubs are requested by Mr. that there are many ways to
schools assisted by William John
ganizations, groups and individuals Pratt to leave their lilacs undis economize on such items as immensely popular comedy attrac
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bardsley, cover special talents.
are united to donate lilac shrubs turbed in their garden until early food (with car picnic lunches) tion, "Parlor Story,” which will
Veterans are eligible to study at son. Belfast, District Manager of
Mrs. Lawrence Robbins, Mrs. Ern
Theatres Circuit, and Har
New, Original Musical Will est Ratten, Mrs. Alleine Adams the Franklin Technical Institute Graphic
in memory of and in honor of war October when the land at Togus and lodging (tourist courts) close this Saturday night.
old Stone, President of the Belfast
^veterans of their families, their will be ready for plantng and the and clothes (outfits with double
Mrs. Ira Packard and Mrs. Frank under Public Laws 16 and 346, and First National Bank.
Be
Opener
At
Camden
pfriends’ families ,or of their or shrubs may be shipped more easily or triple utility).
HOPE
Bryant attended the OES School an advisory committee has been es
The first serving of the huge
ganization.
•Hills Theatre
and safely because of their dor
of Instruction June 28 in Winter- tablished there to assist veterans to chicken barbecue, in which some
Misses Shirley Parks and Diana
And we’ve learned the trick
obtain their educational benefits.
Each donor is asked to state on mant condition.
Warren
of
Lexington,
Mass.,
Kay
port.
4000 persons are expected to eat
“Come As You Are,” a new origi
When transplanting time arrives, of seeing more, too: by taking Brine of Swampscott, Mass., and
one attached card the color and
Mrs. Blanche Gurney of Durham The Institute is a member of the
yariety of lilac sent, and also to shrubs are to be sent by parcel time to investigate interesting Anne Booth of Hempstead, L. 1. nal musical by Alfred Dumais, au and Mrs. Ella Kelley of Belfast Division of Technical Institutes, their fill, will start at 11.30 a. m.
send for the records, the name of post or express prepaid to the En spots along the route; by tak were recent overnight guests of thor of last years successful musical, were recent dinner guests of Mrs. American Society for Engineering Two additional servings will be pro
gineering Department, Veterans ing our children on little edu Miss Flora Pearse. The group is “Again It's Yesterday,” with music Walter Aldus.
Education. Brackett K. Thorogcod vided at 12.30 and 1.30 p. m. The
Administration Center, Togus. at cational side tours through fac now on a motor trip to Canada by Richard Cutts, will open at the
is the director of the Institute. public is invited to enjoy the bar
The V.-3.C.S. met June 29 with Catalogues will be sent upon re becue and the coronation with the
Camden Hills Theatre next Tues
tention of Charles Pratt head tories, museums, parks, etc.; and the Gaspe.
cost of the chicken dinner set at
day, with Priscilla Goggin and Miss Ruth Nixon as hostess, at quest.
by planning trips well in ad
gardener.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Stewart of Robert Snively in the lead roles.
the Nixon home Plans for a lood
$1 a serving.
Prospective donors of lilac shrubs vance of leaving date.
East Gardner, Mass., are guests of
Round table poultry iorums will
The first production of the 1949 sale and other matters were dis
or checks for the purchase of
The average American looks Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Robbins.
season, the new show will intro cussed. Refreshments were served. “The Beautiful Garden of Prayer," be conducted for New England
shrubs, are requested to notify Mrs. forward to his vacation, knows
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Randall duce 18 new songs and a new dance
Mrs. Richard Goebel as ac poultry producers and feed com
The lcca! health council held a with
Edward F. Merrill, 14& Madison what to do with it once he has and sons Paul and Charles of
companist. Mr. Collinds subject
avenue. Skowhegan. Garden Feder it.. . and can do it because he Akron. Ohio, and Mrs. Mary Mc- called "The Toodle.” The intricate clinic July 1 at Victor Grange July 17 will be “Bridges of Achieve panies Friday afternoon with na
new dance step was worked out by Hall with Mrs Lee Sprowl as chair
tionally-known poultry authorities
ation Chairman for the Lilac Me lives in a free America.
Cobb of Lincolnville visited Mrs. David Haynes, choreographer, and man. Sixteen pre-school children ment.”
MAKESIO
addressing the group. A seafoods
morial project.
Mrs. Merrill has
Katherine True the past week and is what he calls, “the newest thing were given vaccinations and physi Virginia Sprowl observed her banquet and Broiler Ball will be
BIG, COLD
sent letters of explanation to all
all enjoyed a picnic lunch at Hobbs since the Dipsy-Doodle”
cal examinations. Mrs. Creamer, seventh birthday July 4 with a given the poultry representatives at
drinksgarden club presidents and will be rial project to donors wishing more Pond.
Miss Goggin
is well-known R N„ of Belfast, was in charge, party at her home. There were the Belfast Shrine Club that night.
happy to explain the Lilac Memo- information.
Mr. and Mrs. Guilford Payson throughout Maine for her fine and Dr. Seth Read of Belfast the paper hats, favors, and decorations
had as supper guests last Friday voice, having appeared with the attending physician. Others as in a red. white and blue color
the Wi'l’am Wrights in observance Bangor Symphony Orchestra, the sisting were Mrs. Richard Goebel, scheme. Games were played, prizes
of Mr. Wr.’ght’s birthday.
University of Maine Glee Club, and
Ethel Butler, Mrs. Arlene awarded, and refreshments served,
Mr. and Mrs. W. Goldschmidt the Madrigal Singers, as well as Mrs.
Harriman, and Mrs. Etta Marriner. Virginia’s mother, Mrs. Lee Sprowl,
being assisted by Virginia’s mater
and children and Mr. and Mrs. E. at many private recitals. She mani
Mr. and Mrs Percy Hermansen nal grandmother, Mrs. George Sib
Sharp and daughter of Manches fested her ability as an actress as
of
Belfast
are
at
Camp
Wahnahley, and by Mrs. Charlotte Sweetrj
ter, Conn., were supper guests Sun the leading lady in “Again It's
geesha for the Summer. Mr. and
day cf Mrs. Mary Be-tham.
Yesterday," when it was first pre Mrs. Raymond Cobb and their land. Present were: Florence Carr,
Carol Gelo. Mary Cushman, Myrtle
Ralph Brown of Needham and sented. at the University of Maine.
Speedometer Repair Work On
s:
daughter, Miss Beatrice Cobb all
grandson Alan Brown, and Bob
All Chrysler Make Cars
Well-versed in theatre, with a of Plainville, Mass., and the lat Callahan, Patty and Roberta Free
man, Marion Hemenway, Roberta
Thompson of Waltham arrived background that includes roles such
ter's
friend,
Mr.
Denison
of
FoxRobbins. Rachel Mitchell, Charlotte
Friday. Mr. Brown will remain as Tommy in “The Hasty Heart,”
boro. Mass., are spending their va
until July 16.
Sir George Orryed in “The Second cation at Camp Wahnahgeesha. Ryan. Lois Cross, Phyllis Marriner, 515 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 720
v
Grace Fairbanks, and George, Da
The drowning of S. A. Lacomb Mrs. Tanqueray.’’ and Paul Bun
ROCKLAND, ME. 50-tf
of Marblehead, Mass., Saturday, yan in “Big As Life,” Robert Mr. and Mrs. William Ball of Eel- vid, and Virginia Sprowl.
was the first such accident at Snively is also possessed of a fine fast and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tay
♦Ga ...
j©. •»
. day in
oav
lor of Swanville were week-end
Mt. Lassen in California is the
Hobbs Pond in the memories cf the tenor voice.
QW ■ '/—•••
O< SO»i«g money (OaefetONWy. So «« repeat . . . Mfce
and holiday visitors there.
active volcano in the United States.
oldest inhabitants.
w ow everyday low price pettcy TMCN -cMi yo«. serieg. »dd
"Come As You Are” is directed
Miss Frances Strout is visiting
William Wright, William True by Herschel L. Bricker, Directorand Myron Robarts were at Duck Manager and founder of the the at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wy
IGA
Lake on a fishing trip over the atre. and will run Tuesday,July 12, man Drinkwater.
SUNNY MORN
Harold Cobb spent several days
FAMILY
week-end.
through Saturday, July 16, at Cam last week at the home of Mr. and
COFFEE
IGA
den
Opera
House.
FLOUR
Mrs. Charles Burgess in Union.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
25 LB$1
John Levenseller, Clarence Gelo,
B»9
Mrs.
Fannie
Copeland
and
Miss
WEST WALDOBORO
COME IN tMAty
Samuel Payson. Alfred Shepard,
GELATINE DESSERT
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Smith of and Harold Cobb recently visited
Ruth Copeland are employed in
FOR A COPY OF THE
NEW JULY ISSUE OF
Rockland.
Augusta spent the holiday week Unity Lodge, F.A.M., in Thorndike
PKGS
Paul Waltz has returned to his end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Woods
home in Rockland after spending Dewey Winchenbaeh.
(Shirley Selley). who are spending
MAGAZINE
Comperes
’
-*♦»
Ae
IGA
five days with Mr. and Mrs. F. J.
Miss Helen Johnson of Plymouth, their honeymoon at Lake MegunYou just cent afford to
but tvs' tee
Noid.
Mass., is spending the Summer ticook, Camden were recent call
miss reeding "FABU
how much leu •
LOUS FAMILY" end
Mary Hopkins went Friday to with Mrs. Arnold Standish.
costs you?
ers at the home of Mr. and Mrs
"THE GRUMBLER" . .
New Harbor where she has em
A daughter was born July 1 to Albert Bardsley.
♦wo outstanding features
in the big July issue of
ployment for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Thomas at
IGA
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ratten and
TOMATO PASTE':.'1O<
♦his greet nelionel magaFrank Nord of Rockland visited Maine General Hospital. Portland. family went to Fryeburg last Fri
Campbell's
»ine of family We.
* . Evaporated
Tuesday and Wednesday with his
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bodge and day to spend several days with
TOMATO
SOUP 3
sons, Fred and Alfred Nord and daughter Shirley and son Michael friends and also to take a trip to
SUNSHINE
also called on Asa Curtis and S. of Farmington visited Sunday at the White Mountains.
Hi-Ho Cracker* | 18 pkg 30c
E. Hyler in Cushing.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Irvine
Donald Allgrove of Old Orchard
SUNSHINE
T.II
Mr. and Mrs. John Campbell of Genthner.
was a week-end visitor here.
Cam
AVAILABLI EXCLUSIVELY
HYDROX
25c
Medford,
Mass.,
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs
Lawrence
Aulis
and
grand

Raymond Gelo spent the holiday
AT YOUR ICA STORE
Earl Moore, Sr., of Warren called daughter of Waldoboro were guests week-end with friends in Green
Underwood's
Greenies - Natural Flavor
Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Thursday of friends here.
ville.
Deviled Ham ’&• 19c Peas
h-c- 21c
Marshall.
Mrs. Marion Stover of Portland
Mrs. Annie Parker and her
IGA
Royal Guest - Crushed
Mr. and Mrs .Warren Gould and passed the holiday week-end with granddaughter, Miss Doris Latter,
Luncheon
.'Sr41c Pineapple Me 2 Can 29c
sons. Wilfred and George of New Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Waltz.
both of Medford. Mass., are stay
IGA Sliced
Royal Guett - Sliced
Bedford, Mass., Miss Sallie Emery
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Gross of ing at the Latter home here for
Dried Beef ^..c«29c Pineapple n-jc- 31c
and Ernest Nord of Rockland were Camden called Saturday at the a time. Leslie Latter, also of Med
3 Little Kittens
IGA
FLORIDA
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. home of Dewey Winchenbaeh.
ford. spent the week-end here.
Cat Food 3 C«M 23c Cranb. Sauce Cm* 16c
Frederick Nord.
Miss Mary Waltz, student nurse
Mrs. Angie Kimball of Rockland
ORANGES,
Full
of
Juice,
doz.
.49
Dog House
Gro Pack • in Syrup
'*
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Levensaler at Maine General Hospital, is and Miss Priscilla Collins of New
Dog Food 3 c.« 25c Raspberries
JUMBO—FINK MEATED
39c
and daughter of Waldoboro called spending three weeks’ vacation buryport, Mass., are spending the
Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel With her parents, Mr. and Mrs. holiday week-end at the home of
CANTALOUPE,
ea. .19
Herbert Waltz.
Miller, Jr.
setae laitA ftiidc
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman
AND-E-BOY PASCAL
and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Harri
man.
CELERY,
double bunch .29
AT PRICES YOU CAN WELL AFFORD!
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bardsley, Jr.,
SWIFT’S SUGAR CURED
SWEET POTATOES,
2 lbs. .33
and son Billy were business visitors
HAM, Boneless, lb. .69
Saturday in Orono.
Charmio
1
IGA
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cole and
FANCY NATIVE
Paper
Towels
2
'•'
29c
Rice
ittn, 19c
friends of Boston spent the week
FOWL.
lb. .43
end and holiday at the Cole home
Frosting Mix 2*-25c Facial t,m 2 <52, 25c
FRESH NATIVE
here.
Ch«rmi<«
.
30' Long, 9' Beam, 3’ Draft
Dairy Dream
CHICKENS.
lb. .39
Bernard L. Dame of Whitman,
35c
Pure Cream '&■ 29c Toilet Tom 4
Mass., was a recent business visitor
SWIFTS DIXIE BRAND
A comfortable and seaworthy cruiser. Designed
Royal Guett
Cleaning Fluid
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lee
BACON SQUARES, lb. .33
Renuzit I Sal Can ♦1.29 Tea
uum, 3Oc
Sprowl.
by
Crockett
—
Built
by
Collemer.
Completely
FOR SUMMER SUFFERS
At the Community Church July
MARGARINE
Economical
(
BOLOGNA OR
3, the pastor, Rev. J. Clarke Colequipped, ready for instant cruising. Must be seen
At It, B.it
MARGARINE
•
MINCED HAM,
lb. .49
lind, spoke on the subject. “For
to be appreciated. May be inspected at Camden.
SWIFT’S BROOKFIELD
KEYKO
MARLENE
Such a Time as This.” Mrs. Har
court Daniels rendered a vocal solo
BUTTER.
lb. .67
■et: 29e
2
39c
Demonstration to interested parties.
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For full particulars contact
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V. B. CROCKETT, Bayview St., Camden
Tel. Office Camden 2676.
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General Electric
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IS FREE

Refrigerator Now I

$18975
... for a 6-cn-ft size,
with many of the fea
tures of higher-priced
models.

By W. T. Person

5^

WITH
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The fascinating story of
how an ordinary, small
town American family
overcame danger and
hardship to find love
and peace in a new way
of life.
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Spacious bottle storage shelf
large freezing compartment
Deep meat drawer
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Porcelain enamel interior
Automatic interior light
All-steel cabinet
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THROUGH FORTY ONE STATES
Acorn Grange Guests Speaker Comments
Upon His Six Months’ Travels
Guest speaker at the meeting of
Acorn Grange in Cushing Wed
nesday night was Dean E George
Payne, Education Editor, Prentice
Hail, Inc., Editor-in-chief, Journal
Educational Sociology; co-chairman
Woocheefee Inst., N YC. and Dean
Elneritus, New York University.
In the course of a highly inter
esting travel talk lie said:
• • • •
After 50 years of active teaching
and educational administration, and
after a somewhat shorter period by
Mrs. Payne in the field of Music,
dramatic ait and club activities
we retired to our home in Maine,
at Pleasant Point, where we had
spent delightful Summers for 25
years.
We became permanent residents
of Maine with the intention of
spending six months cf the year
here and six months in some warm
er climate in the South of other
parts of the world. In accordance
with tills plan and purpose! W< left
Maine the last day of November
1948 to see the United State to
discover the interests and aetivitie.and to learn what its citizens are
thinking and feeling in a world of
turmoil, fears, uncertainty, and con
fusion. It is pleasant to report to
my friends of Pleasant Point and
the Grange some of my impressions
Our trip took us through 41 of
the 48 States and into Mexico. We
traveled a distance of 16,725 miles
by auto and were absent from Maine
six months and one day. We trav
eled along the Atlantic- Coast to
Key West, Florida, then by the
Tamiami Trail to the Gulf, the
West Coast cf Florida and then
winding North and South to places
of Interest, reaching the Pacifi.
Coast at San Diego, north to
Washington and then across the
country to Maine, touching upon
points of interest as we drove leis
urely Eastward.
Obviously we could not. in the
time at my disposal, cover in detail
even a few of the exciting events
and experiences of this trip, there
fore I will limit my discussion to
two aspects of m.v observation;
namely, some aspects of the agri
cultural life, and some evidence of
the status of our National defense.
The first of our agricultural dis
coveries was the development of the
Everglades of Florida which we had
conceived as a vast impenterable
area of swamps and alligators and
other man-eating animals On the
contrary we discovered at Home
stead. Just at the entran e to the
Florida Keys, vast fields of pota
toes being harvested and shipped to
the Northern markets in January
and we learned of our Winter sup
ply cf new potatoes.

It
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be done this way!
But the Courier-Gazette

suggests that its

PRINTING
DEPARTMENT
save you the time

and effort.

Here we met a Maine man. Dr.
Koch of Aroostook potato area, who
had a Maine experimental farm for
the study of the diseases of potatoes.
We saw here in one area 6500 acres
of potatoes in all stages of develop
ment from newly-planted to ready
for harvest: all in an area a few
years ago was regarded as useless
except for the habitation of rep
tiles and birds.
Here now are large groves of avacadoes, vegetables cf all kinds, and
other products which supply daily
the Northern tables during the
Winter months. At Clewiston in
the center of the Everglades there
has been developed one cf the great
cane sugar areas of the world—
cane in all stages of development,
from planting to harvesting and a
sugar plant that produces cne mil
lion pounds of refined sugar every
day from tons of cane brought
in from the surrounding area.
This unsurpassed area of agri
cultural development in an area re
garded as an impenetrable wilder
ness a few years ago. is now one
of the bread baskets of America,
thanks to the ingenuity of Yankee
inventiveness and determination.
The second area of agricultural
wcnders was that vast country, only
a few years ago a bleak desert and
now made to bloom and produce
by the waters from the Rio Grande
from Brownsville, Texas, a distance
cf 1300 miles to the far interior of
New Mexico. In this area also we
saw vegetables of all kinds, citrus
fruits and cotton; all this in an
area that a few years ago was re
garded as only suitable for grazing
cattle on million acre ranches
Again here we have the results of
the operation of American free
enterprise and the genius cf Ameri
can men and women who went
West and turned the dead desert
into a garden for the production of
the foods that supply not only
America, but the world as well.
We observed two other similar
developments, the Imperial Valley
of California turned into a garden
by the waters of the Colorado River
and the Magic Valley of Idaho made
possible by the waters cf the Snake
River. Land in all these areas
which was available only a few
years ago at a few cents per acre
now sells for a $1000 per acre and
up. and all this the testimony to the
vigor and determination cf the pio
neers who have given their lives no
less definitely than those who
served the country in war, in mak
ing this a land of abundance.
We should note. also, as long as
we have the type cf American that
has produced these miracles, we
do not need to fear the subversive
elements who are seeking to con
vert this land of unlimited possi
bilities into an adjunct of Russian
and Communistic totalitarian dicta
torship. The Politburo cf Russia
cannot even comprehend the genius,
the determination, and the unceas
ing toil that has made America the
source of the life of the world.
The second deep impression was
America's unbelievable devlopment
of the instruments for the protec
tion cf the heritage that has made
this country great. We visited the
Aviation field at Fort Worth,
Texas, and inspeced the new jet
planes and most significant of all,
the B-36 airplane. We now have
hundreds cf these planes, each
weighing 240.000 pounds stripped,
they carry 42 tons of bombs, can
stay in the air for 10,000 miles.
They can reach and destroy any
city within 5000 miles, within a few
hours, provided of course there are
no adequate means of defense
against them.
We also visited the White Sands
Proving Grounds in New Mexico
where the Atom Bomb was explod
ed for the first time and where the
military are now developing the
new rockets.
The details of the development
of these rockets are well-known but
the things that impress one as he
»epoy
Monthly

CASH YOU GET
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$25 to $300 on Signature, Furniture or Car
that
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sat

looks upon these means of devas
tation are that we must prevent
their use in war. or rather that we
must prevent a war in which they
may be used, for their use will mean
the complete destruction of civiliza
tion. Nothing can survive in a war
in which these instruments of devas
tation are used.
It is moreover evident that even
we members of this Grange have a
grave responsibility in this world
cf turmoil and confusion. We are
apt to think that this is no prob
lem of ours and that we do not
need concern ourselves about it.
But this country is a democracy in
which every one has a voice and
if we preserve this democracy and
its heritage of devotion and sacri
fice we must do our part; we must
know our country, love our country,
and as in the past, sacrifice our
lives to perpetuate its traditions
and its freedoms.

MARTINSVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Dwyer of
Glens Falls. N Y.. are guests of
Mr. Dwyer's patents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Dwyer, for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Karlsson
and son Paul of New York are
spending a holiday with Mrs.
Karlsson's mother and brother,
Mrs. Herbert Pierson and Malcolm
Pierson.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hupper left
N ew York Friday, July 1, on
steamship Nieum Amsterdam for a
vacation of several weeks in Eur
ope.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Hannemann
of Portland and Mr. and Mrs. R G
Leonard of Hampden, were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Hannemann.
Mrs Frederick Salsman of Pasa
dena, Calif., is spending ^several
weeks with her sister, Mrs William
Cook.
Guests last week at "The Anchor
age ' of Albert Robinson and Mrs.
James Buck were Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Evans of Grand Junction. Col.,
also Robert Buck, John Schlosstein
and W’illiam Carroll of Warren,
Mass. At present their guests are
Mrs. Arthur Tucker and James
Buck of Warren. Mass, and Mr. and
Mrs Burrell Smith and son Doug
las of Grand Junction, Col.
Henry Flicker of New York is a
guest of the Harold Huppers at
Wheelbarrow Farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Stanley of
Whitinsville, Mass, were week-end
vacationists with Mr. and Mrs. Os
car Stanley.
Mr and Mrs. Howard Phinney
are on a motor trip to Canada.

PORT CLYDE
Rev. Chester Cooper of Springfield. Mass., and family spent a
few days recently at their cottage at
Teel Cove.
Mrs. George Lermond of Tho
maston was guest of friends here
the past week.
Willing Workers held their latest
meeting at the home of Mrs. Orrin
Hupper. For the next session Mrs.
G. L. Vannali will be hostess at
her cottage on Huppers Point.
Mrs. Ethel Marshall White of
Daytona Eeach .Fla . is occupying
a cottage at Lands End.
Mrs Russell Porter of Pasadena,
Calif is at her Summer home on
Marshall Point.
Rev. and Mrs. Paul Vanner have
returned to Marblehead, Mass., aftw &peu nt a few days with Dr.
and Mrs. Vanrtah Rev. G. tu. Vatinah of Boston supplied Sunday at
the Advent Christian Church
Kenneth Davis, student at the
New England School of Theology
in Bo, on. has beer supplying at
the Advent Christian Church in
Bath the past month.
The word “apron" was originally
"napron” and was corrupted from
"a napron" to "an apron.”

MATINICUS

Care Of Glassware

Fred Ames was recent supper
guest of his sister. Isabelle Ripley.
Raymond and Lavon Ames, Jr., The Advice of Experts On
Handling Fragile Pieces
were recent Rockland visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Siebert and
In the Kitchen
son Donald of Somerville, Mass.,
were holiday week-end g'lei s of
Tumblers and other glassware get
hre mother, Mt » Horace Young.
extra heavy use in Summer when
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ives and the family enjoys cool drinks and
children Bruce and Stephen of chilled desserts. To bring glass
Reading, Mass., came Saturday’ to
visit her pare its, Mr. and Mrs. ware through without casualties,
.household equipment specialties of
Flank Ames.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Webber the U. S. Department of Agricul
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Philbrook. ture offer some reminders.
and Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Philbrook
Sudden changes in temperature
attended graduation exercises Sat
urday at the U. S. Maritime Aca are responsible for the untimely end
demy at Castine. Kenneth Webber of much glassware. Glass expands
was a member of the graduating with heat, contracts with cold, oft
class.
en cracks or breaks when forced
Recent guests of Florence Bearce to do either too suddenly. This
were: Eva Hewes, Joan and Con is why hot water should not be
stance Taylor of Quincy, Mass.; poured over glass in washing or
Evelyn, Joseph and George Smith rinsing but instead the glass should
of Brewer;
Josephine Bennett. be laid gently in the water. It is
South Boston; John and Lillian also why glass should not go di
Corrao Neponset, Mass., and Mau rectly from refrigerator to warm
rice Bonice. Dorchester, Mass.
dishwater and why jars of good,
Holiday week-end guests of Mr hot from the canner, should not
and Mrs. Deshon were their daugh stand in a breeze to cool.
In making iced tea or coffee in
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Peterson, Portland, and glass pour the hot beverage slowly
Mrs. Dorothy Gurnet, Portland.
onto the ice rather than against
William Robinson, Camden, was I the glass, or—safer make the bev
week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs erage in a china or pottery pitcher
and then pour into glassses. Inci
Dalton Raynes.
Mrs. Sadie Myrick of Camden is dentally, ice cubes should not be
visiting her cousin, Mrs. Ethel dropped carelessly into glasses. The
force of their fall may crack the
Raynes.
Clifford Young, Ida Baker, Gleyn glass.
To save glass from taking a rap
Bower and Walter Gary went Mon
tn dishwashing, there are circular
day to Rockland.
Mrs. Charles Thompson went rubber gadgets which fit over the
Monday to Rockland to help care end of faucets, also rubber mats
for her mother-in-law, Mrs. Eva for bottom of sink or dishpan, or
for counters on either side of the
Thompson.
sink.
Many women like rubberI covered dish-drainers.
TENANT’S HARBOR
The time-honored dishwashing
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cant of rule. ‘Glass first, silver second,
Whitinsville, Mass., Miss Etta china third.” saves nicks, chips,
Brown of Barre, Vt.. Mr. and Mrs. and scratches which often result
David Rennie and family of Port- from a miscellaneous jumble in the
chester, N Y„ were week-end dishpan. Glass gets first place be
guests of Mr. and Mrs. James Cant. cause it needs clean suds with no
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Monaghan trace of grease to come out clear
and daughters of Pittsfield were and shining.
holiday guests of Mrs. Nellie
The less glass is handled, the
Mcnaghan. They leave shortly for less chance of breaking. Many
California where they will make I women are finding that by wash
their home.
ing with the new detergents glass
Raymond Wiley, who is em will come out streakless without
ployed at Syracuse. N. Y., visited wiping.
his family over the holiday week
Last but not least, save glass
end.
ware with convenient safe storage
The 34-foot dragger Coquinn, arrangements. Narrow shelves for
owned by
Perley Trask, was tumbler allow each to stand sepa
destroyed by fire late Monday aft rately with no stacking or doubling
ernoon, about 100 feet from the up. and no reaching behind.
Palo Sales Wharf. As Mr. Trask
The total time lost as a result
attempted to start the motor, it
backfired, igniting the partition of accidents to farmers in any typi
about the engine. The fire depart cal year amounts to the time need
ment together with the assistance ed to produce about half of the
of the townspeople went to his aid annual average wheat crop in the
but the craft was completely United States.
destroyed, including a quantity of
fishing gear.
I
Dr. and Mrs. Wallace Dukeshire
of Brooklyn, N. Y„ and Randall
Baker of New York City, are
guests of Mrs. Rosamond Dukeshire
and Mrs. Marion Baker for two
weeks.
Miss Margaret Heald of Mattapan, Mass., was guest the past week
of Dr. and Mrs. Charles Leach. She
will enter Boston University July
11 and will return here the latter
part of August to' complete her va
cation period. Dr. and Mrs. Leach
joined a family group over the
Fourth at the Crescent Beach cot
tage of Mr. and Mrs. George St.
Clair.
/
Miss Marion Clark of Wallston
entertained Monday night, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Sheldon of Waltham,
Mass., Miss Margaret Heald of
Boston, Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Leach
and Mrs. Ida Rivers.
Mrs. Gilbert Auld returned Tues
day to her duties at Pownal State
School after five days’ stay at her
home here.

Vets Insurance Refunds
The United States owes 16 mil
lion veterans of World War II
$2,800,000,000 for overcharging them
for service insurance. The Admin'istration has refused to issue re
funds until 1950. With 14 other
veterans of World War II, I signed
a recommnedation to Congress en
dorsing a resolution by Rep. Keat
ing of New York that these refunds
be paid no later than Oct. 15, 1949
We charged that the delay in pay
ment is calculated political maneu
ver, for 1950 is a Congressional
election year
Two years ago the Republicans on
the Veterans Committee made for
mal request that the refunds be
made immediately. The Veterans
Administration said payment must
wait on a Supreme Court ruling on
a test case. It said that six months
after a favorable ruling payments
would be made. The Court ruled
in favor of policy-holders in June
of 1948.
The Veterans' Administration
describes the refunds as "dividends ”
We held that this description is
untrue and misleading. These re
funds are due on an overcharge.
The Administration deliberately is
delaying payment. The Administra
tion would not tolerate similar tac
tics in private enterprise. We said
in our endorsement of the Keating
resolution that this was a raw deal
to all veterans We said that aside
from the question of governmental
integrity and good faith there are
other reasons why this sum should
be put into circulation. We said
that $2 800,000,000 distributed among
16 million veterans will have a
beneficial and legitimate economic
effect; that it could mean the dif
ference between a serious depres
sion and simply a healthy business
readjustment. It would help the
veteran by returning to his pocket
The hotels of the nation play a money that rightfully is his.
major role in the recreational travel
Mindszenty Parallel
program cf our people. Recreation
The pastoral letter circulated
al travelers spend aipproximately
$1,000,000,000 annually, a part of secretly June 26, by the captive
which eventually reached into and Archbishop Josef Beran of Prague
benefits every community in the recalled the farcicial trial of Car
dinal Mindszenty of Hungary last
nation.
February, and the wave of protest
Farming was rated as the fourth it touched off in this country. I
most dangerous occupation in 1948 said on the floor of the House at
Only transportation, construction the time that the Mindszenty trial
work and mining and quarrying was a flagrant violation of human
had higher death rates per 100,000 rights, that it was a cruel travesty
on justice
workers.
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KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS
Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tube*
Flush Out Poisonous Waste
When disorder of kidney function permit*
poisonous matter to remain in your blood,
it may cause nagging backache, rheupaJJc
pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, fit
ting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning
sometimes shows there is something wrong
with your kidneys or bladder.
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s
Pills, a stimulant diuretic, used successfully
by millions for over 60 years. Doan’s give
happy relief and will help the 15 miles of
kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.

■/(, 'Bantam/
4

IT BROILS
•T COOKS!
CHECK ALL

FEATURES!

• Broils steak, chops and fish just right!

IS FREE”

• Big enough to cook a 20 Ib. turkeyi
• Uses normal size cooking utensils!

• Meets every cooking requirement!
• Occupies only 2'/i feet of space!

T. Person

• Bakes a complete oven meal!
• Plugs in anywhere — no

1
\

Small Loan Statute Licence No. 35 • Loans made to residents of all surrounding towns.

\

special wiring required!

FOR

SMALL

QUARTERS

NEW LOW

STARTS

SELLING PRICE

-ON-

SATURDAY

It is with a great deal of pleasure that we an
nounce a new service of giving free estimates on
your plumbing, heating or electric water pump re
quirements. Take advantage of this free engineer
ing service, and call—
ROCKLAND, 205 or 206

Now it appears that Archbisn op
Beran of Czechoslovakia will be
subjected to a similar ordeal. The
action reflects a typical Communist
course of liquidating any source of
authority the party cannot control.
It will be wise to remember this if
at any time in the future the Execu
tive Department of the United
States Government sees no danger
of Communist infiltration here and
characterizes investigations of Com.
munist activity as "Red Herring.”
Reorganization
President Truman took the pow
ers of re-organization handed hint
by Congress and at once recom
mended seven reforms. First reac
tions in Congress were favorable,
for the President retained bi-parti
san flavor by following closely the
recommendations of thie Hoover
Commissin set up by the 80th Con
gress
These would turn the Federal
Security Agency into a cabinet rank
Department of Welfare (handling
health, education, and social secur
ity matters); change the pc|
jJflic
roads administration from the Ffrderal Works Agency to the Com
merce Department put the Bureau
of Employment Security (jobless
pay and job placement) in the La
bor Department; re-organize the
Post Office Department; enlarge the
scope of the President’s Executive
Office; streamline the Civil Service
Commission; and give the Maritime
Commission more authority.
Unless Congress votes the Presi
dent down, these recommendations
will go into effect 60 days after in
troduction.

“NO LAND

by W.

PLUMBING, HEATING, AND
ELECTRIC WATER PUMPS

In the National Capital

Repair expenditures of Knox
County’s non-farm homes will total
an estimated $1,300,000 during 1949
and will serve as an important fac
tor in keeping both labor and busi
ness activity at high levels, accord
ing to a report just released by the
Tile Council of America.
"Practically every trade in the
community will benefit this year
from home repair expenditures,” de
clared A. T. Wintersgill, chairman
of the Council’s residential con
struction committee. Such work,
he pointed out, is a vital stabilizing
influence throughout the building
trades.
Painting and redecorating will ac
count for about $33 of every $100 to
be spent cn home repairs, the report
revealed. Repair and replacement
of heating equipment will take $26
of the theoretic $100 and roofing
about $12.
Carpentry work will require ap
proximately $7 out of every $100.
and installation of showers, tiling
of bathrooms and replacement of
plumbing will account for another
$6. Repairs with stone, glass and
tile, and miscellaneous work, will
take the balance of the $100. accord
ing to the report.
"Production of such materials as
finished hardwood flooring, clay
tile for baths and kitchens, and ce
ment reached all-time highs in 1948.
and 1949 output of building produc
tion promises to be more than ample
for both home building and repair,”
Mr. Wintersgill declared.
Most materials are available to
day in a much wider range than at
any time since the war, he pointed
out. Clay tile manufacturers, for
instance, have added scores of new
hues to color lines in recent months,
he said.
Expenditures
throughout
the
United States on home repairs will
total between $2,500,1)00.000 and
$3,100,000,00 in 1949, the Tile Coun
cil estimated.

A New Story

FINANCE CO.

FREE ENGINEERING SERVICE

NELSON IN WASHINGTON

Repairs On Knox County’s
Farm Homes Will Mean
Our New Congressman Tells What’s Going On
Outlay Of $2,300,000

IT^S‘
IT HOASTS J

rrs-

2nd Floor • FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG.
356 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
Phone 1133 • John Sawyer, Jr., YES MANoger

An Important Factor

Just pack up Bantam in your
old "kit bag” and have more
tun this Summer! Take it with
you wherever you go for cooler
summer cooking! Plug it in to
any appliance outlet. Cooks a
complete meal in a jiffy; bakes
and roasts to perfection; has
amazing fast broiling action 1
Come in —See — Try this post
war miracle totiay!
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IN THIS

Take Advantage Of Our Budget Plan. Take Three Years to Pay.

PAPER

H. H. CRIE COMPANY

328 MAIN STREET,

CENTRAL

ROCKLAND, MAINE
33-tf
I

AINE

V

FOUR FROM KNOX COUNTY
Won Honors At Commencement Of the Maine
Maritime Academy
The seventh commencement ex
ercises of the Maine Maritime Aca
demy last Saturday saw four
Knox County men receive degrees
as Bachelors of Science in marine
engineering or navigation. They
were members of the first class to
complete the full 36-month course
to attain their degrees. Previous
classes were on the wartime sched
ule.
Ranking high in the class, and
named as one of the honor men
was Clifford R. Cameron of Rock
land, who was a cadet in the deck
division.
Cameron was also in
cluded in the awards of the Pi
Sigma Phi key by the Propellor
Club of America, one of six in the
class of 47 to receive the honor.

Engineering cadet Sherwin Sleep
er of Rockland has chosen to take
active duty with the Navy for one
year while others have positions in
the Merchant Marine.
Graduating as deck officers with
rank of Third Mate in the Mari
time Service and Reserve Ensigns
of the Navy were Cameron and Da
vid G. Farrand of Rockland. Third
engineers and Naval Reserve En
signs are Sleeper and Kenneth L.
Webber of Matinicus.
Names of men from this area
will appear in the lists of gradu
ates being commissioned for some
time to come as the representation
at the Castine training school from
Knox County is heavy at present
with still others seeking admission
this year.

Setting Hen Given Walking Papers

As Power Invades Poultry Business
By IRA MII.I.F.R
Farm Electrification Bureau

The setting hen is losing her barn
yard grip. A few more years and
she’ll be little more than a legend.
Her job, like scores of others in the
poultry business, has gone mechanical.

Water is brought to the poultry
house by means of a pressure watei
system. It is done automatically, and
without fuss or feathers. Winter wa
tering problems, too, have been elim
inated. Pipes are protected in cold
weather by soil heating cable. And
water is kept ice-free in drinkinj
fountains and troughs by immersion
heaters. Even the feeding job hai
gone “push button.” For automatic
mash feeders are available for use
with hens and broilers over 3 weeks
old. They work in harmony with the
farmer’s lighting schedule; are oper
ated by Vs horsepower motors and
controlled by time switches.
Electricity keeps the lights burning
13 out of 24 hours a day during the
spring, fall and winter months. That
s the magic number of “light hours’
required to enable hens to maintain

“WASHINGTON AND ME”
National Capital Incidents As Related By a
New Correspondent

*

(By Richard G. Kendall)
Washington, D. C—Washington
is lovely at this time of the year,
although the damp spots on the
streets, where pedestrians have
melted, sometimes puzzle tourists.
To beat the heat, wise Washing
tonians sleep in the parks around
the Capitol building, lulled by the
music of the several service bands
that play nightly concerts.
I attended one of these concerts
this week. The United States
Navy Band played. Beside me on
the lawn was John Hogan, a col
lector and broadcaster of news. Mr.
Hogan formerly lived in Portland,
where he oreathed his amiable
baritone into a microphone at
WCSH.
The announcer at the public ad
dress system reported to the
throng that the Band’s golden
voiced tenor would sing the Oley
Speaks classic, the gentle, placid,
‘‘Sylvia.’’
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John said, “Did he say, torpid'?"
I said, "No. He said ’flaccid’.’’
Both of us nearly died laughing,
which would have been all right
with the music lovers seated nearby.
Mr. Hogan and I were intrigued
by the statues on both sides of the
Capitol’s east entrance. On the
left, as the visitor enters, there is
a large man in armor holding
aloft a sphere. My view was that
the fellow was a champion shot
putter. Mr. Hogan agreed very
strongly in favor of the man’s hav
ing been a bowling champion.
On the right there is a group in
which a large man appears to be
wrestling with an Indian who car
ries an axe. It is possible that
the savage intends to murder the
woman crouching nearby with a
child in her arms, but to me it ap
peared that he intended to throw
the axe at the bassoon player in
the Navy band.
The big fellow has what appears

Shown above is a view of the automatic poultry feeder developed at
Pennsylvania State College.

In this movement toward the in
dustrial way of doing things on the
farm, electricity has played a major
part. It has brought the “push but
ton" age of agriculture to a high
degree of accomplishment. It can do
just about everything but produce
the egg. With that necessary bit of
business out of the way, here's how
electricity takes over:
It hatches eggs in automatic elec
tric incubators, which provide uni
form heat and moisture control.
Electric brooding is the next step.
And from this point on, any number
of electrical helpers move into the
aoultry picture.
to be a solid grip on the Indian's
| wrist, undoubtedly saving the basisoon player a bashed in head.
At this concert, it was difficult
to tell whether the audience was
| applauding the band or slapping
I gnats.

maximum production in so-called
"off seasons."
And then, eggs can be cleaned,
graded and candled electrically. Elec
tricity operates poultry house venti
lating systems, poultry scalders and
waxers. It powers "rubber-fingered”
poultry pickers which pick as high
as 200 birds an hour. To farmers who
complain of cannibalism in their
flocks or about the loss of mash billed
out and lost from feeding troughs
agricultural science offers the cauterizer. It is used to clip off a small
section of the chicken's upper beak
or mandible — the cause of such
worries.

Fires cost
American farmers
nearly $90,000,000 in 1948. The
preponderance of frame buildings
and inadequate fire fighting equip
ment were listed as major causes
for this total.

Al Severance, Villanova basket
Sportswriter Bill Cm uni was the ball coach, scouted North Carolina
[ youngest major, at 23, in active State by television, and his squad
' service during World War 1.
defeated the Wolfpack.

Are Still Winning

From “The Exciter”

But Oh! Wouldn't the Vinal- Telling What Central Maine Says It Will Give $156 a A Jay See Gives His Impres
Month To Persons 60 Or
sion Of the Fourth In
haven Chiefs Like To
Employes Of Eastern DiviOver
Belfast
Tackle Rockets
sion Are Doing
The
national convention of
Harold L. Colbeth, Jr., has been
Vinalhaven Chiefs 8
Gardiner V.F.W. 5
elected President of the Junior Townsend clubs voted unanimously
(By Fred Swanson)
Chamber of Commerce of Rockland. to establish a new political party.
The new party's objective will be
The Vinalhaven Chiefs clipped This is a very live organization of "the abolition of poverty in Ame
the Gardiner V.F W. Sunday 8 to 5. about 45 young men There is an rica” through the Townsend plan,
In a free hitting contest, 13 hits
under which every person 60 years
on each side, the Chiefs took a age limit in this organization for of age or older would be paid a
lead ol seven runs in the first four w hen a member becomes 36 years of pension of approximately $156 a
innings, adding another in the age, he is automatically dropped rrcC-th. ,
sixth, and young Joe Plante coasted There are two exceptions. R W.
Dr. Francis E. Townsend, 83to an easy victory, giving up a Hudson of CMP Company, and vear-old founder and president of
brace of markers in the seventh Robert Gregory, who are retained the clubs bearing his name, per
and eighth to the visitors. Guilford in an advisory capacity, and these sonally offered the new party pro
snuffed out the troublesome sev two men belong to the Senior posal at the convention.
enth, with a nicely executed double Chamber cf Commerce of Rockland.
lie was given a 10-minute ova
play.
Harold has been active in this or tion and then the approximately
The visitors started Carver, a ganization since its beginning, work 5000 delegates adopted the resolu
southpaw, (no relation to the ing on the Industrial Committee tion unanimously.
Chiefs' brilliant right hander), but which has been very active solicit
evidently a cousin to Winslow who ing industries for this area. Con
collected three straight singles be gratulations, Harold! The Junior i and hopes for the best.
Aimee Karl Bicod has returned to
fore Carver retired to the showers. Chamber of Commerce has a good
work with us assisting in Lutie
Thibeau who relieved was also hit man at the helm.
Jones office duiing this perod of
consistently. Four beautiful double
Robert A. Hussey, Serviceman in
plays were snapped off. two by Damariscotta area, has been elected gas conversion. Seems nice to see
each team, which helped to cut secretary of the Damariscotta Ro Aimee around once more.
Kenneth Alley has his spare time
down scoring.
tary Club.
’ all spoken for this Summer he is
Gui'ford and Putnam both field
We are sorry to report that our manager of the Camden baseball
ed th$tr positions brilliantly at the newly retired Old Timer G. Carl
keystone sack. »uch accepting eignt Cassens, has suffered a bad heart team.
Eastern Division offers congratu
chan es without an error. Gakes, attack. He ts confined to his bed
the Chiefs' backstop, turned in tiie for six weeks for complete rest. lations to Ray McFarland cn his
fielding gem of the day on Carver’s Cards and well wishes will reach j promotion We have somewhat of
siow roller down the third base him at 168 Camden street. Rock- j a claim on Mac as he started in his
lighting career with Central Maine
line.
• land. We sincerely hope Carl will
The Chiefs seem to take delight ' make a speedy and satisfactory re in Eastern Divisions.
1 Gas conversion is in full swing,
in beating undefeated teams. There covery.
with everyone settling nicely in the
seems to be a team in the neigh
Lorraine Perry of Rockport is a groove. The first few days were a
borhood. called the Rockets, unde beginner in the Rockland office as
hectic, and the noise and confu
feated in League play, maybe it’s clerk. Lorraine is finishing her ' bit
was a bit shattering to the
just as well. The Rockland mana course in business adminstration sion
but Lutie Jones reports that
ger wouldn’t accept. The Chiefs ! at Mrs Sargent’s school in Rock- nerves,
the real CMP employe cooperation
may not win 'em all, but they 1 land, and will become a full-time and fellowship has come to the
play em all.
member of our staff about July 1. ■ front once more in a major effort
• • • •
The Rockland Rockets, Rock and has shown what fine spirit and
Vinalhaven 5, Gardiner 3
land's Summer baseball team sports work can do. Crosby Ludwick from
The Chiefs celebrated the Fourth two star players cf interest to us. Belfast and William Emory from
by downing the fast Gardiner Fred LaCrosse of the Rockland Boothbay Harbor have been called
Shamrocks, 5 to 3. It was the Line Department and Joe Coombs, in to devote full time to gas con
third appearance of a Gardiner son of P. W. Coombs, of Boothbay version sales. Russell Richardson
team in Vinalhaven and each time Harbor.
’ is devoting mornings to
gas
Molly Tootill spent the week-end conversion work in Lutie Jones’
the Chiefs have merged victorious.
Breed Carver, the Chiefs’ clever with office clerk Polly Murch at office, and a former office clerk.
right hander, gave up but five safe her home in Camden. You can Aimee Karl Blood is working in
ties to the visitors, and his mates imagine we have our difficulties Lutie's office on the gas conversion
backed him up with 14 solid bingles, with a Molly and a Polly in the j reports, etc. Not to mention the
I three each, by Oakes and Bickfoid office.
very valuable assistance of A. J.
Jimmie Sullivan Old Timer and Murray, who is in close contact
and four by Mitchell, who was hot
ter than a firecracker with his bat our janitor has been on a week’s with proceedings all the time. In
The way he craked ’em out, the vacation using the time to plant fact, all have been helpful and in
fans had difficulty in distinguish his garden Rained every day. but terested to put this job over sucing between his banging, and Dave Jimmie put the seeds in the mud 1 cessfully.
Hall's old musket.
About 50 percent of the rainfall
The Islanders got off to a good in thus county, or next. Oakes,
start in the first, cn Oakes single. who can really travel, turned in a md 49 pounds of nitrogen an acre
Carver's sacrifice and Mitchell's magnificent catch on Cobb’s drive are drained away each year when
double to center Haskell piomptlj to left center, fcr the play of the ihe land is left bare.
Dutchy Haskell sure-fisted.
singled in Mitchell for the second day
score.
Chief
shortstop.
accepted
10
In the visitors' half of the second hances, a good day for any in
inning Carver's boot on J. Gagnon .- fielder. Tracy, the Shamrocks sec
toller, two successive singles by E. ond sacker. was also excellent in
Gagnon, and Tracy, tied the score the field.
The Islander outfit, have on their
at 2 all The Chiefs, however, came
right back with two markers in the chedule next Sunday, the Augusta
same frame, and added another in Cubs, the toughest foes yet to
the fourth fcr good measure after tackle the Chiefs, and another large
Oakes reached on interference bj crowd will undoubtedly assemble
the catcher, stole second, and to witness this fracas.
Runs: J. Gagnon, E Gagnon (2),
stretched in on Mitchell's drive tc
center, which came near decapitat Oakes (3). Mitchell. Wiiite. Errors
ing the Shamrock hurler.
Forsythe, Cobb, H. Gagnon, Carver
The visitors tallied their third 2i, Mitchell, Haskell, Guilford.
and final score in the fourth, or. Two-base hit, Mitchell. J. Gagnon.
Haskell’s error, followed by two Sacrifice hit, Swanson. Carver.
singles, but thereafter Carver al Passed ball, Ladner. Hit by pitch
lowed but one hit. a double, by J er, Carver. Double plays. Gardiner
Gagnon in the eighth after two '2i. Bases on balls, off Carver 0.
were out.
iff Gagnon 1. Strike-outs by Car
This game marked the return cf ver 9. by Gagnon 1 Umpires, An
Manager White to his catching du dersen and Chilles. Johnson. Scorer.
ties, a job which none excells him, C. Winslow.
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While

tidswoll

llres, as

illvslfated, available at

KILROY'S
The Small Store With

extra cost,

GoodBuy-all around
that long

Point out how solid this Buick feels. That’s

bonnet and wish they had as much
Fireball life as you have here.

weight, and power delivered through a

They size up the broad windshield and

torque-tube instead of the rear springs.

narrow corner posts—and don’t have to be
told how these things step up “see-power.”

For the truth is, this Buick’s a bargain on

F

riends

They

gather,

appraise

look

the

over

smart

styling,

what you get from husky frames, low-swung

much, much more than you can see.

the
It’s a big buy on the solid goodness a

roomy interiors, the usability of luggage

space—and agree you’ve made a buy.

demonstration quickly makes plain. On

increasingly favorable delivery dates. On

But don’t stop, please, with letting them

attractive price. On the kind of “deal”

look. Invite them in and introduce them

your Buick dealer makes.

to some of the special pleasures you’ll
know as a Buick owner.

Show them, for instance, how completely

That’s why we keep saying “Better see
your Buick dealer—and get that order in

promptly!”

Large Values and
1001 Items!
WHERE YOUR PENNIES HAVE
MORE CENTS

BUICK

the rigid harshness of direct-drive cars.

Silk-smooth DYNAFLOW DRIVE* * FULL-VIEW VISION from enlarged

Let them sample the matchless Buick ride,
with all four wheels cradled on soft, coil
springs and low-pressure tires made still

alone has all these features

gloss area • SWING-EASY DOORS and easy access • "LIVING SPACE"

INTERIORS with Deep-Cradle cushions • Buoyant-riding QUADRUFLEX

COIL SPRINGING • Lively FIREBALL STRAIGHT. EIGHT POWER with
SELF-SETTING VALVE LIFTERS plus HI-POISED ENGINE MOUNTINGS

easier-riding by extra-wide rims.

low-pressure tires on SAFETY-RIDE RIMS . Cruiser Line VENTIPOUTS •

^Standard on Koxdmxster, optional at extra cott on Super modeh.

DUREX BEARINGS, main and connecting rods

• BODY BY FISHER

♦Standard on ROADMASTER, optional at extra cost on SUPER models.

MORE
CLEARLY THAN
EVER
MUKt dieaKAr
ennee a’-"

- White Sailor Pants .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
£ Dungarees .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Air Corps Sun Glasses .. .. .. .. .. .
T Shirts, white and colored, 2 for
All Wool Blankets $4.98
Army Cots.. .. .. .. . 4.75
Navy Hammocks . 4.95
5 Gal. Gasoline
Cans .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1.98

New 7-Man Rubber Boats
equipped .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $47.50
New 2-Man Rubber Boats, all equipment 22.50
New Mae-West Life Jackets .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
2.45
Coast Guard Approved Kapoks.. .. .. .. .. .. .
7.50

KILROY

Yaur Key fo v'Ly

W’fcew bellpr aiitoniobllt'i

Greater Value /y

arc built'

MUCK a iii buiitl them

Tuns in HENRY J. TAYLOR,
ABC Network, ever/ Monday even ng.

C. W. HOPKINS

C. W. HOPKINS

712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

BAY VIEW STREET
CAMDEN. MAINE

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
This is merely an account of the I
experience of 18 members of the I
Rockland City Band, who Joined |
with members of the Pittsfield.
Belfast, and probably members of I
one or two other Maine bands in I
Belfast July 4 in celebrating in a I
grand, even magnificent manner I
the coming of a new industry to|
that city.
The combined bands, under lead-1
ership of Director Harold Kelley, I
literally filled the streets with I
music, as in perfect step to the I
rhythm of six drums, the combined I
bands of from 57 to 60 picked men I
gave a short parade, estimated to I
be anywhere from 2' j to 3’A miles, I
but probably, in this writer’s esti
mation. to be at least five. It was
later said by competent authority to
be just about two miles. At any
rate, it was long enough on such I
an extremely hot day. and one of the I
Rcckland Band boys (myself) al-1
though completing the march had |
fully enough.
After the parade, a generous feed I
of lobsters (plural not singulari was
enjoyed by those who had partici
pated in former events the art of
destiuction of their bright red ar- (
mor.
Promptly at 4 p m. the musicians I
took their positions on the stand
at the City Park and gave over an
hour's concert which was certainly
enjoyed by the players, and ripples
of applause wrere heard from a vast
audience. Director Harold Kelley
handled the baton in an extremely |
understandable fashion, and di
rected hia band throughout the I
concert, with the exception of a
few numbers near the end, which ]
were conducted by George A. Law,
director of the Rockland City
Band.
Mr. Kelley is well known to the |
Rockland musicians, as he frequent
ly acts as guest conductor at re
hearsals cf the Rockland City Band
and is very popular in this capacity. |
Another pleasure, almost unique,
was enjoyed by all band men at
the concert. At a short pause in I
the program the name cf each j
player was called and his pay check
was presented to him. And it so I
happened that the name of the
writer of this spasm was the first
one called. And he also cherishes as
a souvenir the can opener which |
is said to have ventilated several,
perhaps even more, cans of beer,
emptied on this long to be remem
bered occasion, July 4, 1949
A. J. Clark.

The next time you speak of a
maiden's" charms it might be well
to glance at the World Book Ency
clopedia which says that the Scots
had an instrument of death, much
like the guillotine, which was called
the "maiden,”
Major leaguers’ baseball shoes are
made of kangaroo-hide.

TELLS TOE
WHOLE STORY

When you order household goods by mail you only get a
partial view of what's coming to you. You can't judge quality
with any degree of certainty from a picture so why not check
your household needs and visit MAIN ST. HARDWARE CO.
Then you can inspect our stock and be satisfied with each pur
chase BEFORE you buy it! When you look at the Canning
Picture at our shop you see it all but the vegetables. We have
a super complete supply. High quality merchandise at moderate
prices.
BI Y THESE ITEMS FOR FAST, EASY CANNING . . .
FOR BEST RESULTS!
FEDERAL

COLD-PACK CANNER
Regular 2.00

Special $1.69

A labor saving, time saving,
money saving Utensil. Holds
Seven One-Quart Jars.

Bathing Trunks.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
\ Sun Tan Pants .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

different Dynaflow Drive! is, with every
mile cushioned by flowing oil and none of

Lots Of Band Music

New Political Party

ARHY-NAVY STORE
WE TAKE ORDERS ON ALL MARINE SUPPLIES
Mail Orders Filled On Request
305 MAIN ST..
TEE. 1360-W.
ROCKLAND, MF.

JAR RUBBERS
GOOD LUCK

JAR RUBBERS
10c
Seals your jars perfectly. No
more tugging and spilled con
tents. New Easy-to-Open split
lab is the answer!
FOLEY

FOOD MILL
$1.98

Strains bushel tomatoes into
juice in 15 minutes. Makes
25'; more apple juice with
out coring or peeling apples.
Crushes all fruits for jams,
juices. Mash potatoes. Puree
vegetables lor soups, strain all
babv's foods.

Safe Canning
Hi-Speed Cooking
PRESTO

COOKER-CANNER
$21.95
3-QUART CAPACITY

COLLANDER
$1.65

Popular mixing bowl shape.
Especially useful during can
ning season, but surprisingly
handy almost every day. Stainresisting aluminite finish.

The perfect all-purpose pres
sure cooker. Cooks a whole
ham or a complete meal , . .
Ample canning capacity for
most families, 1G liquid quart
capacity. Complete with 5pieee accessory set and 128page instruction and recipe
book.

TO LET
Floor Sander and F.dger. Electric Floor Polisher, Hand Dioa
Sander and Wall Paper Remover

MAIN ST. HARDWARE CO
PAINT • STOVES

HOUSEWARES

44 1 MAIN ST.
ST
m
ROCKLAND

WE
DELIVER
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Willis Anderson, Formerly Of Rockland, Doing
Remarkable School Work In Connecticut

NO LAND
IS FREE
•

By W. 7. Person •

An exciting, new serial
about a valiant family
who gave up security for
a life of adventure and
romance in the midst of a
wilderness. A vivid story
of modern pioneering.

STARTING
SATURDAY
JULY 9

has been touring the central and
southern parts cf the State, reports
the corn, pea and bean crops des
Drouth Is Not Affecting This tined for the canning factories, in
A-l condition with promises of good
State As It Is Doing
yields.
The early period of dry
Elsewhere
weather made an early and short
crop of strawberries, but this is the
Maine crops are from 10 days to only crop without indications of a
two weeks ahead of schedule and belter than normal yield, he said.
Central Maine produce growers
are in excellent condition, Univer
sity of Maine Ext ension Service of who got to market wiith their peas
almost two weeks ahead of sched
ficials announce following tours to ule had a hard job to move them,
all sections of the Stare.
Lord said, people seeming to look
The drought that has prevailed to fresh garden peas as a Fourth
in most of the New England States, of July delicacy. However, the
niready causing millions of dollars yield was not only early, but topin crop damage has not had any notch this year. The peas were
material effect in Maine, they . aid. abundant and moved rapidly at a
George Lord, assistant director of time when they are looked for and
the Extension Service, who lias just are usually scarce and high.
returned from Aroostook County,
An early Spring and planting
reported the potato fields in ex sea on, followed by better than an
cellent condition, and said that even proportion of sunshine and
bar. ing
an
unforseen
August lain, was the reason for the early
drought of considerable duration ’season all along the line, Lord rethe potato ciop this year will be j porled and wi,h ali even break iR
hr.ivested early, and the yield will the weau.er the schedule will fol
be pood All along the line from low that pattern through the har
the planting to the present develop vest season.
ment of the growth in the fields,
the program is from 10 days to two
The inightest chasm in the world
weeks ahead of schedule, he said. was cut by the Colorado River. Ac
Lord said that the fertilized hay cording to Childcraft books, it is
Increasing favorable comment comes to the Eddie Hustus Dance Band. A ; abilities bcemc better
known its territory becomes widened. It has covered the Rockland are;, .for
1; . ’ ::.ie and fi
recently fields in the northern sections of a mile (5280 feet) deep, or more
played at the famous Auto-Rest Park in a battle of music with the Maine Bear.;, and a lai c number of the State are of lop quality, and the than four times the depth of New
pasture lands are in fine condition, Ymks Empire State Building, the
widely scattered graduations at I d proms and hops.
Joe Hickey, vegetable crop spe world's tallest building; 1250 feet
Trumpets in the band are leader Eddie Hustus, Harry Collins and Billj 1
Dick Mc
cialist of the extension service, who high.
Intosh, Charles Libby, Tony Gnistin, Sammy Christomo and Sidney Carr.
The trombones are: Roy $’>wanholm, Teddy Strong and John Batanza. Keith Daniels i. jjiani. i; Norman
Hammond, drums and Dick Ga les, vocalist.

A. Live Wire Rockland Dance Hand

ATTRACTS WIDE ATTENTION
Vision and practical methods of
inspiring initiative in youth are
components of modern educational
technique. In this field, Wiilis E.
Anderson formerly of Rockland,
has developed pronounced progress
and attracted considerable national
Interest in the results of his
teachi. . at the Norfolk (Conn.)
Center School.
Specializing in social studies Mr.
Anderson teaches geography, his
tory and citizenship in the Junior
High School. Encountering wnat
was generally acknowledged a. a
‘problem group" in this, his fits’
year of teaching, he has instilled in
these pupils a genuine inten- in
current events to such an ex’ert
that their school v
noted by the magazines Time"
and "Life' as well as by the metro
politan press and prominent edu
cational authorities
During the course of theli r
t’nc studies, his students b ..in
interested in the case of Salvator"
Oluliano, known as the modern
‘Robin Hood" of Sicily, an outlaw
charged by the Italian government
with a variety of law-breaking acts,
among which was "robbing the
rich to give to the poor." Far from
accepting outright the romantic,
story book version of this renegade,
Mr Andersen's class decided to
weigh the pros and cons—in short,
to hold a mock trial.
Delving into the project witli
aroused enthusiasm, the more ener-

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

getic students sought sources of au
thentic information, and this en
tailed writing to the publishers of
You have probably all heard by
current periodicals thorough study
this time the fantasy of the Walcf legal procedure, and a wide dolf Chocolate Cake. The superscope of re earch work. A Trial melogeorgous mouth watering conJustice in Norfolk has worked with fection that so thrilled that friend 1
the class, explaining angles cf of your Great Aunt Emma, when
Court action and the requisites of she visited the Waldolf, that she
each success ve step.
For two surreptitiously cornered a waiter
months t ne children have submit and made him promise to send her
ted to their teacher all clippings ihe recipe! According to the legend
and references which might have he sent her the formula along with
the least bearing en the case; thus, a bill from the hotel to the tune
ii' the process, enlarging thetr of $100 and that is what makes
general store of knowledge.
the Waldolf irate They are per
Fully aware cf their limited fectly willing to give anyone their |
absorption powers. Mr. Anderson recipe for Chocolate Cake and re
frequently halts this study entirely sent the implication that they
and turns to other subjects. His charge for it.
work with them covers but eight
Some of those recipes that have
hours a week, their remaining
periods being assigned to arithme gone the rounds with this story are
tic, reading and regulation courses as weird as the legend itself. The
one I heard about had mayonnaise
under another instructor.
What Mr. Anderson is striving in it!
Several papers and the News
, toward, is not publicity for the
school himself or ihe pupils (only Week for June 27 has published
1 insofar as it acts as a stimulus to the original recipe and so I w'on’t
their interest) but rather for a be accused of plagiarism if I give
broadening of mental powers which it to you here.
will enable his young charges to
Set oven at 320 degrees and mix
see for themselves that there are in order given: Cream 6 table
| two sides to every question. A spoons of sweet butter with 3-4
realistic approach to facts, the tup of granulated sugar. Add 5 egg
ability to reason, the power to yolks, one at a time. Fold in 5
balance contravertible evidence to beaten egg whites and then add 3-4
; a final justice—these are the ma- cup pastry flour and 2 squares of
i jor tenets of this educator s code. melted baking chocolate. Pour in
By-products of studying the Giu- to greased cake pan and bake 30
liano case, the glamour of which minutes. (That’s all, so help me).
■ makes a strong appeal to youthful
If you have any ideas about put
imagination, are inescapable con ting in extra ingredients I’ll add
tacts with literature, history, civics that the Waldolf indignantly insist
and geography. It is not so much that they make the cake every day
. the direct information regarding from that recipe
well, you try
■ the Italian culprit which will bene it
fit thee schoolchildren, but the at
tendant knowledge which ts gleaned ihe past term was an outdoor jury
Horn the securing of ft. Further- hearing, attended by the press and
mere, Mr. Anderson believes that photographers of New York and
the only "problem children" are Connecticut.
those who are not actively interTo his eighth graders, come
isted m
something; stimulate September, Mr. Anderson will
their minds and the "problem" has doubtless renew
his
stalwart
! t amshed.
charge, "Live your learning.”
That the Anderson principles
—By Kay McDonald.
and his execution of them are ap
proved is evidenced frem letters of
Aphrodite, goddess of love, is bewhclehearted approval which he .ieved to have been adopted by
has received from the Commis- Greece from a Semitic cult.
1 sioner of Education, F. E. Engleman of the State Department of
Education; and from Annabel Sny
der, elementary supervisor of the
same department, who comments
I cn his work as praiseworthy and
, "challenging.’’
Son of Mrs. Willis H. Anderson,
Warren street, and the late Mr.
Anderson this progressive school
All Types of Commercial
man is a graduate of Rockland
High School and of University ol
Photography;
Groups,
Maine. He is a veteran cf World
I War II. previous to which he was
Weddings, Industrial,
employed by the Central Maine
Marine and Insurance,
Power Company, and after dis, charge from the Service, was for
Aerial.
.. lime salesman with thie Bur
roughs Adding Machine Company.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
His ambition is to secure a
Masters degree in Government
from Yale University, but of more
immediate importance to him is
the outcome of the juvenile Court
TEL. 907 or 770
Trial at Norfolk Center School
which is docketed for the Fall
B7*tf
opening. The final proceeding of

Looking Backward
Events Of 1904, As Comprjled
For This Paper By James;
Burns
t
(By James Burns)
July 11
Miss Mamie Barker and Robert
Young of Camden were drow/.ted
When their rowboat capsized .off
sherman Point IjCdge,s.
The Owl’s Head Railway Ulas
having labor troubles.
The Rockland Military Band was
under the direction of Herbert
Farnham.
July 11
The big touring car of the Pear'sons, who are occupying their cot
tage at Bay Point, appeared on the
streets yesterday with Miss Pear son at the wheel. Miss Parson is aru
expert autoist and steered the bigi
auto dexterously through Main and.’
other streets with a skill that calledi
attention.
July 13
A dispatch from a Russian corre

spondent claimed that 30,000 Japs
were killed by a mine exploded b
the Russians in the Russo-Japanese
War.
Although regular boats ply be
tween Rockland and High Islam:
it was necessary to send a small
steamer yesterday with a load of
provisions.
July 11
Rockland had only four days'
meat supply on hand, due to the
nationwide meat strike.
Plans were underway to raise the
wreck of the battleship Maine
which was sunk in Havana harbor
on the night of Feb. 15, 1893
The Limercck Railroad, built in
1888 was being, for the first time,
generally repaired.
The trestle
work was being almost newly built
of hard pine
July 15
The firm of Hall and Manson on
Main street, was given the contra a
to build Rockland's new patrol
wagon for the Police Department
for $400
Cyrus W. Davis of Waterville wa.
chosen Democratic nominee fcr

Governor to run against William
T. Ccbb
Scott Kittredge narrowly escaped
with his lit in the basement cf the
Kittredge drug store when an oil
lantern he was using ignited a bar
rel of wood alcohol.
The Rockland. South Thomaston
and Owl’.- Head Railway was of
ferin'.' to the public 5 percent sink
ing fund Gold B mds.
Steamer Monhegan made a
moonlight excursion to Stonington
lust night. Ball's Band was aboard
for those who cuied to dance.
Blanchard Smith returned after
an ( X ended trip through the West
and South.
To the majority of people the
crowd) d electric car does not appeal
a
desirable place for a couple
to manifest their fond admiration
for each other, but the fact remains
that hardly an evening passes that
the occupants cf Thomaston-bound
cars are not highly amused by
watching some love struck couple.
The first raspberries of the sea
son were in Rockland stores, retail
ing for 16 to 18 cents a box.

Maine Sits Pretty

FOR SAFETY

ON THE ROAD
To drive a ear safely you must
drive a safe car.
garage your

Make this

headquarters for

body or motor repairs as needed.

4

Hr re-line brakes and clutch,
fix lamps at a special rate!

LAMPS

CLUTCH

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.,

WINTER ST.,

TEL. 889

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

COMMERCIAL

PHOTOGRAPHY

Sidney L. Cullen

6

B.F. Goodrich

V

YOU want these

EXTRA VALUES

"i’m standing by for the

exefusive fo Chevrolet in its field!

Rythmic-flexing Cords make the difference!

most

of

CERTI-SAFE HYDRAULIC BRAKES

rythm like
a crew that's out of heat!
They don’t flex in rythm,

Beautiful BUY of all... ”
Nothing less will satisfy—

FISHER BODY STYLING AND LUXURY

Most other
cords flex

out

WORLD’S CHAMPION
VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE

Nothing else will do!

(with Dubl-Life Rivetless Brake Linings)

the cord body is far suffer.

LONGEST, HEAVIEST CAR IN ITS FIELD,

Again . . . NEW
LOWER PRICES!

with WIDEST TREAD, as well
BFG cords
flex in
rythm like
a precisiontrained racing crew. All
cords flex in perfect
rythm, cord body is
pliant.

5-INCH WIDE-BASE WHEELS

(with Extra Low-Pressure Tires)
CENTER-POINT STEERING

CURVED WINDSHIELD with
Greater comfort
Extra safety
Longer mileage
‘SIZE A.OO-16

COMPTON’S

PANORAMIC VISIBILITY

EASY TERMS

FISHER UNISTEEL BODY
CONSTRUCTION
EXTRA ECONOMICAL TO OWN

17 PARK ST„ ROCKLAND
TEL. 1135-W

OPERATE—MAINTAIN
The Fleetline De Luxe 2-Door Sedan—White sidewall tires

PEASLEE & ROSS

FIRST IN RUBBER

VINALHAVEN, MAINE

optional at extra cost.

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN STREET,

KOC KLAND, MAINE

BARKER’S GARAGE
UNION, MAINE

•<

